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A/COM'S sqlellite receiverc
continue to mqke me look good.

My customerc
get studioquolity
sbtellite receplion.

And, I get
qll the credil.

Because AVCOM receivers live
up to their performance speci-
fications and have such high
reliability, you benefit from the
resulting customer satisfaction.

Ask any AVCOM dealer about
AVCOM'S excellent reputation for
products that work right from the
carton. The first time. Every time.

Compare AVCOM'S video
quality to the competition. It's un-
surpassed. Carefully designed
commercial-grade circuitry makes
the AVCOM picture possible.

AVCOM. It means Value. Reli-
ability. And, Service. As an
AVCOM dealer it means AVCOM'S
commitment to your success.

AVCOM lels you profil from
bofh lhe commerciolond lhe

home-use morkels.

AVCOM is a leading designer and
manufacturer of unique satellite
communications products for both
commercial and private installa-
tions. For example:

COM-66I: A commercial receiver
that features a detented channel
selector and is compatible with
AVCOM'S BDC-60 block down-
converter. The result is a double
conversion system that offers high
stability and can be used with anY
brand and degree LNA. Other

features include; automatic polari-
ty switching output, tunable audio,
sensitive signal meter and rack
mount.

ffi*
COM-2A: The ultimate in Con-
venience, Economy and Perfor-
mance. Attractive styling fits any
home decor. Ideally suited for low
cost installations and delivers max-
imum reliability and high perfor-
mance. Features include;
o Attractive styling
o Tirnable audio with switchable

wide and narrow IF filters
(optional)
Remote control console
Internal crystal controlled
modulator
Unclamped video output for
decoders

COM-3R: Now wifh APS'24
Aufo-Polorizofion Seleclor slon'
dord. The full feature COM-3R is
used around the world for a wide
variety of unique TVRO installa-
tions. Threshold peaking and
selectable dual IF filters are op-
tionally available for receiving
international type transmissions.

Call your AVCOM representa-
tive today. It's a sure way to con-
tinue looking good.

o
o

AIrcOM'o
5OO Reseorch Rood.
Richmond. V423236

(804\794-25C,0
Toll Fiee Order-Onlv Line

800-446-2500
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CHANGE. lt is allaround us. ail of
the time. But seldom does it come so
fast as to 'take our breath' away.
This time it is different. Change, 'out
with the old'and ' in with the new,'
has been building all fatt. And the
nature and depth of that change will
be the subject of a special issue of
CSD/2 to be issued on January
1srh.

AWARD. CSD began an'lndustry
Man of the Year' award back in
1980. He was H. Taylor Howard.
This year's award goes to the man'who made us legal ' ;  Richard L.
Brown. lt's that element of 'change'
again; one dramatic act, not ex-
pected by many, which will have a
profound impact on the way we do
business in 1985.

LUXOR. We began a look at their
Motala, Sweden facility in Decem-
ber and conclude it this month with
some dialogue about how Luxor's
marketing philosophy in Europe is
being transmitted to their North
American TVRO selling program.
Once again, it is that element of'change' at work in the industry.

RECEIVERS. Two'also-ran' U.S.
designed and produced TVRO re-
ceivers that have to date attracted
only modest interest are studied in
this issue; can 'small '  American
firms continue to compete with 'big'
offshore producers? We'll see!

OUR COVER/ Richard L. Brown
headed up the team which pushed
through the industry's "legislative

victory" during 1984; the full legal-
ization of home satellite TV viewing
for non-scrambled signals. Brown is
this year's "Man Of The Year"; see
page 8 here.
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KENNEDYSPACE CENTER

The Paraclipse 4.8 meter satellite antenna
was installed atop NASA's Central

Instrumentation Facility, at the Kennedy
Space Center, November 1983.
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The completed installation of the 4.8
meter antenna with the 3.8 meter

Paraclipse in the background.
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UNBUNDLING HBO
There is a batt le underway pit t ing the'best of SPACE'against ' the

best of HBO.' We won't forecast a 'winner' here. But I think we can
identify the possible losers.

The battle is raging between the SPACE 'position'that CBD ser-
vices on Galaxy 1 should not be 'bundled together' and the HBO
posit ion that they should be bundled.

Bundling? What in the world does that mean?
HBO believes that unless they are able to'market 'a'package'of

software/programming services via Galaxy, there can be no effective
marketing campaign and therefore no CBD service. They don't like the
phrase 'bundling' but that is the one SPACE has adopted when
describing the HBO plan.

SPACE, through legal counsel Brown, bel ieves that bundling is
someplace between unAmerican and i l legal. Time wil l  decide where i t
is within those l imits, i f  indeed i t  is anywhere. SPACE says that i f  HBO
bundles together ESPN (now on TR9 of G 1 ),  Disney, Cinemax, HBO,
one or more Ted Turner services and perhaps others into a 'single

package at a f ixed price, '  the TVRO consumer ' loses. '  Why?
SPACE points out that i f  the TVRO consumer is given only one

option ( ' the whole package, or nothing'),  the TVRO consumer may
be taking (and paying for) one or more services he or she would not
buy' in the open market. '  Disney is a good example; ESPN is another.
l f  you are forced to take Disney and ESPN to get HBO and Cinemax,
but you never watch Donald Duck and never watch sports, you are
paying for something you do not want and you are therefore being
'forced' to buy; against you 'wi l l . '

SPACE thinks this is wrong, and wants to push HBO into a
corner where HBO either offers G1 scrambled services individual ly,
or, perhaps does not ofler them at all. lt is an emotional issue because
everyone can identify with being forced to buy something they don't
want, to get something they do want.

A magazine subscription is kind of like that. You order TIME to get
the latest news and you never read the movie and TV reviews be-
cause you never watch television or go to the movies. lf you wanted to
know aboul movies, you'd buy a movie magazine; i f  you wanted to
know about TV, you'd buy TV Guide. So you pay some amount of your
money for pages which don't interest you.

HBO says that if they are forced, legally or in the marketplace, into
not offering a 'package' of services, there may be no services
available at all. They explain that it Disney has to market on its own, if
ESPN has to market on i ts own, i f  Turner has to market on his own, the
individual costs of conducting marketing (selling) operations will be so
high that these lesser-grade services will simply not be able to olfer
their programming to home TVROS.

HBO suggests that even offering Cinemax and HBO, without
offering others in a package, will be so expensive (since the TVRO
universe is so small ,  st i l l ,  and so spread out over a continent) that iJ
there cannot be 'economies of scale' (ie. several premium and other
scrambled programmers all being sold together), the CBD program
will not work.

HBO believes it is right. SPACE believes it is right. Both are
digging in their heels, preparing for what could be a long, drawn-out
'batt le. '

The losers in this are going to be the viewers; those TVRO

J

consumers who lose no matter which way it goes. lf SPACE wins, and
every scrambled programmer ends up on his own, we'll certainly see
many tewer scrambled services offered to home TVROs initially.
ESPN, for example, wi l l  simply disappear from home TVRO screens;
not available as part of a package, and not available separately
because it is too expensive to market by itself. lf HBO wins this one,
some people will be buying and paying for services which they don't
want or don't use. That will be money wasted.

Can we as an industry allow this type of battle to rage? Does it
serye us best to have SPACE win? Or HBO win? Are we served at all
by a long protracted 'battle' that saps up legal time and SPACE
money since no matter how the outcome, we stand to lose?

We wonder, and ask you to think about it.

HBO Pleased
Init ial  results from the HBO analysis of the M/A-Com VC2C de-

scramblers are in; they are good.
M/A-Com supplied 101 units to HBO init ial ly. This was back in

mid-November and for the next month those units were sit t ing out at
the Long lsland HBO test faci l i ty grinding away 24 hours per day. HBO
had worked out a testing sequence which is of interest.

Using a proto-type 6 foot dish that original ly came from Alcoa,
HBO had an MSE LNA instal led and a variety of (mostly M/A-Com)
receivers. l l  you can picture HBO conducting ' tests'  for their f  i rst cable
level descramblers on a 6 foot home dish on Long lsland, you have a
good ' image' of the scene

All  100 units ran for a ful l  month. They were programmed as
fol lows:

1) First al l  were turned off
2) Then they are turned on, one by one, at approximate 1 minute

intervals
3) Then they were al lowed to run and the upl ink addressed (sent

commands to) each of the units individual ly
4) Each unit had to respond to the addressing instructions and the

unit's 'response' was logged electronically on a recording de-
vice

5) Then al l  100 units were turned off and the sequence was
repeated again . .  .  and again . .  .  and again (for about a
month).

In the first 50 hours of test, not one unit failed to respond to one
command. That's pretty decent. HBO was elated. M/A-Com was at
least as pleased.

HBO fed a 9 to 9.5 dB CNR into each of the receivers for these
tests. They wanted to test the ability of the units to perform at (typical
home) signal levels while at the same t ime test ing the rel iabi l i ty of the
cable descrambler units. The tests were so good that M/A-Com
cranked up their VC2C production line on December 7th and lrom that
l ine came the units now heading to cable headends al l  over America.

HBO's ful l  requirements wil l  be supplied by the Cali fornia faci l i ty
of M/A-Com. The Puerto Rico plant, earl ier included in the planning,
will apparently be used for home style descramblers and the Show-
time order. HBO has an interesting quality control program operating
at the M/A-Com California plant:

1) Each unit is production tested in the plant as it is manufac-
tured;

cooP's
SATELLITE
C O M M E N T
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'BlG BOARD' Changes
HBO + M/A-Com Shuffle
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2) An HBO representative randomly selects one unit out of every
100 0n the production l ine and takes i t  to a downlink site where
he hooks it up to a TVRO receiver;

3) Then the unit's own address code is transmitted by the Long
lsland upl ink and the unit is checked out, via remote control,
from HBO in New York.

l f  the unit passes, al l  of the 100 units in that 'batch' are shipped. l f
the unit fai ls for any reason, HBO has the 'r ight '  to shut down the
production line instantly and keep it shut down until the problem is
resolved to their satisfaction.

As the f irst of the VC2C descramblers are arr iving at cable
headends, cable techs are getting instructions via TR22 on F3R. HBO
is keeping a videotape running there, ' routinely'  i f  not continuously, so
that the cable users can unpack their units and be'walked'through the
installation and check-out ohase.

One must wonder why HBO is going to all of this trouble on TR22
since they could surely keep better 'security' by transmitting those
instructions in some other format. Wonder no more. By using an
open satellite transponder, they also reach the home TVRO users
and sellers with a very powerful 'psychological warfare' message;"Scrambling is here and everyone is now on notice."

1985; a new year with new problems and new challenges. And a
new dedication to getting scrambling resolved, one way or the other,
once and for al l !

OTHER Publications Suggest
Among the 50 or so magazines I routinely read each month are

Cable Television Business and Video Store. My magazines pile up
in tremendoas mountains and I employ a simplistic 'inta' and 'outa'

system. The 'inta' pile usually precedes my reading by several weeks,
or several months, and the 'outa' pile splits between those I discard
tolally and those that end up being stored for that eventual day when I
will create a publications storage area someplace in the WIV complex.

Video Store is a trade monthly for people who operate video
outlets. l, thankfully, am not one but I enjoy learning about their
problems nonetheless since most of the video store problems relate to
the tremendous explosion associated with home VCR ownership. An
editorial in Video Store dealt with price cutting recently and I extract:"Discounting is a wonderful marketing strategy, especially if

you are targeting an unsophisticated, price-oriented shopper
as your primary market. But if you think of yourself as a
specialty retailer, and you are cutting your prices to compete
with K-Mart, be advised you are making a horrendous error;
one that will eventually drive you out ot business."
lidentified with that message because 1984 was a year in the

home TVRO field where price seemed to be more imoortant than
product or service. Virtually every dealer I have talked with concerning
price cutting has complained that he finds it difficult to compete with
the pricing of Jimmy Long, or those people Jimmy sells to. Video
Store's editor goes on:

"The theory behind discounting isn't terribly complex. There
is one factor every discounter will live or die by: volume.
Discounters must buy in volume to achieve the price breaks
which allow them to work from low margins and rock bottom
price points. Discounters must also sell in volume to keep
inventories turning; it is how they eke out a profit."
Jimmy Long, for example, works in the 7 to 17ok ptofit region. He

buys discontinued goods or factory mistakes; overstocks which some
hapless OEM got stuck with because the gear didn't sell as well as
expected. Often it didn't sell as well as expected because it didn't work
as well as expected. Would it surprise you to learn that Long moved
more than 4,000 Janeil antennas in a single month? Video Store
continues:

"Specialty stores, in contrast, operate on a different market-
ing theory. The idea is to offer knowtedge and service, For
this, customers expect to pay higher prices, which offsets the
specialist's inability to buy in volume. The momgnt a retailer
confuses the two positions - specialist or volume discounter -
he is tampering with his cost of sales, his net operating profit
and ultimately, his ability to continue in the marketplace."
Service and knowledge. Certainly the man who backs his bealup

pick-up truck to one of Jimmy Long's loading docks can anticipate very
little of either commodity. He is buying cheap and he hopes that the

TVRO/ Five Years Ago (*)
Microwave General's Chuck Colby parked a 10 foot antenna

lashed to a 120 degree Avantek LNA and an ICM TV-4200 receiver in
downtown San Francisco at the "WESCON'show to display satellite
reception to several thousand electronic engineers. CSD began de-
scribing mini-CATV systems to readers to help them better under-
stand the interfacing required between terminals and signal distribu-
tion (i.e. SMATV). Only we didn't call it 'SMATV' thenr

A firm in Florida calling itself 'Spacecoast' announced a $1200'kit' of electronics which they claimed would allow you to build a
complete LNA downconverter and receiver to go with your own rellec-
tor. In a CSD review, we labeled it a'hoax.' Robert Coleman de-
scribes an 'active mixer' using GaAs-FET devices and provides a
circuit board layout for the builders. A 'way around' the copyright
question raised by receiving satellite TV signals and distributing them
to friends and neighbors is discussed with the suggestion that all such
systems simply 'pretend' they are 'small cable' systems. The FCC,
meanwhile, is talking about re-doing Section 605 of the Communica-
tions Act since they are clearly concerned that TVRO use is a possi-
ble violation of that act. ESPN, meanwhile, is offering its services to
home TVRO owners at $100 for a' l i fet ime'viewing l icense. Planning
is underway lor the second industry trade show, SPTS/Miami coming
up in February; and Arthur C. Clarke writes to tell us that his 15 foot
mesh dish, installed for the Indian 'Site' experiments, had been driven
off his rool in a typhoon. CSD notes "lt is our project for 1980 to try to
locate some way for Clarke to have satellite TV reception in Sri
Lanka . .  ." .

*/ From CSD for January 1980.

COOP/ continues on page 56

product he is buying is well enough engineered and well enough
backed by the OEM that if there is a problem, the OEM will somehow
stand behind the product and make whatever repairs as mav be
required. The buyer at Long's is gambling that for his discounted price,
he will somehow get the 'bargain' he anticipates. He doesn't know, for
example, that the receiver being so terribly price slashed by Long's is
discontinued nor does he know that Long bought perhaps 1 1,000 of
these receivers at an OEM 'going out of business sale.' He also
doesn't know that the receiver's failure to perform as anticipated has
subjected the OEM to tremendous cash-crunch pressures leadino
eventually to the supplier going 'upside down.'

The specialty shop dealer, the guy trying to make a living for
himself and his tamily oul of a fulltime TVRO retail shop, hopelully
knows which products to handle and why certain products and product
brands are to be avoided; at all costs. The guy buying from Long's
usually sells out of his garage or his 'ham radio shack,' on the side. He
carries no overhead, has no business tax to pay, and probably holds
down a reasonable job 40 hours a week, outside of TVRO. He buys
cheap stuff from Long's to package and resell on the side to other
people who think they also are getting a 'discounted bargain.' The
whole operation is a 'house of cards' starting with the OEM who is
forced to empty his warehouse of slow moving or non-moving product
at greatly reduced prices just to stay in business. Or, to satisfy credi-
tors after he has gone out of business.

I hear dealers berating Jimmy Long because they perceive that he
is 'ruining the business' with cheap prices, selling 'direct' to virtually
anyone with the cash. Jimmy Long is not the problem here; every
industry, every field has surplus merchandise that needs to be moved
because somebody, someplace, has made a business error. lf Ampli-
ca is able to bail out of a large quantity of slow moving receivers
through Jimmy Long, and then bounce back renewed with the cash
they received from Long with a new, viable receiver product, Long's
willingness to take the slow moving stuff off of Amplica's hands and
give them cash for it might have kept Amplica in the TVRO receiver
business. lf Jimmy Long didn't do this, somebody else would pop up
doing the same thing.

I view Long's as a necessary part of our business just as
K-Mart is a necessary part of retailing soft goods and appliances.
There must be some 'relief valve' in every business activity or the
mistakes made by OEMs would eventually diive all but a handful out of
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RICHARD L. BROWN/
INDUSTRY

MAN.OF.THE.YEAR

NOT Your Average Man
Richard L. Brown is an attorney and he has practiced one

form of communications, law, or another, from his entry into
the law profession. He started out by accepting employment
with the Federal Communications Commission. This was at a
time when the FCC was grappling with how they would create
rules and regulations for the cable television industry. Cable
growth, during the mid-60s, had posed a'threat'to broad-
casters. When cable first began, it 'stretched' ofl-air viewing
into communities which were shielded f rom direct reception by
terrain (hil ls and mountains) or distance. Cable extended TV
viewing into these fringe areas and the broadcasters were
pleased with the extra coverage which they received at no
expense to themselves. But cable outgrew such communities
during the 60s and began to tackle larger towns and cities
where some form of ofFair television reception already ex-
isted. Some of the first 'major' communities to get cable in-
cluded Wilmington, North Carolina and Santa Barbara, Cali-
fornia. Both Wilmington and Santa Barbara had local televi-
sion stations but because of the television allocations scheme,
neither had full (three) network service. Cable expanded the
local viewing choices so that families there would at least have
access to all three networks.

Broadcasters watched all of this with considerable interest
and when cable began to make noises about wiring metropoli-
tan regions (New York, San Francisco, Los Angeles, etc.) the
broadcasters became alarmed. The broadcasters have al-
ways been fiercely competitive, within their local markets, but
cable provided a new unifying force. Cable, unregulated,
threatened their'monopoly positions' in their markets. In par-
ticular, the network affiliates saw the 'importation' of distant
same-network affiliated stations as a threat to their cash-flow.
Since broadcasters are paid by the networks based upon their
total coverage, the ABC affi l iate in Wilmington, for example,
did not want to lose any of its revenues to an ABC affiliate
imported from Charlotte. And so the broadcasters, through
their trade association and their Congressmen began to
pound on desks at the FCC to get the federal people interested
in this economic threat. The FCC, a more activist bunch then
than now, responded by adopting ' interim rules and regula-
tions'for cable TV (1966) and then putting cable growth on ice
through 1972 I 73 while they 'studied' the matter.

Ultimately the start-from-scratch rules and regulations for
cable system operation would be framed by a four man 'Task

Force' headed up by one Sol Schildhouse. Richard L. Brown
was a member of that 'task force' and it was uo to Brown and
his fellow FCC attorneys to create rules and regulations for
cable. Ultimately, the rules would be described (and re-
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described) as "the most onerous regulations ever created
to regulate an industry." In a short phrase, the rules were
just awful for the cable people but the broadcasters largely
loved the rules.

The'rule book'would be nearly 200 pages long of very tiny
print. The rules would be so complex that virtually no cable
company could 'comply'on its own; each would end up hand-
ing their problems to a Washington attorney so that he could
sort the problems out a bit at a time. This, obviously, sounded
like an excellent t ime to be in private law practice in Washing-
ton, D.C. Brown left the Commission and with Schildhouse
they set up private practice; who better to help a'client' (cable
company) through the patchwork'quilt 'of rules than the'team'
that had written the rulesl

At about that time a group of cable operators, mostly
cable firms who operated in rural, ' traditional cable' markets,
decided that the rules had been written in response to the 'big

cable operator' threats to wire the big cit ies. The small cable
firms, operating outside of the cit ies, saw no reason why they
should be regulated with the same heavy-handed 200 page
rule book as the big guys. And they protested.

They protested by forming their own trade association,
'splintering' away from the existing trade association. CATA,
or  the Communi ty  Antenna Telev is ion Associat ion was
formed and it, soon, was locking horns with the NCTA, or
National Cable Television Association.

CATA's leader was a cable operator from the southwest;
Kyle Moore was his name. Moore felt so strongly about the
'violation of his business rights' by the new rules that he openly
challenged the FCC to 'shut him down.' He had defied the
rules and constructed a small cable svstem in a crossroads
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ONE OF THE'GANG? Brown (right) with (new) SPACE Prestdent
Bud Ross (Birdview), new Senate Leader Robert Dole, show
Chalrman Bob Behar and lorlner SPACE Presldent peter Dalton
(ex-KLM) at the 1984 Las Vegas show.

town in central Kansas (Gridley). He buift the Gridley system
9y- lot following the rutes and he openty chailerigdA the
FCC to 'shut it down.' The FCC first ighored Kyte,s chlilenge
buteventually so much press arose from his challengethat the
FCC had to act. They sent a Federal Marshal to CriOtey,
Kansas to put a padlock on the Gridley cable system. All ids
homes connected to the system were going without television.
That's where Richard L. Brown entered-the picture.

Brown's first meeting with Moore was indecisive.
_ - 

"You realize you have broken the law" suggested Brown.
Moore argued that the 'law'was not a ,law,' but a regulation
adopted by a federal agency. And he wanted to question
where the federal agency got the authority to write such ,laws.'
Moore was well versed on the 'Communications Act of 1934'
and he found no suggestion there that the FCC had the author-
ity to regulate 'reception'; only 'transmitters' (i.e. transmis-
sion). Brown smiled at the defense and it would later become
apparent that Brown himself had done considerable thinkino.
and. research, concerning the '1934 Communications Act.' '

Brown defended Moore, and ultimately would represent
CATA (the trade association) in a number bf forums. Before
the Moore/Gridley case had wound its way through the FCC
hearing process and was headed for the courts, CATA would
take on the NCTA, the MpAA, the NAB and a host ol other
groups who wanted to help write'cable rules'and ,cable law.'

Brown did such a good job of arguing the Moore/Gridley

BROWN as legal advisor (left) before meetlng of SPACE board of
dlrectors; new SPACE Treasurer David Johnson (Paradigm) to
rlght of Brown.

case the FCC did something quite novel; they decided to
adopt an.'exemption system'whereby cable syst;ms ,below a
certain size'would not have to comply with the FCC rules.
That number started out at 250 (calile subscribers), clearly
larger than the Gridley system but not by much. Brown anO
Moore, horruever, represented nearly 4OO cable systems
through CATA and most of those had more than 250 cable
subscribers. And so began a series of ,negotiations' all with
the intent of disposing oitne fyte tvtoore ,prjblem' while at the
same time not undermining (in the FCC's eyes) the character
ol the new rules. Ultimately, the exemption svitem would be
?!g!ed in over a period of time with sysiems h6ving fewer than
1000 subscribers initially exempted. ln effect, Brown had been
a key member of the 'task force' creating the rules, ano now
through client Moore, and CATA, he wls assisting in their
dismemberment a piece at a time.

Moore and Brown saw to it that CATA was very involved
and very vocal in a wide range of cable affairs in ihe period
1975-1979. This was the period when the Motion picture
Association of America (MPAA) and others were hot on the
trail of new 'copyright legislation.'The United States ,Copy_
right Law,' in effect at the time, was even older than the 1gi4
Communications Act. lt had been written in 1909 and was
clearly outdated. The MpAA wanted the new Copyright Act to
force cable ooerators to pay a 'performance teeifoiatt of tne
TV stations carried by cable. That would benefit the MpAA

trG{ E7 :sFlA -f--::-uSr+ltrh

'MEN OF THE YEAR' / past

.CSD began the 'Man Of The year' award for the industry in 19g0;
atthe end of the'first year'of industry growth. The award is given to the
one individual who had made a major contribution (or contrlbutions) to
the basic fabric of the industry in the prior year.

1980/'Man of the Year' was Henry Taylor Howard, the industry's'resident professor' who, during year one of TVRO, participated-in
numerous technology breakthroughs leading towards improved
equipment designs and production capabilities. Howard also served
the industry as the first President of SpACE, and was a key part in
preventing anti-TVRO legislation that had been introduoeO into Con-
gress in 1980.

1981/'Man of the Year'was Dave Federic who had led a team in
developing-the industry's first true,distributor' operation; National
Microtech. Dave influenced hundreds to enter TVAO as dealers and
established a pattern, with cohorts at National Microtech. for distribu-

tion of hardware in the industry. His firm's dollar support of OEMs such
gs KLM made it possible for mass production ot'iVRO receivers to
begin in earnest.

1982/'Man of the Year' were actually ,Men of the year'; ADM's
Jamie Gowen and AVCOIT4's Andy Hittield were recognized for
their generous support to the industry's dealers in making-available
technical assistance and system plinning expertise to a growing
legion of 'start-up' dealerships coast to coist. 

'

1983/'Man of the Year'was David Johnson of paradigm Manu-
facturing. Johnson had risen from a small, regional supplieiof TVRO
antennas (Paraclipse) to a major national supplier, biinging mass_
production techniques to antenna production forthe first_tiire]fe nad
also been elected as Chairman of the Board for SpACE, the national
hade association, and President for Superfund, the financial group
formed to beat down legislation designed to stop TVROs groitn. 

'
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BROWN/ betore SBOC' 80 in Houston brought report of victory in
Congress against leglslation prompted by HBO to outlaw home
TVRO use.

the spot.
By the second industry trade show, held in Miami in

February of 1980, the goal of creating a trade association was
very clear. Brown appeared in a pair of seminar sessions and
from that came SPACE; the Society for Private And Commer-
cial Earth stations. Brown himself thought up the SPACE
acronym and he agreed lo serve as its first 'counsel.'

By the third industry trade show, held in San Jose in July of
1980, the legalfront was 'humming.' New legislation had been
proposed in Congress to shut down private ownership of
TVRO; a North Carolina Congressman had introduced legisla-
tion that would make it a criminal offense (with large civil fines
up to $250,000) to be caught owning and using a TVRO.
Brown and newly elected SPACE President H. Taylor How'
ard beat back the proposed law and TVRO bought itself
another year to gain strength.

Brown preached that every new session of Congress was
going to bring new legislative threats to the young industry,
and that the only way to secure a good foundation for the
industry was for TVRO interests to sponsor their own legisla'
tion. To do this, you had to find sponsors in Congress, prefer-
ably in both the House and the Senate. A handful of SPACE
supporters, such as Bud Ross (Birdview Satellite) and James
Rothbarth (STS of Missouri) saw the wisdom in this thinking;
many more did not. Starting in 1981 , and continuing lor three
years into early 1984, SPACE with Brown's direction and
suggestion, backed by a small cadre of businesspeople kept
after the concept. Legislators such as Congressmen Rose,

because those'fees'to be paid by cable would ultimately end
up in the bank accounts for the malor motion picture firms'
Once again, CATA objected and with Brown's advice CATA
was abl6 to create substantial 'exemptions' in the new Copy-
right Law for the'smaller' and more rural cable systems.

All of this would ultimately play a big part in the de-
velopment of our satellite delivery system. The Copyright Act'
for example, would play a big part in the marketing of Ted
Turner's super station (then WTCG) out of Atlanta' Special
copyright fees were created for stations such as Turner's and
it made financial life very difficult for cable systems that
wanted to carry, from satellite, one (or in the 'best'case more
than three) super station(s). (That is why, today, we have only
three viable 'super stations' on satellite; WOR' WGN and
WTBS. Cable firms cannot afford to pay the extremely high
copyright fees that are charged by the new law for more than
three 'super stations' delivered via satellite.)

It was in 1975 that various engineers in the cable crowd
decided to test the technical feasibility of receiving satellite
signals using small dishes. The trade association, CATA, in
particular focused on this and through its monthly organ
(CATJ) devoted considerable space to the tests conducted
with antennas smaller than 9 meters in size' Under then ex-
isting FCC rules, only antennas larger than 9 meters would be
'licensed' by the FCC. Once again, Brown was deeply in-
volved in getting the FCC's rules changed and those rule
changes allowed smaller antennas (down to 4.5 meters in size
initially) to be put into service at cable firms.

And it was in 1978 that Brown, again acting on behalf of
CATA, would file a proposalwith the Commission to'do away
with' all FCC licensing of TVRO terminals. Others would jump
on this bandwagon, as an idea whose time had come, and by
the October 18 (1979) FCC action on this proposal, virtually
everyone would be agreeing with Brown that further FCC
licensing of TVROs was no longer needed.

Richard L. Brown was a part of 'this industry' before
there was an industry. He was active at the FCC petitioning
for rule changes which would ultimately create the ground-
rules for TVRO as we know it today. His first, direct involve-
ment with our 'legal problems' started just days prior to the f irst
of the industry trade shows. lt was August of 1979 and the first
SPTS (Satellite Private Terminal Seminar) was only days
away. Bob and Susan Cooper, the creators of the lirst
show(s), were greeted by a Federal Marshal serving papers
demanding Coop's presence in court that very day. A federal
court at that.

The national trade association for the 'MDS' (point to point
microwave) operators was seeking to have the first SPTS
'grounded' before it began. The concern of the MDS folks was
that in that lirst SPTS, attendees were going to be 'taught' how
they could'break into secret microwave circuits.'There was a
terrible 'paranoia' at the time that technical people were figur-
ing out how to build 'MDS converters' to 'steal' MDS (single
channel) microwave service. The MDS trade association
asked the federal circuit court judge to stop the SPTS, or at
least to issue an order that any technical sessions dealing with
MDS be stopped before they happened. Brown, via long dis-
tance telephone, orchestrated the Cooper defense since there
was insufficient time for him to travel to Oklahoma to handle
the defense personally. Coop won, and the first SPTS went on
essentially as planned.

That 'close brush' with the law, however, told the 500
attendees at the first industry show that many new legal bat-
tles were ahead for TVRO. Coop urged attendees to create a
'lrade association for TVRO' and a committee was formed on
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BROWN thanks TVRO deaters Charlie Brown (left) and Klng
Oberlin lor successfully completing a home terminal for Brown
at his Bethesda, Maryland home (December 10).
Tauzin and Gore had to be ,courted' 

by SpACE. Senator
Goldwater had to be courted in the Senate. They naC to'believe' 

in what our industry was doing, and to be willing to put
ll:'I:yn 

pre.stige and inftuence on ihe tine to ,fight'ior 
ihe

DrAUtr posnton. htroducing legislation which clearly bene_
fitted home TVRO users took alertain amount of guts, and
determination since many of the established communication
interesl groups (such as broadcasters) took a dim view of what
we did and how we did it. In effeci, by backing SpACE,s
position for private TVRO viewing rights,'a legislator such as
Senator Goldwater could expect-to-be :cut o�tt trom' groups
such as the broadcasters. All of this required political skill on
the part of Brown, his staff, and the handful of intra_SpACE
supporters who believed in this course of action.

It all came to fruit ion when during the March (1984) SPACE
I*"^rlg-y 

in Las Vegas, a sateilite'link_up between the Vegas
urAUr banquet and a Washington (DC) studio broughtihe
news that not one but two separate pieces of legislati5n had
been introduced into the law making process. Sbnator Gold-
ylt"_r_yorllback and support S.2437,a biil designed to ctarify
the aging 'Commmunications 

Act of 1934' andwhich wouli l
makeJrome use of a private TVRO totally legal. At the same
time, Congressmen Tauzin, Rose and Gore w-ould co_sponsor
and back HR.5176, a bil l  designed to insure tnat it anO wnen
one or more premium (cable) programmers did scramble their
services, those services would continue to be available to
home (private) TVRO owners in a non-scrambled mode
through rental or purchase of decoder devices.

. The popular wisdom was that either bil l  would require at
least two sessions of Congress to ,jell.' Both bilrs represented
substanlial changes in the communications law ,fabric'of 

the
United States. Pressures to update the 1g34 ,Act' had been
around for a number of years and there was little reason to
hope that TVRO could get changes in ,the act, without a
wholesale revisit to the act by do2ens of other parties also
advocating an update.

The bills attracted many additional supporters, in both the
Senate and the House, as spring turned io summer. A skil l ful' tree of support' advertisement run in consumer programmtng
guides kept the message before all users; tnere was the
possibility of worthwhile change if only enough users ol the
technology would get behind the mov6ment. 

-

. In the end, as Congress was winding down its 19g4 ses_
sron and preparing to break lor adjournment and the rush
home for electioneering, there came one of those opportuni-
ties tailor-made for Broin,s skills. A totally rni"i"t"o biil, deal-
ing with cable television's legal relationship to cit ies, was
nearing the end of its own multi-year journ6y through Con-
gress. Backers of that bill wanted to see it idoptej before
Congress adjourned. They needed the support of i group and
they made 'a deal'; support for the cable bill, in return for an
agreement to 'look for' the opportunity to also pass at least the
Goldwater-sponsored portion of the'TVRO bills.

Between this mid-September agreement, made at the
Congressman-to-Congressman level, and the final adjourn_
ment ol Congress in mid-October, all of the pieces tett into
place. In the end, skil l ful polit ical maneuvering would cause
the TVRO language to be attached to the cable"bill and almost
entirely because of private agreements between such Con_
gressmen as Gore (Tennessee) and Wirth (Colorado, and a
prime backer of the cable bil l), TVRO would be granted an'exclusive' 

modification of the iCommunications 
Rct of t gg+.'

TVRO, private home viewing of non-scrambled signals, was
legal. And the dozens of other industries clamoling for a
re-visit of the same 'vintage 

1934 act'would be left t6 await
another session of Congress.

Brown's intimate knowledge ol how Congress ,really
y9f:,' and his own passion to be a part of the l6gislative or
tobbying process, made adoption of the TVRO ,legalization
language' all possible. perhaps it could have been-done by
others but it was done by Brown and his staff and that fact
would stand for all t ime as an important benchmark in TVRO
develooment.

Richard L. Brown receives and deserves this year,s CSD'Man Of The Year Award' because of his work in creating our
new'legal status.' He is all the more deservinq because in the
process of getting this legislation adopted, ne nas provided a
framework lor a much stronger and participatory industry in
1985 and after.

The ' l 985 'SPACE' is far more mature and far more sup-
p_o!9! pv the broad base of the industry than any prior'SPACE.' Brown's leadership role in SpAbf nas c6rtbinly
been strengthened by adoption of the legalizing legislation.
However, his own wisdom tells him that aithe tride 

-associa_

tion has matured during 19g4, his own visibil i ty and his own
hand in the day to day affairs must be reduced. And that too, is
a measure of this most unusual man.

From a statf attorney attached to a task force at the
FCC, designed to slow down cable TV growth, to his present
position.as the 'legal-leader' 

in the fastest growing consumer
electronics industry in the world, Richard t. grown has come
full circle. His persuasion in 1971 was for ,controlled, 

viewer_
restricted viewing'while his arguments in 19g5 are for,uncon_
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Avantek has earned its long reign
of leadership in LNAs, a dynasty
establ ished to meet  the ear ly
des i re  f o r  imp roved  sa te l l i t e
reception. We pioneered the tech-
nology and we remain the leader
because of constant improvement
and service you can count on.
Long after others [ail, Avantek
will consistently be judged the in-
dustry standard for perlormance
and reliability.

The dealer  that  uses Avantek
LNAs in his systems is building in
conf idence.  Our exper ience in
creatine the industrY standard
means a more satisfied customer
to you. And it 's documented that
every Avantek LNA meets or
exceeds specifications to ensure
cons i s ten t l y  be t te r  and  more
reliable TV reception.

We're also the same people that
make sophist icated microwave
components lor crucial mil itary
and space applications, and com-
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for business and industry.
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t ime.
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trolled, viewer selected viewing.' As he said on a television
interview recently, "TVRO is a three dimensional instrument of
communications; before TVRO, we had sight and we had

SATELLITE DICEST

sound. Now we also have choice, lreedom ol individual
choice, of what you watch."
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TALE OF TWO
RECEIVERS

(Can America Stil l
Compete???)

TALE Of Two Receivers
During the early development stages of TVRO, there have

been any number of American designed and American built
TVRO receivers offered in the marketplace. Many of the
names, familiar three, two or even one year(s) ago have now
faded from the receiver world. Some were the victim of their
own poor design (remember the Telecom?) while others were
the victim of management screw-ups (graciously, we'l l not l ist
any examples). lf somebody really cared, you could probably
build a list of a dozen or two American suppliers who at one
time or another built some quantity of TVRO receivers and
who are no longer with us.

From the other side of the 'pond,' we have the imports; the
copy-cat receivers from Korea and Taiwan and the'originals'
from Japan. Inter-mixed in this we have the designed-in-
America but built-offshore receivers from STS, Janeil and
others. One must suspect that given the American labor and
production costs, and the willingness of oflshore producers to
automate where oractical and build where labor rates are
exceptionally low, ult imately the luture for the American de-
signed and American built receivers is not good

In the American designed and American built lamily we
have a number of producers who insist that anything that can
be done offshore can be done onshore better, and ultimately'
lor no more money. Here are some of the arguments from
those who continue to wave the American (or Canadian) flag.

1) Labor rates are certainly cheaper in most off-shore
production facilities, but labor rates in some segments
of the US (and Canada) are also very low. lf you seek
out those areas (Arkansas, South Dakota for example)'
and if you work with local, regional, state or federal
employment groups who want to subsidize American
technology staying 'home,'you can often cut as good a
deal as you can get overseas.

2) Production quality, offshore, is not high (except in
Japan). This leads to major problems with entire batch-
es ol receivers brought onshore which do not function
properly; requiring the US sellerto go through a second
level of test and repair before the units can be finally
shipped and sold. This means the REAL cost of a
receiver is the so-called 'landed cost' (from offshore)
PLUS the costs of making the receivers 'right' onshore.

3) The turn-around time for improvements, circuit mod-

if ications, even correcting foul-ups, is or can be very
high with an offshore producer. There is presently vir-
tually 'zero-expertise' in the design area offshore and
when something needs to be changed, the instructions
have to be 'perfect' when 'transmitted' from North
America to the offshore production center' lf the person
on the receiving end of the instructions is not f luent in
the language of transmission, and nobody there really
understands the circuitry and how it works, it is very
easy for an instruction to change a ten ohm resistor to a
100 ohm resistor to become a 1,000 ohm resistor in
oroduction. lf the same instruction were issued within a
North American concern, the'error'would be caught by
an engineer who at least understood the circuitry. Off-
shore, the instruction (mangled in transmission or inter-
pretation) goes ahead ' in error'and now there is a new
batch of receivers with a new problem'

But perhaps most of all, there is the ' involvement aspect' of
a North American designer and producer. A receiver designer
such as John Ramsey of Sat-Tec ' l ives' his design, seven
days a week, often 16 hours per day. There is no substitute in
circuit design for the ability to test the circuits and the system
using a l ive satell i te feed. No amount of test equipment can
totaliy 'simulate' the many variables one finds in the real C
band reception world and for this reason there is an 'edge'

which a dedicated receiver designer, operating 'onshore'' wil l
always have over a counterpart in the Far East.

This is the 'tale' of two such American receiver designers
and the product each produces. lf you are into Drake and
Uniden and Automation Techniques receivers, the chances
are that you may not have heard ol either the Cosmos ll
receiver (from Northwest Satlabs) or the ELC-24 receiver
(from McCullough Communication). Both are American de-
signed and American produced. One is basic in performance,
and tne other is so innovative and so outstanding in perfor-
mance it is a wonder that its designers have not become the
'talk' of the industry. We'l l try to figure out why each of these
firms, solid and well entrenched in the TVRO world, have
attracted so little attention to date.

TEST: COSMOS
TVRO RECEIVER

cosMos rl
The COSMOS ll satell i te receiver (Northwest Satlabs,

806 N.W. 4th Street, Corvallis, Oregon 97330; 503/754'
1136) is the ' innovative' unit in our pair. The designers l iterally
'threw away the design book' and apparently started lrom
scratch when they set out to create the COSMOS ll.

There are two things about the COSMOS ll which lump out
at you as you begin to use and understand the receiver:

1) The receiver, connected to a Polarotor lloe polarization
unit, does completely automatic selection of polariza-
tion. That may sound like a statement many others
make. We'll see why it is not, and in the case of the
COSMOS ll, i t is a totally unique and not duplicated
feature in any other receiver.

I
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COSMOS ll downconverter may be the most innovative, highperlormance downconverter onthe market today.

2) The receiver produces video quality which is second to
none; nobody has better overall looking video and we
do not make that statement l ightly.

Now, what  is  a COSMOS l l?
. The people who created the ,Tweaker, 

satell i te signal
level me-tering system (for tweeking TVRO anrennas; see
CSD for May 1984) are behind tne C6SVOS ti ieceiver. That
would not normally be an adequate recommendation for
someone to start out by throwing away the design book on
TVRO receivers. lt happens, how-ever, {hat the trew at North_
west, ledby Jeff Smiley, has been a part of the TVRO scene
:l:." ]98] and during the interim period they have beengarnenng In a group of engineering expertise which may be
second to none in the industry today. The proof is in theproduct.

COSMOS ll has an outdoor mounting downconverrer
:vllgll.s 

to]aily seated against moisture. tt is ;tso totaily seated
agarnsr Inspection and unless you are wil l inq to void ihe war_
ranry, you accept that it does its lob and pasi on understand_
ing why it does it so well. l t is a drjal "onu"rrrn rnit (i.e.4 GHz
input, f irst conversion, high lF, next conversion and iinally a 70
MHz output). The 70 MHz lF signal travels thiougn normal
RG-59/U cable to the indoor r6ceiver/demodulaior, while
there,are four wires required to carry voltages and polaiization
switching. The wires are.on a terminal ltr ip anO while you
could use additional lengths of RG_59/U tor tne voltages, it
maKes more sense to use a weather_protected four wire cable.

- Unique feature: With COSMOS, you can run as much as
1,000 feet of 59/U and the four wire controls between the
receiver and the antenna site. Very few other receiver systems
allow you to run this much cable without degraded perfor_
mance. The voltage and control wire sizes arj modest; #22gauge even for the 1,000 foot runs.
_ That they are able to separate the downconverter (and the
Polarotor) control functions by as much as t,OOO teet and stit l'play' is the first clue to their approach to the duat conversion
oownconv-erter. The specifications tell us there is ,45 dB(typrcal) of conversion gain.'They also tell us that the down-
converter has a nominainoise figure a.e.;o;;;;.rn toss) of
13 5 dB wi th 10 dB being , typ ical . 'The 

12.5 dB number woutdprace the downconverter at the leading edge of the best in the
ldrlstrV the 1.0 dB figure (,typicat,) '*iff iroO"Ofy raise the
eyeoror /s ol other engineers who have attempted to do better
rnan 12 dB;  and fa i led.  Numbers are easy to,pr in t ,but  the

FRONT OF RECEIVER has relatively simple operational controls.

performance that one sees does suggest some very unusual
skills are involved here with the dor,iiconvertei portion. Cer-tainly Northwest SatLabs has ,copied' noboOy witn tfreir down_
converter!

With the wires run between the downconverter and the
l11gl".! 

you are ready to inspect the receiver proper. Here,
agatn, tney have thrown the book away and there are somevery unusual features included in the unit.

1) Polarity control. We mentioned earlier that when you
change channels, the polarization also ,ttops., Thit,s
not so unusual since many of the detent tuning receiv-
ers have wired up their detents so that when ihe user
switches from 1 to 2 on F3R, for example, the detenf
change also switches the polarotor t iom vertical to
horizontal. That,s no big deal since the same knob does
both (or in the case of [ush button remote buttons, the
same button does both).

The COSMOS il is different.
- In any other receiver you have a ,format' 

button, to switchfrom the Galaxy/Westar iormat to the SAiCOtrllzcOwSfnR
format. Not the COSMOS ll.

This recelver has a circuit.(their own) which automatically
seeks the qroper polarization. The receiver Joes nor carewhether the bird is a Westar or Satcom; in fact it can hardly tellthe difference. And the tuning is continuous, not Oetent. Sohow do they do this magic?

^^l9lhy"qr Saflabs probabty has a patent or two here,
comng. Basically, here is what happens:
, .,A) The user grabs the tuning knob and chanqes channels.
Ler s start out on TR1 of F3R. lf you tune at a noimal rate andkeep tuning the knob to 3 (from i;, tne proO" on th" polurotor.
stayson vertical. lf you tune from 1 to ! on the dial and then
stop tuning, the receiver waits approximately 1 second to
Insure you really want to stop on a channel with a different
polarization, and then it activates the automatic polarization
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on the Tl signal rather than the desired transponder). Now you
can change channels and manually move the polarization
probe with a front-panel button.

B) Baseband-video-out is prior to both deemphasis or clamping.
That makes the system, in theory at least, compatible with the
threat of HBO scrambling and descrambler boxes.

C) A channel calibrate knob allows the user or dealer to set up the
receiver so there is proper tracking between the front-panel
silk-screened channel numbers and the real channel numbers.
Many receivers offer this but not very many can calibrate
accurately so 3 is 3 and 19 is 19. Both of the COSMOS l l  units
we tested calibrated properly and stayed calibrated after we
messed with the controls.

D) The downconverter (plus LNA teed through) voltage goes to
the outside world (and the downconverter) through the two
wires we mentioned previously. No matter how badly you
screw up, such as reversing the wires, you cannot blow
anything up. We tried and when you reverse wires all you do
is not have performance; nothing 'breaks,' not even a Juse.

E) The audio circuit provides 'mute between sub-carriers,' as
well as 'mute between transponders.'That's a nice touch and it
means that when you tune off of 6.8 and wander down towards
6.2 you hear no hiss or rush of noise in between the two; the
receiver simply goes 'quiet' until you come up on the next
active audio sub-carrier. There is one more nice wrinkle in the
audio; a wide (380 KHz) and narrow (150 KHz) switch allows
the usual function for those audio subs that vary from one
another. However, normally when you hit'narrow' the volume
coming out of the speaker drops lower in level (a function of
deviation on the sub-carrier), and the listener must adjust the

search function. And in the case of changing from 1 to 2, it will
switch the polarization from vertical to horizontal. There is
more.

In addition to switching, it also 'fine tunes' the skew of the polariza-
tion device, automatically. The receiver 'senses' the quality of the
oicture. decides when it is best or not best, and keeps on adjusting
('rocking') the polarization motor until everything is peaked up'

This seouence lakes around 5 to 7 seconds from the time the
receiver knows you really do want to change polarization. lt starts with
the switching (2 seconds required) and ends with the rocking back and
forth for best picture (3 to 5 seconds). This is admittedly slower than
the 0.5 to 1.0 seconds required tor the detent-tuned switching sys-
tems. But the trade otls come out in favor of the COMOS ll, because:

1) The user never has to worry about (or even know about)
polarization switching. The switching is'opaque'to the viewer,
it just happens.

2) Tlie usei never understands 
'format switching' between Wes-

tar and Satcom; again, it is 'opaque' to the user and it just

happens.
How Northwest SatLabs does this is their secret and even if we

fully understood it, we wouldn't divulge it here.
There are some other'unusual '  (as in 'unique') leatures with the

COSMOS l l .  For example:
A) While your normal customer will want the polarization to be

'opaque' there are times when you must use a manual override
mode. Tl, lor example, requires caretul tuning to set the in-
terfering Tl source down on the skirt of the receiver. The
receiver has a'Manual' position which shuts down the auto-
matic polarizatlon seeking (the automatic circuit could lock
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COSMOS ll recelver board is clean, well thought-out, and of high production quality.
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master volume control on the TV set to compensate. COSMOS
ll does this automatically; tune in a narrow-deviation sub-
carrier and hit the narrow button and the audio that comes out
of the speaker now sounds just like the audio that was there
with a wide audio sub-carrier tuned in. No change in volume.

Our second reaction, after we turned otf the automatic
features and operated the receiver in the'Manual Mode'was
that we surely could do a better job of tuning in the transpon-
ders and adjusting the polarization than all ol those automatic
circuits. There is a certain pride that goes with doing it yourself
and operating all of the controls.

Well, we were wrong. There was nothing we could do in the
manual mode which the automatic circuits did not do as well, or
better, in the automatic mode. So much for our oride of ooera-
tion. Then we invited some people who spend far less time
than we operating satellite receivers to try it out; just run the
controls. They instantly liked it far more than the usual collec-
tion of buttons and switches and that told us the consumer
would find this unit'more friendly'than some of the older style
systems. Chalk up one for Jeff Smiley and his crew.

Which brought us down to the performance.

OUTstanding Performance
Our first 'trick' was to load down the system with an exces_

sively long run of 59; the manual said we coutO qo i,OOO t"et
between the downconverter and the receiver, .o ile'O'tinO ort.
Our test bench happens to have a selection of cable runs rolled
up in increments of 50 feet from 50 through 250, and this allowsus to switch between the downconvertei and the receiver anylength or combination ol lengths we wish up to the sum of thefive runs; 750 feet total. We aid this starting at SO teet, ano on
:glryl.T"nts. The onty thing we had to do was touch up the
srgnat tevet meter calibration control (accessible through a
lmall h9l9 on the back panel) to keep our meter reading-the
appropriate amount. We found no problems here, to 750 feet
total length.

The next lrick was to study the output video waveform. Wedolhis in two ways; first we select an off-satellite transponoer
with color bars (such as TR1 on G.l ) and we observe the quality
of the video on a standard baseband (video) monitoi anO tn"n
study it on a waveform monitor (scope). We comDare theresults with a reference receiver (Ok-oaZiwnicn *" ki..,o* "nounderstand.

.Then we connect up a Newton Electronics 2600 test set
and qeate a 4 GHz 'test signal' modulated with color bars. Now
we study the waveform found on the waveform monitor to
determine whether the receiver under lest is Oistorting tne
wa.veform; and if so (they all do, some), how much and wnere
In tne waveform_

Finally, there is the picture quality test.
^, This is more subjective than measurement driven, buttnere.are.certain things we are looking for. An example; the
specifications with the COSMOS ll sals that it has a bS VHz'noise bandwidth'with a 1.2 to i ,slope factor.' This is a fancy
way of saying their bandwidth is around 2g MHz if you use the
same criteria which many other manufacturers utilize to rate
their own lF bandwidths.
. One of the more popular ways of increasinq the ,aoparent,
rnreshotct sensitivity for a receiver is to reduce the lF band_
width since there is an inverse relationship between if OanO-
width and receiver sensitivity. That is, as'you narrow up the
bandwidth, the sensitivity gets better. But ihere is a trade offnere as any experienced dealer knows; as you narrow up the
bandwidth, you begin losing ordiscardinjsome significant
!9rt!on:. of .the incoming signat energy. ii happens-thu, you
can see this 'loss' in spectral.energy by closely observingihe
saturated reds. A receiver that uses 

-a 
very nanow (or toonanow) lF bandwidth will never produce a ,solid red; color

$l:.:: ll" receiver.is being fed a very strong satettite signat.
I ne reds are lost or'rolled off' by the receiver as the bandtidth
narrows up. They appear as speckled_reds, laced with black
and white dashes and dots. In severe cases, when there is a lot

REAR OF RECEIVER is plainly marked tor each connection
point.

of'bleached' red on the screen, you can ,hear'this red speck_
led etfect as a buzzing in the audio.

Our standard test procedure is to compare the reds coming
off the same transponder at the same iime on rwo or more
receivers. The weaker the signal (from the satellite) the more
pronounced the red speckles and the buzzinq in the audio.

We do this on a test bench where permaient test equip-
ment and permanenl reference receivers are installed. We
bring.4 GHz signal inside (the old tashioned way; in 7/gths inch
hardline) so we can conlrol everything right there at the tesl
bench; including mounting the downcohverter and connectino
rt to the receiver proper through some appropriate length (0 t6
750 feet) ot RG-59.

At the end of the 4 GHz input line, coming from the dish, we
have a permanently installed 1 dB step atienuator; a way to
reduce- the 4 GHz signal level in 1 dB steps from 0 to 40 dB.
This allows us to simulate smaller and smaller antennas, and
lower and lower LNA (gain) values right at the test bench. In
effect, we can find 'the threshold' oi a receiver in this wav
because we keep adding attenuation until we lose the sign;i

There is one more visual test we do with the test receivers;
vertical edge tearing or streaking.

_ Many receivers have a tendehcy, give or take a couple of
dB signal level either side of their ;thieshold point,, to cause
the vertical edges on a man's suit (for examplejto streak to the
right on the screen;a dark suitwillstreak inio awhite shirt with'tailing.' This is caused in the receiver's demodulator and video
stages when the abrupt transition from a dark (saturated) color
to a light (unsaturated) color occurs. lf you are careful, you can
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Smooth easy operation and uncompromising video
quali ty have led the EARTH TERMINALS receiver to
be called the "Mercedes" of home satellite receivers.
Even the most discriminating videophiles t ind i t  an
impressive performer. Here's why.

Unmatched Video Reproduction
Accurate high resolut ion video ensures last ing value.
Specif icat ions alone can t show the vivid dif ferences
in video quali ty Compare picture qual i ty before
you buy.

Automatic Fine Tuning
High performance AFC provides dri i t- free channel
selection automatical ly. No "f ine tuning" required.

Full Remote Control
25 foot remote control al lows easy channel select ion
and volume level adjustment. (Channel select ion
automatical ly selects correct feed polarization.)

Convenient Sound Selection
Eliminates the need to manually select the audio in
most cases System uses f ixed (6.8 MHz) and variable
(5 5 to 8.5 MHz) audio modules and automatical ly
selects audio subcarriers.

Full Function Metering
Continuous monitoring of Signal Strength (dB) and
Center Tuning (MHz). Al lows accurate check of system
performance (CNR) without addit ional equipment..
Versatile
Dual conversion circuitry and a remotable downcon-
verter permit mult iple receiver systems with a single
antenna. (Less sophist icated single conversion
receivers require costly interference isolaters.)

For more detai ls about our products give us a cal l
or wnte.

EARTH TERMINALS
Department 103
One Microwave Plaza
Cincinnati, Ohio 45242-9502
513-489-6200

EARTH TERMIJ{AIS"



NOTICE EDGE BLEEDING/ transition from dark coat to light shirt
is 'fuzzy' and 'ragged' on this comparison receiver.

spot this in a'split screen' (3/4) color bar pattern as well. Look
ai the lower left corner of the screen where the white stub-bar
(short) transitions to its own right to a dark blue color. Here you

can see the streaking as an instability in the border line be-
tween the white-stub-bar and the darker colored bar to the
right. lf that white to dark transition is straight and true' not
wandering around with 'glitches,'you have good video demod-
ulation. li the line bends and twists and is not perfectly
straight up and down, there is a non-linearity someplace in the
demodulator/video section.

By adjusting the input signal level (with the step atte-
nuato|, and observing the amount of red speckling plus the
amount of dark to light (and light to dark) instability or streaking'
you have a fair approximation of the ultimate video perform-
ance (and threshold performance) of a receiver. Some of the
photos here show how the COSMOS ll compared with our
DX-642 reierence receiver (costing more than twice as much)
as well as with an AVCOM 28 receiver which we lavor tor low
threshold performance.

By actual measurement, the COSMOS lloutperforms the
AVCOM 28 for threshold sensitivity (defined here as the point
where both lose color) by 1 dB. By observation, the COSMOS
ll retains red-color purity (ie. does not lose the solid reds) by 2
dB over the AVCOM and by 3 dB over the DX-642. In that same
2 dB'window'the 28 had noticeable tearing on the dark to light
transitions. We could not cteate streaking on the COSMOS at
any signal level, right down to no signal level. The picture

simply gets noisy with the traditional sparklies but remains
absent the streaking all the way to zero.

Norlhwest SatLabs has obviously done 'something' in their video
demodulator and video stages which others have not yet'discovered"

Finally, there is the matter ol picture quality. This is the most
difficult factor of all to measure and it is admittedly subjective. What
you are looking for here is the variations in solid colors. Let's say a
man is wearing a dark blue sweater. The sweater wrinkles across his

chest and stomach because few sweaters are designed to be 'skin

tight.'Within those wrinkles, there are tonal variations in the amount
oi light caught and reflected by the sweater' lf you study this closely
you can see that a high quality picture allows you to see (perhaps

iubliminally) that the sweater is 'three dimensional;'that is, there are
'peaks and- valleys' in the ruffled front on the sweater. The picture is
therefore 'more pleasing' because it looks 'more natural"

In a lesser-quality picture the sweater's ruffled front blends into a
more solid colorand the 'depth' ol the sweater, that three-dimensional
effect, is lost.

This is difficult to photograph but in two identical side by side
monitor pictures you instantly'know' and appreciate that one picture is
indeed 'rnore lifelike' than the other.

SATELLITE DICEST

NOTICE CLEAN EDGE/ now transition from coat to shirt is well

OLli""J- fti" COSMOS ll picture lrom the same network feed;

superior COSMOS video'

We do this test, as subjective as it is, routinely using the DX-642 or

a Microdyne 1 1OO-TVR receiver as a standard reference' Both have

excellenf video definition and any receiver not of their quality looks

somewhat 'pale' by comparison' Some people call this element 'pic-

lure snap;'inat is, tne picture seems to 'snap' or 'jump' out at you

because it has that'third dimensional' look.
The COSMOS ll receiver is a marginal loser to the DX-642 in this

test; the equivalent (in this test) to the AVCOM 28 unit However' a

similar subjective test can be performed using-.the.red and blue
graphics disptay on TR12 ot G 1 . The bright red field.in this display'

ioJpleO witn rn6 white over red lettering and the- moving blue ribbon

display makes an excellent subject for evaluating 'edge definition'

against varying amounts of input carrier to noise ratio'- 
White t6tte-ring, set against a dark (such as red or deep blue)

background wanti to'ring-or'edge-tear.' Sometimes it comes through

the b'ird this way because graphics are the most difficult-to-control
video images going today. They are the ultimate or supreme test in

any (home) TVRO receiver'Again, 
our standard of comparison is the D)(-642;.a high quality

unit ilhich has provided exceptional value for SMATV system oper

ators for several years now. The photos here tell the tale; if you look

ctosely at tne rilht hand or following edges on the letters (G in

p"rtitif"il you ca-n see that there is a darkened area ('bounce-back')
just to the right of (or following) the letters with the DX display' When

you have a iisplay such as this, there is a minute (but perceptible to

ine eye; lack oi 'edge definition' with a picture' lt really stands out on a

gr"p6i.. display bu-t is there even with normal moving video as well'

Vou'd want to select a receiver with an absolute minimum of 'bounce

OacX; 1or conversely the greatest amount of edge detinition) if you

were going to connect the TVRO receiver to a projection TV receiver

systeir. WfryZ Simpty because when a picture gets 'blown up' the

irirage edgei get bigler and bigger. Now what was a small 'bounce

bac[' anda lois of ismall amount of edge clarity becomes a much

larger (smeared) edge, and that contributes to a projection picture

lacking decent definition.

AUDIO Perlormance
The audio soecifications on the COSMOS ll call for complete

tuning between 5.3 and 8.3 MHz. In the 'olden days' ol a few years

back, virtually everything fell between 5.5 and 7.0 but ol course as
transponders for WTBS and WGN (to mention only two) have loaded
up, they have pushed the limits of bandwidth lower and higher' lt is
unlikely that anytime soon you will be out of the audio tuning range
with a'3 MHz silan but we do know of serious plans at United Video
(common carrier for WGN) to push the lower limit down closer to 5'0
MHz with some new 'data channels.'

Northwest SatLabs specs their audio performance in some detail;
more so than most. The numbers'read'very well  (1% maximum
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NOTICE white streaking in 'red' area just above ,8,, ,S,, ,F,' ,C,
and 'E' on game board; saturated red on this signal is more than
receiver can handle.

harmonic distort ion;48 dB carr ier plus noise to noise with a 1 KHz tone
modulat ing the audio sub-carr ier, and, an B dB Carrier to Noise rat io)
but the proof is in the performance.

. _. .  We already noted that this audio section has two posit ions; a 380
KHz 'wide' posit ion and a 150 KHz ,narrow' posit ion. ihese numbers
are a tad misleading since they spec their bandwidth at the '6 dB down,
porlt ?ld most receiver people prefer to talk aqbout the bandwidth at
the 3 dB'bandwidth point. 'This simply says that COSMOS is narrower
than both (380 and i  50) i f  you are compaiing , lheir numbers,to olher,s
(J 0B Dandwtdth) numbers. How much narrower should not be signif i_
cant. but i t  is their secret for now.

This is a mono-only receiver; you can tune in the separate (dis_
crete or matrixed) sub-carr iers alr ight but only one at a t ime. l f  you opt
for l iv ing-stereo from a COSMOS instal lat ibn, you wil l  be using'a
stand-alone audio processor unit .

Our standard test for audio sensit ivi ty and selectivi ty is to switch
rnto€-receiver s narrow posit ion and go looking for the sub-carr iers on
WTBS. l f  you can count seven (as oi early De"cember) plus the mainprogram audio channel, you have them al l .  Down in the Caribbean
where WTBS is weaker than most, you don't  usual ly f ind al l  seven lhatyou can l isten to comfortably unless you are on'a 20 foot antenna.

Th.ere are lwo tough channels on WTBS; the ,comedy 
channel,

n_ear the top of the sub-carrier dial is reported to be deviated only 35
KHz and thus even in a 'narrow' 150 KHz posit ion you are only f i i l ing

NO WHITE streaking here; same area is now ,sol id red' with no
disruption ol red field on COSMOS ll video from same network
feed.

sl ightly more than 23% of the avai lable (audio lF) processing band_
width with modulat ion. you get what you would expect to get; 23%
music and 77"k'noise' ( from the audio lF bandwidth that is not f i l led
with music or audio). That 's a tough test, even within CONUS.

Thg other tough one is the 50's rock and rol l  channel found just
below the WTBS audio sub-carr ier at 6.8 MHz. This one is also under
deviated, and run in monaural since virtual ly none of the 50,s music
selected recorded in stereo to beqin with.

Our 'reference unit '  for audio-tests is the USSrMaspro SSp_.1
outboard stereo processor. We use this unit  as a reference piece
because i t  has a continuously variable lF bandwidth control on the
front panel and you can adjust the audio I F processing bandwidth from
around 50 to 400 KHz, This means you can make i ts bandwidth just
about the same as any TVRO receiver audio lF bandwidth and d'o a
simple 'A'/ 'B' comparison, or, connect i t  al l  to a scope and actual ly
measure the signl to noise rat io.

,  In.ogr'A'/ 'B' tests ( i .e. you l isten to the audio) using the narrowly
deviated comedy channel on WTBS, we found there to- be a discern-
able dif lerence in background noise in favor of the SSp-1 . By varying
the SSP-1 bandwidth conlrol,  we made both sound as close to identic_
al as possible and then computed the bandwidth dif ference. t t  worked
out to about 2_to 1 tel l ing us that the improvement we were hearing in
favor of the SSP-1 was around 3 dB. That may suggest to you thatihe
audio section of the COSMOS l l  is not as good as i t  iould oi should be.

LOOK CAREFULLY to 'teft' of targe tetters (i.e. ,W'
'shadow' or 'bounce-back' r inging in video. This
smeared edging on graphics (COSMOS l l  receiver).

SAME VIDEO/ no sign of video r inging on graphics. On a projec_
tion screen, this one would be ,sharper'to the eye. Video is fiom
DX-642 commercial receiver.



Continental Sateffite Systems
ANNOUNCES

DEALER SUPPORT
In the beginning...
TVRO dealers were left pretry much on their own when it came to marketing. Manufacturers acted as if their job

ended at their shipping department. Now, continental's out to right that wrong'

continental satellite Systems has atways been the leadin! manufacturer of the finest aluminum mesh antenna in the

world. we are so confident of our dish we guarantee it to out perform any other dish of the same size on the market'r we

are now proud to announce a new conceptln dealer/distributor back-up marketing.. - 
rotrcrsoodtoairddcar'6anddrsui*t*withinTdav3orp,rchae

The continental plan is designed to give a real boost to sales. lt's a multi-faceted, multi-media package providing

information, materials and financial support - including:
O1984

.CO.OP ADVERTISING
we all benefit if you banner the Continental name to
attract customers, so we're willing to pay up to 50%
ol your advertising dollar. (Contact your distributor
for morc detailsl.
TTNAINING TAPES
what good is buying the best, if improper installation
will mean less than perfect performance? These video
tapes show step-by-step installation procedure - with
little secrets to reduce those sparklesl
.PROMOTIONAI TAPES
What's TVRO all about? These video tapes will explain
the hows and whys of satellite ry to your customers.
Naturally, there's a plug for Continental at the endl

TPOSTERS
Several styles in full color to dress up any showroom.
Shows the customer graphically that the Continental
Satellite antenna blends beautifully with any land-
scape. As ihey say, one picture....

.SPEC SHEETS
Better organization, more information than ever. De-
tailed technical specifications give the dealer the con-
fidence of knowing that he is selling the best.
TCOUNTER CARDS
Cards containing an attractive display of brochures.
to remind the customers later of all the good things
about satellite TV - and where to buy, of coursel
'AD M/qKE.UP KITS
Includes camera-ready headlines, ad copy and illustra-
tions. Letsyou develop individual, professional looking
ads in no time. Full instructions and suggestions are
included.
TWINDOW AND VE}IICLE STTCKERS
ldentifies you to the world as an authorized Continen-
tal Dealer. Display them Proudly.

Lets face lt, In the uncharted galary of thls
marketplace lsn't lt nlce to know you're not

alone?

contlnental Features:

7 sizes from 6' to 30'

| 2 colors available

UPS ShiPPable

contlnental satelllte Systems
| 5450 For-Mor Court

Clackamas, Oregon 9701 5
l5O3l 656-2774 or t-800-331-2774

Telex 294858 CSAT UR

Call your Contlnental Dlstrlbutor for more detalls

IN . EEST RECEmON SYSTEMS, RcM. | €00-32 | {28 | . In IN I

;;;;;ry;;;,p

8C.5Et TEC ruRO OISTRIEUTORS, Oljwr. 16041 498-2968.

m. CONTf NENTA CAnl88€N, hdo del Mar. l809l 796-1497.

cAyms. sEREo ctw EtEcTRoNlcs, G@rg.tM. l8o9l 949'521 l.

mr.WOR|D COMM€RCTAGENC|E5, Pod.au'ftift.. 15091 l-62%9.

MEXICO.VIDEO COMrcNENTS wESl Chula Visb. 16l9l 427-0516.

ffONG KON6. ASIA PACIFIC SATEtrlT€ SYST€MS. l5l 2t761. ax. 7209t FM

6t-ff . sAEtrtTE SYSTEMS 167 I I 632-ffi.

CA.CONSOUDATED sATEtrlIE, Fr.sm. 12091227-89f2.
'vlOEO COMPONENTS WEST, Chula vi5E. 16l9l 427€516

a.KEtGO INTERMTIoW tTD, Ndd6. l€00-241€189. h GA l-m-282{070.

S . OIGITA MlDWSr, Mchib. | €@-255- | 382 l€n. 581

LA ' SATEIITE WIH STAnONt Memd. l€00-762-2 | 10. In h | €00-252-3307.
.JOMlt EECTIONIC9 Cour€tm. 1400{t/-9144. ln h 15041 893-4514.

Ml. RAIMIJSSEN9TEUIT€ OISTRIEUTOK, &9 RaPids. I €00433'423 l. In Ml 16l 61 796-3057

OH . OHIO SATEUTE mTEMt log.n. 16 | 41 389€296.

PA . KETGO NORIH, fr@urgh. | €00-32 | {(fi. In PA I €00-342sm.

Rt. rcfrHEAsT SATEtrlTE sBTEMs, PoMddr. | €00-446-4633. In Rl 140ll 683-5070.

x.sATE[lTE Etrfr SIATIOI{S. Arstin. l-800'325-593. In n l€00-252-]457
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r0 BlocKcONyER$Otf:
Wntn we introduced The result is easy

our System 70
satellite
receivers, we
quickly gained
an industrywide
reputation for
unmatched
qualtty in hoth
video and audio. Nlw, Lowrance trans-
lates that same quality into multiple
system capability with our new System
70XB and System 70SB block clnversiln
receivers. These are full-featured receivers
that are s0 versatile they can be used for
4 or 12 GHz.

Our LBG70A block converters are
dielectrically stabilized for virtually no drift

b/- 900 kHz). Distribution systems include
amplified splittus for zero splitting loss,
low loss clnnectlrs and dual polarity
switches for 2hchannel residential appli-
cations. All pass DC voltages for the LNA.

installation and studio quality audio
and video - video so superior that
it is approved for data decoding by
Beuters, the international news agency

Lowrance block receivers
are idealfor small private
cable systems, 12 or 24
channel residential

multiple receiver
systems, 12 GHz.
business

networkg
and data decoding.

For more information on
instailing alltypes of quality block
conversion systems, simply mail
the coupon below.

ELOWRANCE
f - - -
, Phwedneinfwnatiurfiotttitstffiirgtowaw BMr I

Cmversion equipnent iin dl Mfrntiors

Sate Zp
'^'''tiltlffit\,jkjilllilicfrlltf '

I
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cosMos il sPEcs
INPUT RANGE 3.7 to 4.2 GHz
INPUT LEVELS -35 to -55 dBm
INPUT MATCH (loss) Greater than 10 dB
IMAGE REJECTION 38 dB or more
CONVERSION GAIN 45 dB typical (4 GHz to 70 MHz)
NOf SE BANDWIDTH 25 MHz with 1.2 to 1 slope factor
THRESHOLD
VIDEO OUTPUT 1 V p-p, 75 ohms output, into 500 ohm load
BASEBAND OUTPUT .5 V p-p, unfiltered, unclamped, not de'

emphasized
DISPERSAL CLAMP Greater than 40 dB
VIDEO S/N
DfFFERENTIAL PHASE :t2.5"
DIFFERENTIAL GAIN +3"/o
FREOUENCY RESPONSE .5 dB to - 2 dB max, 50 Hz to 4 2 MHz
SUBCARRIERS Tuneable 5'3 to 8'3 MHz
HABMONIC DISTORTION 1% maximum
AUDIO OUTPUT .5 V RMS, 75 KHz peak deviat ion

AUDIO BANDWIDTH 380 KHz, 150 KHz, 6 dB points; switchable
AUDIO S/N
FREOUENCY RESPONSE 50 Hz to l5 KHz, t1 dB

105-120 VAC primary; 11.5 watts
4 GHz (N); 70 MHz (F/F); Powering (termi-
nals); RF out (through internal modulator)
(F); Audio and Video and baseband (RCA).
Channel 3 or 4 (switchable), +6 dBmV
measured

PRTCE $430
-/ COSMOS manual makes' l ightly 'of threshold;CSD measures i t  at B

dB for static video.
--/  CSD measured 45 dB SNR with 23 dB CNR.
.--l Not measured, rated excellent by GSD comparative testing

SOURCE NORTHWEST SATLABS,  806 N.W.  4 th ,  Corva l l i s '
Oregon 97330 (503/754-1 136)

CSD RATINGS
1) Video Sensitivity In top 5% of all receivers tested
2) Video Color Quality In top 10% of all receivers tested
3) Video Stability ln top 5% ol all receivers tested
4) Audio Sensitivity In top 5olo ol all receivers tested
5) Audio Quality In top 5% of all receivers lested

we were not being biased with a'r inger'and as you can tel l ,  we think
this is the most excit ing (almost) new receiver product to hit  the
marketolace in the past 1B months or so.

D (
Actually, it is far better than most tested to date and it is the lirst unit

wnich al iows us to total ly clean up al l  of the background noise on the

50's rock and rol l  channel just below WTBS audio Previously, i t  took

an outboard processor to accomplish this task with the added ex-
pense and myriad of controls found on outboard audio processors to

make i t  al l  work.
Northwest SatLabs makes the claim that their audio irequency

response is f lat (to within * 1dB) irom 50 Hz.to ] !-KHz That is not
quiie as good as you would expect from a quality FM tu.ner/(amplifier)
but i f  thi i  is a vei i f iable number, i t  is excel lent for a TVRO receiver'

Using a scope as an audio spectrum analyzer, we can tell you that

theri is around 3 to 5 dB more high end f requency response (above 10

kttt l  thun we f ind with the run oithe mil l  audio sections in most TVRO

receivers.
You can hear this 'di{f erence' even on a small receiver with a 2 to 4

inch speaker crammed into the side of the cabinet ln part icular '  the

nign" bt" ' there' and the audio has a crisp sound to i t '  Once again, i t

"dp."tt Jeff Smiley and crew have done their homework properly

SYNOPSIS
The COSMOS l l  is the 'sleeper receiver product '  of the year'  First

shown in Las Vegas, it attracted only modest interest from dealers

who probably did not understand what i t  was they were seelng'

Smiley's group was disappointed because they knew they had a

winner. Tiey bounced back at the Nashvi l le show by doing direct

on-screen comparisons in the booth between their receiver and a host

of 'populaf receivers (Drake, Avcom, et al).  They 'dared' do a ful l

display where the dealer could look at up to five separate recelver

displays simultaneously because they were that con{ident of their
product.

Still. it has not taken off.
Perhaps dealers, l ike this reviewer'  have become so accustomed

to the manual selection of polarization and format and skew that their

instant reaction, l ike our own, was " l 'd rather do i t  myself ." However, in

talking to some of the dealers who are handling the COSMOS receiver
(such as Wayne Morong of Maine) we learned there is a dif ferent side

to the product and set out to do our own evaluation.
We f ind the COSMOS l l  to be an outstanding perlormer with

unusual features one would expect to f ind only in a very high priced

and very sophist icated package coming f rom a much bigger company
lf nothing eise, the COSMOS l l  unit  part ial ly restores our faith in the

abil i ty of- creative American designers to 'hang-in-there' with their

off-shore competit ion for many years to come. Smiley is already
'smil ing' about the next generation of his innovative receiver l ine and i f

the reieivers take off as we suspect they now wil l ,  his next big
problem wil l  be to maintain the quali ty they now apparently have as
ihe volume of their product doubles and doubles again.

lf you are a serious dealer, you owe it to yourself to order one of the

COSMOS ll units for your own evaluation. We tested two to maKe sure

POWERING
CONNECTORS

RF OUTPUT

(

TRADITIONAL By McCullough
As unusual in design as the COSMOS ll is, the ELC-24

Satell ite Television Receiver by McCullough Communica-
tions (Route 5, Box 97, Salem, Arkansas 72576;501/895-
3167) is 'basic'or traditional. And for good reason.

Hayden McCullough got started in TVRO in the summer
of 1979, one of a substantial handful of Arkansas people
attending the first SPTS event in Oklahoma City. McCullough
would strike up a friendship with spherical antenna pioneer
Oliver Swan and from that friendship, subsequent to Oliver's
death late in 1979, McCullough would become the malor
source for 'soherical TVRO antennas' for the next several
years. The McCullough '8-Ball 'antenna sold in the thousands
and its basic redwood and steel-materials format was well
suited to the then-developing cadre of TVRO enthusiasts who
would in later years form the nucleus for the present dealer
network.

McCullough came into TVRO from the cable television
industry. He operated a string of very small CATV systems in

rural Arkansas, and he knew and understood people's desire
for improved television reception in rural America' He had
learned early in the cable game that when you were trying to
serve rural communities with multiple channels of television,
you were forced by the economics of the situation to cut costs
at every opportunity. 'His cable towns' were those that had
been passed-over by early cable pioneers because they were
'too small '  to support traditional cable installations. McCul-
lough identif ied with the philosophy of Oliver Swan; 'do-it-

yourself, '  'don't waste any money,' and 'keep the charges
in-l ine' with what the people are able to afford.

TEST: MCCULLOUGH
(

I

TVRO RECEIVER
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.. He brought the same philosophy to his ,g-Ball' antenna
line. But the industry's interest in sfherical antennas was a
fleeting thing, driven at the time by its price and by the fact that
motor drives,had not yet 'arrived.' When Hayden first intro_
duced the 8-Ball, most of the TVBO enthusiaits entering the
field were people from other electronic persuasions;TV r6pair
shop operators, amateur radio operators and others who were
not afraid to skin a few.knuckles putting together a sysrem.
Hayden priced the 8-Ball so that these ,dost--effective' 

fieoptewould find it attractive. And he emphasized that wiih one
spherical reflector, the user could receive two or more satel-
lites with a fixed reflector surface, moving the feed location
,llrgnt of the semi-parabolic dish to ,chinge satellites.' By
1982, motor drives had 'arrived' and theiarge and often
cumbersome technique of physically moving ihe feed from
one spot to another to 'change satellites' was no longer an
attractive solution to receiving multiple satellites.
. l-1"y9".n wisely saw the demise of the spherical dish, and
having built a small, but successful company around it as aplg9tlct line, sought another product which the company could
shift into. By now he was so totally immersed into TVFiO that
he had sold his cable television systems and he had the capital
available to entera more advanced form of TVROtechnotbgy.
Receivers would be his choice.

With an electronics background, receivers came naturally
to Hayden. He had been building his own TVRO receiver
circuits since 1980 and while they had not been intended as
commercial products (his cable systems, you see, needed
I vHU recetvers and he felt he could build them cheaper than
!9.c9utd buy them; more of the Otiver Swan phitosophyt), it
didn't take much for him to shift from proto-type to proOuiti'on.
Early McCullough receivers were,pai'; they6irerateO about as
well as others but there was no special dealer incentive topurchase them. McCullough opted to be a ,regional' supplier
of receivers, keeping dealers in a several state-area surround_
ing.Arkansas supplied with their needs. That has always been
a strength of Hayden McCullough; he comes from a technical
background, has installed hundreds of TVROs himself, and he
hasusua.lly been willing, and able, to make himself available to
oearers (tn person or on the telephone) to help them with their
installation problems. ln fact, many dealers bought from
Hayden because of this close liaison he was willing to give to
their efforts, and because he was a personable typ6 of iersonthey identified with.

ELC-24 Design
Schematics of the ELC-24 are available. They are notprepared in elegant form but all of the essential infoimation is

there. Not all receiver suppliers are ,so free' with revealing'their' technology.
. . Tf'r" downconverter, a 4 GHz input and 70 MHz output
(single.c91y9rsion, image-reject) system uses the poputar
Avantek 1506 oscillator. The 70 MHi signal coming out 6f the
four-diode mixer.is amplified in an NEC-5g01 bulk_gain ampli_
lier before the downconverter turns loose of thdsignal 

'for

transportation inside in standard RG-59/U cable. pow6ring for
the downconverter is through the coaxial cable but the tuiing
voltage for the downconverter is fed in a separate wire. Runs
to 300 feet are recommended with RG-59/U cable and for runs
over th.at length, RG-6/U cable is recommended. DC voltage
to the downconverter (and for feedthrough to thri LNA) is + 2i.

.,^_l-l_,h-" l".g:'.u^"r1(g"rodutator) proper the tF signat is ampti-rred In a 2N918 ( lF gain,control ' is handled i f reaO ot ine2lt1918) and then it ent6rs the tFstring-at iOtr,tHl tirougn a pair
of (additional) MC5801 butk gain de-vices. The 70 MHz band_

FRONT of receiver is straightforward, not fancy.
pass fi l tering is 'traditional'with 

an lF bandwidth of 30 MHz
according to the printed literature. Technician-accessible test
points are-provided going into, and coming out of the 70 MHz
gain and filtering block' and the signal leiel metering is fed
from_just ahead of the last 5801 gain block.
. Hayden's approach to the dehodulator is to use a coax_
ral cable delay l ine, not dissimilar to many others (such as
Drake). Hayden calls it a ,phase 

discriminator' and the delay
line is 82" of RG174. Coming out of the detector/discriminator
there is a 2N2222 video lmplif ier, a video iitter for the
appropriate _de-emphasis, second and third 2N2222 video
gain stages lollowed by the video clamp (diode), and, f inallv a

, e ,

fourth 2N2222.video gain stage. Video level is controlled byvarying the voltage to the seCond 2N2222 staoe.
lf you are with us this far, ycu will recognizeihis approach

as 'basic.' pn9 of the primary advantages-to taking thid ,basic
approach' is that you are dealing with i receiver circuit which

ilal .iTE|.\|i:,'lE

l r l r I l r l r l r r r l
2  4  6  8 1
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has been proven in tens of thousands ol receivers (il, indeed
not several hundred thousand receivers) previously.

The audio sub-system consists of a tuned input followed
by an MC3357 and a CA3089. The audio sub-carrier tuning is
picked off of the first 2N2222 video (gain) stage. Again, no-
thing unusual here; it has all been tried and proven in numer-
ous receivers produced by others in its basic format.

McCullough, l ike John Ramsey of Sat-Tec, l ikes to remove
unnecessary parts from a system. He does this for the same
reasons John does;lewer parts means less cost per (receiver)
unit, and, the fewer parts inside of the case, the less there is to
go wrong.

McCullough, bowing to some dealer pressure perhaps,
does provide a remote control (wire connected) for the ELC-24
receiver. The remote hand unit has channel tuning (the receiv-
er is continuous tune, not detent tuned), audio (sub-carrier)
tuning and polarity switching. The front panel also has the
polarity switching with a pair of buttons (one way for clockwise,
the other for counter clockwise). The receiver can be used with
either DC (polarity) motor drives or the servo with pulse
approach.

Finally, the receiver has an 'S' (signal level) meter plus a
scan-tune feature. The scan rate is rapid, about twice through
the band oer second. The RF modulator outputs on either
channel 2 or 3 and there is a set of baseband (audio plus
video) outputs as well.

(
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UnideJl'beats
the svstemwith
atothl'systeml
Are you tired of having

to go to different manufac-
turers to put together a
matched TVRO svstem?
Only to go back tri each of
them again when you have
problems? Well now vou
don't. Because Uniddne is
introducing a complete ser
of components from a single
source. Uniden Satell i te
Technology Inc.

A source with one of the
largest and most sophisti-
cated TVRO engineering
teams in the world.

your service calls.
Heres "the system,"

and i tspr icedtogive
the best performance/
value on the market.

Reliability. Thats the key
word-for you, for your cus-
tomers. The Unideno svstem
of components is engiheereo
to be totally compatible, ano
to make you money. And
Unidens re l iab i l i ty  wi l l  save
you money too, by reducing

THE DISH: 11 foot
extruded alu m i n u m screen
mesh -Light, strong, envi-
ro n me ntal I y att racti ve - U PS
shippable -Easy to assem-
ble. No clips or screws.
Panels slide into track to
m ai ntai n pe rlect parabol ic
shape.

TWO RECEIVERS: Models
UST 1OO0 and UST 3O0O -
Detent tuning. With auto-
matic polarity selection when
used in conjunction with
U n i rotor'" - I nf rared re mote
control on the UST 3000
-Fully tunable audio. Pre-
select on the UST 3OO0.

THE LNA: Full range to
meet your specific needs.

THE SALES SUPPORT
You wil l be supported by a

natronat consumer advertis-
ing campaign that wil l appear
in magazines such as Sports
I llustrated, People, Playboy,
Newsweek and Time. Full
merchandising support wil l
also be available includino
spec sheets, sales brochr.ires
and in-store displays, plus an

HF,*rryt.-
extensive dealer incentive
program.

Join our team now Unideng
the company that brings you
a complete TVRO system that
wil l turn sales into orofits.

Uniden Satell i te
Technology Inc., 200 Park
Avenue, New York, New York
10'166; 1516'1 Triton Lane.
Huntington Beach, California
92649; or 6345 Castleway
Court, Indianapolis, Indiana
46250.

uniden'

Commercial Communications

MarineCommunications

Personal Communications

Satellite Technology

Telecommunications
O 1984 UNIDEN CORPORATION OF AMERICA



ELC-24 Operation
There are two primary strengths in f avor of Hayden McCul-

lough:
1) When you deal with the company, you are dealing

with Hayden. That means you are buying from and
complaining to the same man who designed the circuit '
There is  no extensive 'chain of  command'  here
(although certainly Hayden does have many good peo-
ple working for him). Some dealers l ike being able to
deal 'direct'with the guy who did all of the 'brain work.'

2) A dealer with just a medium amount of technical savvy
will l ike the McCullough receiver because there is no-
thing inside which a dealer with a very modest amount
ol test equipment, plus some experience, cannot repair
on his own. The circuit is very straightforward; if a man
understands the basics of satellite receivers, he will
fully understand the ELC-24. In a day when many sup-
pliers are using 'secret lC devices' (with the numbers
rubbed olf), 'trick circuits' to outwit offshore copiers
(and to inflate their designer egos) it is refreshing to find
a circuit which continues to be 'basic.'

It might be unfair to include the ELC-24 in the same issue'
much less the same'review article,'with the prior COSMOS ll
unit. Having extolled all of the 'clever engineering' in the COS-
MOS ll, and having made it plain that there are several ' tr ick

circuits' in the COSMOS ll which are well hidden from the
prying eyes of copiers, one might rightlully expect that all ol

SATELLITE DICEST

those trick circuits in the COSMOS ll do result in better per-
formance than say one would expect with the basic ELC-24.

And, to be blunt, the ELC-24 is not in the same picture
class as the COSMOS ll. But then, to the best of our measure-
ment abil ity, nothing else is either. A more favorable compari-
son for the ELC-24 would be a Drake ESR-240 receiver. The
two, for performance comparison (and circuit analysis) are
essentially alike. Not identical, of course; just in the same
league. lf you are a dealer who is happy with the performance
of the 240, you are probably a dealer who would be happy with
the performance and features of the ELC-24.

Our init ial reaction to the ELC-24, after having allowed it to
'cook' for several days, was that the picture was 'grainy'; that
is, a baseband noise which created a small but discernible
amount of 'busy-ness' in the background of the video. We
pondered why and decided that because the lF gain control
lays'across'the input l ine, ahead ol the first indoor 70 MHz
amplif ier stage, it was conceivable that by reducing that (lF)
gain control too far, you could be within the'noise floor'of the
first lF amplif ier in the receiver. This is a 2N918 bi-polar stage
and the inout circuit is loaded down with a 75 ohm resistor to
establish 'match.'

The receiver also has the usual video gain control (in
the second 2N2222 video amplifier). There is also the possi-
bility that an incorrect balance in the lF section (created by the
setting of the lF gain control) could result in baseband noise
being enhanced (but not created) by the placement and set-
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ELC-24 receiver board has plenty of 'open space'and technicians should have few problems working on unit.
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t ing of this video gain control.
There were two other possibil i t ies since the,noise floor'did

seem like it could be improved. We talked with Hayden McCul_
lough about our observations. The 2N919, the first gain stage
inside oJ the receiver, could be creating more noise than it
should. lt, however, is actually the ,seconi' TOMHzgain stage
srnce outatthe downconverterthere is an (NEC) lr/C_SAOt tb.
Hayden places this thick{i lm integrated circuit at the down-
converter to help make up for the conversion losses in the 4
GHz I 70 MHz image reject mixer, and to allow you to run (in
his case) up to 300 feet of RG-59/U between the oownconver_
ter output and the demodulator (receiver) input.
- -. The 5801 operates as a (gain) ,f lat amplif ier,from 40 to 250
MHz. lt is internally matched io 75 ohms (input and output) and
should have a typical noise figure of 1.5 dB. however, suo_
p9s9 lftg noise figure (for whatever reason) was higher than
this? lf the noise figure was appreciably greater thin 1.5 dB
(due to some failure within the 5901), that would account for
the grainy video. We replaced the 5g01 in the downconver-
ter to see what changes there might be.

The video grain promptly cleared up. For whatever
reason, we had a not-up-to-spec lC in the downconverter.
. The lesson here, which we pass along to you, is simply

this:
1) Because the package (downconverter plus receiver) is'so basic,'you don't have to be an electronics genius to

figure out probable causes of problems. Furt6ermore,
because of  the construct ion techniques used bv
McCullough, it is only a few minutes time to chanoe oui
about anything in the receiver which might needihan-

^. qins; or which you think might need chlngrng.
2) The parts used are readily available in mostloclles and

under 950 in raw parts, sitting above your work bench,
would probably cover all of the special ,microwave type
components' which you would not f ind at a nearbv
Radio Shack.

OPTIONAL
In addition to the basic receiver described here, the ELC

receiver unit is also available with an antenna positioner con_
trol circuit (model ELX-24S) using a potentiometer mounted at
the dish (500 ohms) which tracks with a receiver mounted pot
(5K, adjustable) and meter to show relailve dish position. And,
if the built- in monaural sub-carrier tuning system (tunes 5 to ti
MHz) does not satisfy the customer,-there is an ootional
second audio circuit which gives the user a pair of audio
controls for tuning in both discrete and matrix audio sub_
carriers. All of this fits nicely, and easily into the basic receiver
board (shown).

PERFORMANCE
Adequate, but not outstanding. The video and audio are

both clean, even with reduced infut levels. Let's look at par-
ticulars.

The.photo here depicts the modest grain level in the video;
something we were able to clear up. The photo cannot show
that while the manual tells you the nominal VCO tuning voltage
varies in the range 5 to 15 (VDC) the unit we tested varied
betwe.en approximately 3 and g volts DC. As you might sus-
pect, that caused a oroblem.

A tuneable receiver, using the Avantek 1506 oscil lator for
the LO source, has to have both an operating voltage (that's
extracted from the +24 VDC fed up the coaxial lin-e) and a
tuning voltage (sent through the second coaxial i lnb;. fne
tuning voltage is set for both ' low tracking' and ,high tracking'

lF SECTION for ELC-24 is straight-forward; slug-tuned coils ad-just for bandpass filtering while 5801 thick-fitm-amps (thin, black
devices top and bottom) provide gain.

with a pair of (5K) pots mounted on the circuit board. Many
other receivers do it the same wav.

,, _IlS trick' is to get the proper tuning vottage ro the VCO(1506) at the end of the coaxiail ine carrying thJt"uning voltage.
There wil l be a minimal voltage ,Oropl 

rniougil-thjt ine, Eut
:ll^._"_u, gfy..rall voltage changes in that tine co'rrespond to the
:l:iS^ig 9l _.,!"nl"lr (between 0.35 and 0.4 votrs change in
Ine case ot the ELC-24), you do need a ,calibrate 

control,
inside in the receiver. That s what the ,high 

ietl-anO ,low set,pots are for.
The next 'tr ick' is to get the two (5K) pots to ,track,so 

thatreceiver dial calibration is ,on' for both th" niqi,-ano tow ends.
Consumers that f ind The Nashvil le ChannelitOinO WTBS at22 are not going to be happy, long. Especiatty it in the process
they lose HBO on 24!

We found a fair amount of diff iculty gettino the ELC_24
controls to track. We f inally decided that 6ui voltige range was
not going quite far enough, since we were, in-deed, losing
transponders 23 and 24. The factory_settings were close butnot.close enough. Seemingly, with such ibaslc circuit, wecould figure out how to mak6 it r ight again.
. ylqd,again pointing outthat i iyou inderstand the basics

or I vHU receiver design, you wil l never feel frustrated or
uncomrortabte with the ELC_24. Better than that, if you want
to learn the basics but have been unable to'g"t ,.t"rt"O,

--l.l

, ( ,
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The DSB-700 Home Receiver:

AtL THE QUAHTY
FEATURES

YOU'UE LOOKED FOR,
IN THE PALM OF

YOUR HAND.
o lnlrared remote control

.picrurequa,iif ::?lrx?y;[1T:til"J;s3rljJ:f :[l'gBlfr ';'a",lT:l;i[H'zcompatib,e
. Video clanip/unciamp switch and composite b.qqeba.n"d output '. Frequency stability

unmatched'by other'home receivers. Compatible with mechanical and electronic
polarizers as well as DX's dual-polarity system . Affordable price

The new DSB-700, with infrared remote control, From every s_tq$pgjn!*quality, performance'
puis quai i ty satei t i te recept ion at  your f inger-  pr ice-the DSB-700 is far  ahead of  other
[ ips.  dontr 'o l  channel  select ion,  volume, lnd home receivers.  The same features are avai l -
f ine tuning from anywhere in the ro<

h11 fliliff{".Tq?;;iif; s iri$, E Bi'#,Hi hHo;r*"}::i"fi :li I E ft ri:
t.-_-

A s, b.Di dT":yo$ t''T:iTBJ ?o,ll"?i.",,. "
' 10  Sky l ine  Dr ive ,  Hawthorne,  NY 10532 '  (914)  347-4040

lManufac tured  bv  DX Antenna Co ,  Kobe,  Japan

)



BR and KLM: Partners in Innovative Leadership.
The KLM Receivers:

The Sky Eye x, The sky Eye VIII and The ssD.
alsg S.ot scan and seek capabilities,
polarity reversal, format 6witches,'

quality which has never Seen 
-com-

promised. KLM has been an indus-

flsk anyone in the industrv about
the KLM rurme. They'll tell vou
about the famous KLM quality-a

extremely reliable, it's an un-
ysga{y attractive unit. It's got
built in Polarotor I interface
and fully adjustable
skew. It features an
AFC switch, center
tune indicator, and
slide rule tuning.
It's also got
LED
metering,

tunable audio, a
ste_reo processor output
and audio video output.
Add to that a built-iir S-+
modulator and video invert
switch, and you have one
of the most versatil€, ad-
vanced units available to-
day.

IHE Sffl EYE Vilt.
The Sky Eye VIII is known for

its absolute rock solid stabilitv. It's
a remote control receiver widl
q\arQ synthesized tuning. That's
what keeps it from drifting. It,s

signal
strength metering, digttal
transponder displays and single
tunable audio. Wth the Skv Eve
VIII, you're guaranteed cohsijtent
picture quality for years to come.

THE SSD.
The SSD is the non-remote

version of the Sky_Eye X with many
of the same terrificieatures. It his
detent tune, -skew control, polarity
reversal, and single tunableaudio.
It, too, is quartz synthesized,
which gives it that absolutely stable

try pioneer from the start-it was
KLM, for instance, who invented
$e single conversion image reject
downconverter. These are three of
their most popular receivers.

IIIE SIfl EYI X.
. Thq 9ky EVe X represents the
latest achievement in 10 genera-
tions of superb KLM recdivers. It
combines the best of American
technological innovation with Japa-
nese manufacturing excellence.-

picture
quality.

"TIre BR Utimate One year
W.ananty.': BR is tlu onty dis-
trifutar in this in&ts@ wrn wiL
wuranty any product lou tur-
chase Jrom us for a full year Call
BR toll free for dctitik.'

Natona, 1 -800 -421-01 4g 1 -800-832-6660 BJolll"*"" u,,
"We Distribute Trust"

35 Lumber Rd., Rostyn, Ny 11576 516-4g4-6090 (NyC & LDHours: Mon-rri-g:30-s:30 sit io:dil-s-:oo 'E.s.T. '
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ELC-24 SPECS
INPUT RANGE
INPUT LEVELS
INPUT MATCH
IMAGE REJECTION
CONVERSION GAIN
(NOTSE) BANDWTDTH
THRESHOLD
VIDEO OUTPUT
BASEBAND OUTPUT
DISPERSAL CLAMP
VIDEO S/N
DIFFERENTIAL PHASE
DIFFERENTIAL GAIN
FREQUENCY RESPONSE
SUBCARRIERS
HARMONIC DISTORTION
AUDIO OUTPUT
AUDIO BANDWIDTH
AUDIO S/N
FREQUENCY RESPONSE
POWERING
CONNECTORS

RF OUTPUT

PRICE
SOURCE

CSD RATINGS
1) Video Sensitivity
2) Video Color Quality
3) Video Stability
4) Audio Sensitivity
5) Audio Quality

3.7 lo 4.2 GHz
not specified
not specified
not specified (single conversion)
not specified (14 dB measured)
30 MHz
not specilied (10 dB measured)
not specif ied (.1 v p-p adjustable, measured)
not available
not specified
not specified
not soecified
not specified
not soecified
tuneable 5.0 to 8.0 MHz
not specified
not soecified
not specified (240 KHz measured)
not soecified
not specified
120 VAC, 25 watts
4  G H z  ( N ) ;  7 0  M H z  ( F / F ) ;  P o w e r i n g
(F) +terminals for polarization control; RF
out (through internal modulato0 (F); Audio
and Video (RCA).
Channel 2 or 3 (switchable), +5 dBmV
measured
$380 range
McCullough Communications, Route 5,
Box 97, Salem, Arkansas 72576 (501/
895-3167)

In lop 40olo of all receivers tested
In top 30% of all receivers tested
In top 30o/o of all receivers tested
In top 40olo ol all receivers tested
In top 30% of all receivers tested
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GOOD GRADE video is acceptable if not high definition; video
grain disappeared with replacement ol thick-film gain stage in
downconverter (see text).

because of the typical ' tr ick circuits' and'hidden technology'o{
many of the better known receivers, the ELC-24 would make
an excellent 'training ground' for you. Equipped with the re-
ceiver and a copy o{ the schematic, you can ' logic' your way
through the full receiver in short order. Then, having trained
yoursell on the basics using the ELC-24, you are ready to
tackle the more complicated 'tr ick circuits' lrom those OEMs
who insist on hiding the 'basic functions'from scrutiny.

This caution. McCullough uses some relatively sophisti-
cated 'soldering aids' to mount some of his parts (such as the
NEC 5801 built-gain amplif ier). You never want to 'dig into'
such a circuit equipped with a soldering iron generating more
than 25 watts of 'heat' and it needs to be equipped with a
'needle point' as well since many of the pin connections are
very close together. Additionally, (5801) devices are olten
soldered on both sides of the circuit board (top and bottom) so
you have to free the bottom first and then go to work on the top
(where the piece mounts). This requires a'solder sucker' and
some patience to get the tiny globs of molten stufl out of the
holes before you can replace a part. lf this type of 'surgery' is
new to you, you'l l learn all about soldering in the process as
well (and perhaps ruin a component part or two)!

The ELC-24 receiver provides good value forthe money
and dealers who are looking for something they are'not afraid
of'would do well to look into it as a functional building block in
their own sales packages. Hayden, l ike many of the proprietor-

ooerated businesses in TVRO, is available lor consultation
much of the time and if the frustrations of talking technical
problems with an 'order taker' who doesn't understand the
product has bitten you, there is considerable dealer-value
here as well.

McCullough wil l survive, inspite of the threat of foreign
imports, for as long as he wants to survive. He has found a
receiver'nitch' which wil l last many additional years, is com-
fortable with modest production runs and maintaining a rel-
atively low profi le. The industry is'better' because he is a part
of it.

LUXOR MARKETING:,A DIFFERENT MOLD'

ON The Road Again
Last month CSD began our visit to Luxor Electronics in

Motala, Sweden with a report on the recent history of the firm,
and their broadly based production skil ls in a wide variety of
electronic products. This month we concentrate on their
'marketing philosophy' since that has been one of the major
'differences'cited by the firm when they compare themselves
to North American TVRO manufacturers.

Service, repair and warranty back-up has been a 'problem'

for TVRO dealers for as long as there has been TVRO hard-
ware. In our annual look at dealer'attitudes'towards various
suppliers, we found that R.L. Drake Company was the most
universely respected supplier, among dealers, for factory re-
pair and backup. Luxor rated 'poorly,' number five behind
Drake, Automation Techniques and Avcom models lor'receiv-
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er acceptance'and number one in the ,least respected receiv_
er'division. Worse than that, they rated second onlyto KLM for'worst warranty service.' Clearly, this did not sound like a
company which felt very sensitive about their field back-up of
dealer problems.

Of course the 1984 survey, taken during the month of May,
came at a time when Luxor was in the midst of a messy'separation' 

f rom thei r_exclusive^ importer (STS of Uissouii)
qlqas past issues of CSD and CStjlZ have reflected, neither
STS nor  Luxor  escaped ,whole '  f rom that  b i t ter  d is_
engagement. Unfortunately, for Luxor, the bitter memory of
jfrgjransition period (February through early summer), where
D r u was pnased out of the warranty cycle and repair process,
has lingered and there continue to'be many Oisti.iOutors (and
more dealers) who recall their problems wifh Luxor products.

Luxor, since that t ime, has faced a ,re-building 
road,which

has continued to this day. We asked the question in ourpart-one report 'Can Luxor Come Back?' a;d indeed that
remains the $64 question todav.
. Luxorquality-control problems can be laid in two areas;the

downconverter, and, the receiver proper. As we noted in De_
cember, the downconverter has atways been a North Amer-
ican product. Luxor's Bo Lindqvist, Technical Manager f,cr
Luxor Satellite, confesses that he has spent many weeks in the
states working on downconverter design probl6ms with their
oownconverter supplier; Magnum Microwave. The primary
problem has been downconverter stability and even to this
day.there is apparently not complete satisfactron, on Lind_qvrst s part, with the downconverter being shipped. He con_
tinues to see room for lmprovement.

A companion problem relates to the difficulty all off_shore
receiver manufacturers face when building even 70 MHz inpui
(lF) receiver electronics. There is no suOiitute tor doino final
receiver transponder alignment, on each and every reciiuer,
using a 'full bird' such as F3B. All off-shore manufacturers
have invested in 'satell i te 

simulators,' boxes that create
faboratory-perfect 4 GHz signals on a few o, i| Zq satellite
transp.onder frequencies. Unfortunately, satellite simulators
must themselves be 'calibrated,fairly 

oiten (because of inter_
nal stabil ity problems in the simulator), anO, even when they
are'dead-on,'they wil l not and do not match the actual trans_
ponde.r frequencies in use by many of the transponder oper-
ators (some transponder seryices,-such as MTV anO fSpru,
I3I ?9 

'off.frequency' 
by 5 MHz or more at any given point in

Irme..very lew are'dead-on,' and therefore a,simulator' can-
not simulate the real-world, only the laboratory world.). The
end result is that no matter how carefully the simulator is
calibrated, and how carefully the off-shoie alignment tech
does aligment, there may still be a need for i secondary
re-alignment of all offshore receivers when they land in North
America (Uniden, lor example, does this on t OOZ of all units
landed, at a facil i ty in Indiana).

Luxor learned this lesson early and thus there is a ,Swed_
ish burn-in' of the receivers follow6d by an alignment, and then
a new'burn-in'followed by a new atighment'when the receiv_
ers come out of the SAS Jet Cargo container after landing in
Chicago.

. .Burning in and re-aligning receivers from off_shore manu_
Iactunng centers has become a standard operating proceoure
for a1l quality off-shore units with a70 MHz'lF. BD6'units with
:gltlilugus,tuning often escape this stateside/Canada pro_
cedure simply because there are no individual transponder
settings to tweek or align when the unit continuous tunes. ln
lne case of the Luxor 9550 receiver, in the states is the first
time the full receiver plus its matching downconverter are

checked together, as an integral package.
lf simulation of actuar fu-ily-roaded-sateilites is difficurt

offshore, the simulation of the satellite locations is not. In the
case of the Luxor 9534 antenna actuator, we found every unit
in Swedish production undergoing a tnorouln satelliie by
:atelljte check'u-sing a simutaGd tdst fixture th"at pretended it
was the fuil arc of satellites in the sky. The motor drive is a USproduct, and it like the downconverter is married to the pack_
age after the controller (9534) arrives in the stares.

In a sense, this double-check system mav be a more
severe.type of 'QC' (quality control) than mad-e-in_America
products receive. A visitor to a US production facility would
probably be amused (if not amazed) to find benches 6t atign_
ment.technicians doing final ,eC' at the ends of feeds fr6m
sareilrte antennas pointed (typically) at F3R. One finds the
:1t",f]nrl alignment procedure at on-shore testing points for
ilrms. (such as Luxor) but you must keep in mind tnit tnis tinat
cnecK ts ctone some weeks (or months) after ,simulated' 

sig_
nals have been fed into the same receiver at the point of origii.

Still, users do find problems and there is a certain
amount of infant mortality when any type of unit comes out of
its shipping carton. How can thisb{uipment go through so
many stages of 'performance 

verification' anO stitt comds out
:ltlg ?1lI 

broken'?,We pondered this white we were tearning
aDout the parts and service aspect of Luxor.

Ak" Lind.gren is responsible, at Luxor Motala, forthe parts
aspect of all Luxor products. Lindgren's job is to keep track of
all replacement parts, and toJore6ast (a-ccurately; tfie type otparts that should be stoc.ked for warranty and oui-of-warianty
repairs. His department routinely stocks parts for models
ylnn f3ve been.'out of production'for periods of ten years or
more. He notes that Luxor's philosophy has always been for
T,"  ̂ lTg,!"rl '  i ,n pny business venture-and when a new pro_
ouct ts ptanned, he knows that his parts department wil i be
involved with that product for no less ihan ten years; far longer
than any other segment ol Luxor. Feeding the large, woiiO_
wide network ol Luxor service centers and- affiliated distribu_
tors and dealers, he averages 300 separate orders perday or
75,000 per year. Naturally, all of the ,bontrols' 

are handled bv
computerthese days. Scandinavian orders placed for parts by
10 AM in Motala are shipped the same day and received the
next; expedited shipments to overseas points are routinely
de l i ve red  wor ldw ide  i n  3  days .  An  ,ave rage '  pa r t s_
replacement inventory, production parts aside, rs arouncl
$7,000,000 (us).

Computerized parts control and rapid turn arounc| lor rritrts

) a
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PARTS BACKUP ls his iob. Ake Lindgren runs a comPuterlzed
parts system that forecasts how many parts wlll fall per module
per year. And it works!

orders is one part of the dealer backup; dealer training is
another. Stig Karlsson heads up the dealer training program
in Europe and the Mid-East. The Luxortraining in North Amer-
ica for TVRO units is presently handled by Luxor North Amer-
ica so we looked closely at the way Stig handles the TV and
consumer product training for signs of what is likely to be the
long-term policy in North America as well.

Stig relies heavily on training seminars, conducted all over
the selling regions. He takes his dealertraining to the dealers
and conducts one day (or longer) seminars to help them better
understand the products they sell, and ultimately, must ser-
vice. One of the 'tools' we saw for this program was a set of
testing jigs developed for the TV receiver products. The con-
cept is pretty basic; just as satellite transponders or satellite
positions can be 'simulated,'electronically, at the Luxor plant,
so too can faults be simulated in a test iig. Because the Luxor
receiver products are largely cable-harnessed so that a single
multiple-wire cable (and plug) carries all of the input and output
signals and voltages, so too can the receiver boards be
plugged into a test jig/simulator. In effect, a mini or micro
computer takes the receiver technician through a stage by
stage check of all the product automatically. Product faults are
quickly isolated by the test jig simulator and once the faulty
'region' is found, part-by-part elimination can be done.

Thls type of approach will one day come to the TVRO
recelver line. This will mean that a dealer, with a minimum of
hard technicaltraining, will be able to'simulate' product faults
or failures with a test jig system and isolate his own problems
without hqving to depend upon a distant factory warranty
center.

Leading into that type of automated circuit analysis is in the
planning stages now. Ahead of that, we asked about the basic
dealer training sequence for consumer products in Europe, by
Luxor.

Karlsson and Lindgren explained for us.
"Before a new product is shipped into the market'

place, we routinely hold special dealer seminars. This means
that we take the new products to a central location and dealers
come in to inspect the products. We break the sessions up for
the sales people, the service-center people and finally the
service specialists.

"Sales people are given a complete explanation of the
product features and they are also given a 'light touch' of the
technical since we expect our sales people to know more
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about the inner workings of any product than even the most
educated consumer. The service center people are then ex-
posed to a detailed analysis of the product and a stage by
stage 'walk-through' on how the product has been designed
lor the various user functions.

"Finally, the service specialists are trained using the
service j igs in locating faults and problems, diagnosing fai-
lures and making repairs. All of this is done before a product
is delivered to dealer showrooms and the public is asked to
inspect and buy."

That was a revelation. An approach that was 'not so
much in a hurry' to rush a product to market that the products
ended up there months (or years) before the servicing in-
formation! But could a fast-moving field such as TVRO receiv-
er technology afford that ' luxury' of delay? Certainly it took
longer to do it ' this way' than to ship product f irst and worry
about service later.

Karlsson suggsts that while you may not init ially enter a
brand new field (such as TVRO) with that kind of preliminary
training program in place, he feels that as any product and
industry matures, this type of training becomes essential '

"The diflerence between products of differing manufactur-
ers narrows" it is noted "as a field matures. lt then becomes
necessary to focus on innovations that help keep products
sold after the sale." In short, innovations in product design
may sell a product when the 'f ield' is new; innovations in
service and field equipping of service personnel becomes
more important as any l ield grows older.

We were reminded ol this by Luxor's Per Cederlund, the
man largely responsible for consumer television set design
(research and development). "Our digital control systems
aside, the primary difference between differing brands of tele-
vision these days is not what you see on the screen, but what
is inside of the cabinet. Consumers are attracted by ease of
use and ease ol familiarity with the product's features. Retail-
ers, and their service personnel are attracted by different
things; the amount of t ime it takes, lor example, to trouble
shoot and diagnose a faultY unit.

"lf we can design our receivers so that they require 50%
of the time to diagnose and repair, we are more apt to have a
loyal dealer than if we add two more buttons to the remote
control the consumer uses. When you are in the consumer
electronic business for the long-haul, you have to think as
much about the friendliness of the product(s) to the retailer
and his service people as you do about the product's teatures
the consumer wil l see."

An interesting viewpoint and one which we had not heard
in North American TVRO design shops previously.

All of this, ol course, takes time. And it takes constant
interfacing between a plant located in south-central Sweden
and the market which is thousands of miles distant. Hans
Giner, who heads up Luxor North America's operations out of
the Bellevue, Washington headquarters emphasizes this
ooint.

"We felt our init ial receiver products were as good as
any on the market when they were first introduced, and years
ahead of most in customer features. We prefer to allow a
product to mature, slowly, l ike a fine wine rather than come out
every few months with startl ing new technology and changes.
We are in this for the long pull and we are ready to make our
place in this industry by building a solid, dealer and consumer
oriented business."

Stig Karlsson would add "lt taks a great deal of money to
run a training department, to prepare training materials and
travel all over the world giving training seminars." To make the
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training and perlormance run smoother, Luxor has adopted a
'service-specialist ' approach. In Austria, for example' onel
man is the primary l iaison between Motala and the middle ancl
eastern European TV dealers. This man concentrates on just
the TV receivers in the Luxor l ine and he travels throughout the
region visit ing dealers, helping them better understand servic-
ing problems, and staging small dealer training seminars on a
scheduled basis.

Karlsson on the break-in period.
"When any new type of product is introduced, such as

color television sets some years ago or computers more re-
cently, there is a double standard practiced. First, you have to
be concerned that nobody else in the marketplace is getting
ahead of you with the technology. That's the job of our en-
gineering and research and development people. Next, you
have to be concerned that as you keep creating all of this new
technology that the retailers and their service people do not
become disenchanted with the innovations because they fail
to understand how to cope with them. That's my job."

Again, the TVRO marketplace in North America must
come to mind. Here we are in the midst ol considerable tech-
nological innovation, changes heaped upon changes and
more and more features designed with the consumer in mind.

Bo Lindqvist on the constant changes in product design.
"l think there is a plateau coming in new innovation. I

must recallthat when we were first ready with a TVRO receiver
(for Ku band) in 1979, that we had settled on the BDC (block
downconversion) technique. We thought it the best way to go
then, and I sti l l  do today. But the downconverter technology,
largely because of the microwave parts then available, was
not adequate to support large scale production of this design
at that t ime. Now, five years later, it is all coming around. And
we find that the BDC receiver system is rapidly becoming the
established designer's favorite. I would not be surprised to see
virtually total abandonment of the single conversion, 70 MHz
lF approach in the next 18 months. The only thing that remains
to be sorted out, in my mind, is the widespread approval of a
particular lF for the receivers. I happen to believe that the
950/1450 (900/1400) MHz band wil l be the eventual winner."

Lindqvist, responsible for TVBO receiver product creation
at Luxor, is already past the next basic adaptation of the BDC
design and the next group of products which Luxor can be
anticipated to show lor the f irst time at the March 31 /April 2 Las
Vegas industry trade show.

"Once we have the maiority of the receivers being built

LUXOR/ continues on Page 42
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using this BDC technology, it will become more and more
acce.-ptable to mix components from one supplier to another' I
believe we are heading closer and closer to a basic, 'univer-

sal,' 4 GHz TVRO receiver which will, by the way, also end up
being a basic, 'universal,' 11112 GHz receiver as well."

Karlsson and Lindgren talked about the service policy lor
consumer electronics sold by Luxor in Europe.

"We back up all products such as television sets with a
one-year full warranty. We equip our dealers with sufficient
equipment and training so that they are able to effect virtually
all of the repairs in the field, at the local level. (The one year
warranty is scheduled to become a two'year warranty in
1986.) In the computer field, Luxor again urges the dealers or
regional service centers to make repairs' The service shop
tums into Luxor a statement showing the model and serial
number, and the work done. There is an established (by
Luxor) service rate, payable to the dealer, for different cate'
gories of repairs. This takes into account the amount of time
wnicn tne factory people know a certain repair should take."

In the case of the TV sets, there is a'service fee' built into
every new set shipped to a dealer. lt typically amounts to $152
SK (1ust under $20 US) per (TV) receiver.

"ln theory, the dealer should be banking this money each
time a receiver is sold from his shop and then it is available to
him, within his own organization, for repairs as required in that
first year warranty period. Some dealers, of course, simply
carry the $152 SK service allotment as a 'prepaid service
income'credit on their books. lf the receiver goes through the
warranty period without requiring service, the dealer has just
earned an extra $152 SK per receiver' But we find that this is a
very realistic number, based upon hundreds of thousands of
receivers shipped, and that the dealer comes out about even
with this policy."

What about TVRO products? When would the North
American TVRO dealer see some number of dollars per re-
ceiver 'discounted' in return for the dealer being responsible
for the first year's service?

"First we need more service experience and better
servicing records" notes Karlsson. "You have to get from
where we are, which is a dealer universe where there is
virtually no dealer ability to service inside of a receiver, to a
dealer world where the dealers are not only trained but
interested for their own survival in being trained" notes Lind-
qvist.

Luxor currently is supplying a lop of the line' service manu'
al to dealers handling the product line. lt includes full sche-
matics and full parts lists (something many others still do not
do). But it is a far cry from Stig Karlsson's 'traveling road show'
that breaks down service problems into audio-visual displays
and Per Cederlund's cut-away models ol TV receivers' Giner
sees all of that coming, soon.

"This industry has telescoped a normal decade of de-
velopment time into two or three years at the most. There has
been tremendous product innovation for what has, in the
consumer world, been a very modest total production base.
We are seeing product design innovations in this field which
normally only happen over much longer periods ol time and
with hundreds of thousands of units produced per model'
Having our experience in supporting dealers and reaching
consumers, it is especially frustrating to us to'see so much
change so rapidly, with so few products actually being pro-
duced."

The 'giant TVRO test tube' perplexes Lindqvist as well. "l

witl welcome the slow-down tsee coming in complete product
uoheaval because I believe that will lead to a far better, far
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more reliable product for the consumer. When a marketplace
is driven, driven, driven by new changes and new innovation, it
is more ditficult to develop the kind of customer support and
dealer support which we are so firmly committed to in Europe.
It is orobable that as the products mature, those companies
which are today very visible because they are design-driven
will become far less important in the marketplace' The era
ahead is a 'Luxor era' simply because we are ready for a
marketplace where the dealer is as important to us as the
ultimate consumer. The stability will be good for all ol the
survivors."

One of the primary areas where product stability will ben-
efit Luxor is in their computer aided design department' As Per
Cederlund explained, "ln 1973 our standard TV chassis had
1663 electronic components. By 1979 we had reduced that to
886 and the 1984 models have but 624 parts. At the same
time, we reduced the number of cable tie-points within a
receiver from 160 to 37. Any time you reduce the number of
parts and the number of cable connection points in any elec-
ironic product, you are going to make the dealer happier
because he will have far fewer product failures. The more you
understand about a product, the better able you are to pinpoint
oroblem areas and eliminate those trouble spots."

All of that comes with product maturity, or the ability to
freeze on a 'basic design' and then proceed with time to
reduce the basic design to the minimum number of parts with
the minimum number of connection points. Cederlund sees
that coming soon to the TVRO product line.

While the number of component parts and connection
points have dropped, so too has the amount ol production time
per unit. The TV set, their biggest volume item at Luxor,
provides a lesson once again.

"The 1984 TV receiver has 20 alignment or technician
touch-up points" notes Cederlund. "The 1979 receiver had 40.
Now we have reduced the total number of production hours
oer receiver from 7.5 hours in 1973 to 1 .7 hours late in 1984;
even this year alone, we have trimmed 3/1 0ths ol an hour out
ol the production time.

"The biggest challenge in the next generation of (Luxor)
satellite TV receivers is to bring those same sort of econo-
mies to the design. Just as we have learned that product
reliability increases in TV sets by reducing the parts count and
consolidating the layout to reduce wire and cable connections,
so too will that apply to the satellite receiver products."

There are'two curves' here working against one another.
ln any early product development, the number of parts re-
quired to produce the end result is always high. So too are
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JOINOURGROWING
*ryl ::li:..,; a

The Mid-Tec family has
grown with an impressive
reflector l ine ranging in size
from small to medium and
.large. The Genesis'Msolid alu-
minum spun reflectors include
the red hot six, eight, nine and
commercial quality ten foot
systems. The PhantornrMperforated
aluminum spun reflectors include
a nine foot and a commercial qual.
ity ten foot model.
The Teco'! extruded aluminum mesh
systems come in commercial grade
ten, twelve, and fifteen foot sizes.
Now you can find what you,re looking
for in quality reflectors under one roof.
Call a Mid-Tec representative today for
more information at 1-608-647-4643 or
to place orders call 1-800-649-9924.

lNIDTK
cond\4uNcAnchts n{c.
Rt. 2, Box 65, Highway 14 E.
Hichland Cenier, Wl 53i81

o M|D.TEC.COMMUN|CAT|ONS tNC. 1984
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from the Motala facility convinced that there is more here than

" rir i io" iqr"re foot'facil i ty occupied !v.t. 's99 
people who

;#;;; i; i lk; l iving in central Sweden' Behind the 'old-world-

l[5it; or the peo"ple and the area, there is an interest in

oreservinq a 60-plus-year tradition of excellence in the con-

!;;;;;l"".tr"ni"5 t"it "tptace. There is a fierce loyalty to the

qr"iity of tn" products prbduced even if that loyalty does not

iump but and bang You over the head'' 
tnere is no shortage of 'bright' and 'dedicated' people.in

Mo ta |aand the re i sanevenmore impor tan t i ng red ien t ; t he
:trirrv ot tradition' which has taught these people that minor

;;; ' .;;J hurotes in the marietplace are not sufficient

reason to droP out and go away'-=inotl 
OouOting Thomases who have watched (perhaps

witn iome glee) tie misfortunes of Luxor and their former

-p"tt"i- i iJtt lOutor SfS of Missouri during this past nine

months wil l, we suspect, be surprised lo l lq. that Luxor's

Jelermination to be 'one of the survivors' in this field is no less

today than it appeared to be 12 months ago:

Everything one sees in Motala dealing with the way Luxor

nandtesineir-design, manulacture, sales and service in fields

as diverse as hom! electronics and business computers sug-

""s. in"i Luxor is a ' long term player' with the stabil ity and

i;r;; to stick with a product and field unti l they have

everything runnlng smoothly' Ttrose. who read anything else

irom'Lux6r activities in North America are' we suggest' not

getting the 'full 
Picture.'

*/ Luxor receivers now being distributed in Canada have

r."."ntty switched to a new dofonconverter package being

manufactured in Canada.
to

0DO
service problems since service{aults and parts-count parallel

on" "ndth"r. As the production dollars come out of the prod-

ucts by reducing parts counts and trimming the number of

nout"'p"t produied-unit required in factory creation' dollars

oo uo in the field and service pursuit areas'" - ;'w" do not have the luxury of simply throwing out parts.'

and trimming hours per productiand retiring on the'savings' 
"

it is noted. ';Rather, as the direct costs come down because

Vo, i""i" more about Vour pr9!r19|(s)' ln9 lnoirect costs
iassociated with supporting the distribution and dealer orga-

;j;; i ;");;"i up. w" mig-ht end up savins $10 per unit bv

r"touin'g"patts, tjut at the same time that is happening' we are

"OJing $"1'0 per unit lor the field training and servicing orga-

nization. There are two separate 
'curves' here going on at the

r"r! t i tn" "nd as you bring one down, the other iust naturally

rises. That's the nature ol"electronics manufacture and dis-

tribution in the consumer l ield "

Luxor's Future---Conlr"ry 
to anything and everything Luxor Electronics AB

naO evei O<jne before, iirey allowed a product of their creation

to be brought into an enlirely new marketplace (i'e' North

nr"ii"il *ttnort their factory control.The product sold well

(through the master distributor STS) and created a new

awareiess of consumer innovation in the process'

It is our iudgement that the basic product' the TVRO re-

ceiver, is souni and that Luxor personnel. in the US and

S*"0"n are not only keenly awaie of the limitations ol the

ear|ier-conceiveddownconv-erter.arrangement'butthatSteps
have been taken to resolve that problem once and for all (.)'

In visiting with Luxor in Sweden, one has to come away

PIONEER'S PIONEER:
JOHN RAMSEY ot

SAT-TEC

RECEIVER Pioneer
The very first TVRO receivers to be oflered to the home or

consumer industry were manufactured using designs largely
'borrowed'from eiisting technology. In the fallof 1979, receiv-

er designer H. Paul Shuch had created a double conversion

receive-rwhich he licensed to ICM (lnternational Crystal Manu-

facturing Company). The Shuch receiver had been designed

around;modut'es' wnicfr approached the first conversion, high

lF, second conversion and 70 MHz lF as separate functions'
That basic receiver design would last approximately one year

until ultimately ICM would switch to a Taylor Howard design

to get around the relatively expensive modular approach of

Shuch.
Andy Hattield, meanwhile, was building his first AVCOM

receivers and his technology stemmed from earlier work done

ONCE THEY SHARED/ John Ramsey (right) with Taylor Howard at

SifS'S0 i" San Jose. Ramsey told ihe group "We hope to be able

to gear up to 200 TVRO receivers per month "'

by receiver suppliers such as Scientific-Atlanta and Micro-

dyne. Hatfield hiO maOe an effort to reduce the parts count

a'nd receiver complexity and because of his success in doing

this he had been able to come out with a receiver several

thousand dollars lower than the commercial models'
At about that same time an engineer with Harris named

Clyde Washburn had designed his own double conversion

receiver. Washburn was a designer and not a manufacturer

"nO n" had found a firm in the suburbs of Rochester to do the

actual receiver production. The firm was Ramsey Electron-
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introduce his own receiver design. John's approach to a

iVnO receiver was far more'basic'than others in the market-

place at the time. His approach reduced the parts count by

bOz" ot more, and this brought the price down He began

advertising a $995 price tag in June ol 1980.while others were

stirt in tneirgg5 region. O-ne of the immediate effects of this

was that ICM shifted from their Shuch design to a new Taylor

ftowarO design and within a month of the init ial Ramsey (i 'e'

Sat-Tec) announcement, ICM would also have a basic receiv-

er at the $995 Price Point.

Ramsey refused to accept the popular be.lief that a single

conversion receiver (introduced shortly after his $995 model)

was in fact'that much cheaper'to produce' He continued with

the double conversion design, f inding ways to reduce costs in

itandnotwiIl ingtoacceptth_esingIe.conversiontrade-offsthat
otn"r. *"t" eigerly ailopting' He would eventually end up

being able to ouito double conversion receivers for virtually the

i".6 Oott"r. costs in parts and labor as the simpli l ied single

conversion units.
This was an era wnen receiver designers, that handful of

people who had the necessary skil ls and talents to design

TVAO receivers from scratch, freely conversed with one

anotherexchanginginformat ionopenIy. | t is thereforedi f f icu| t
to determine wfretnLr it was John Ramsey or Taylor Howard

wno first conceived and then made work something called
'divide-by-two.' This was a technique to make the popular
ptrase tocX loop demodulator work more efficiently than it

would left alone. The PLL device' by then the near-unanlmous

cnoice of receiver designers for the demodulator (lF to video)
'conversion,' was not i lways reliable with a 70 MHz 'center

frequency.'The PLL lCs vaiied in quality from.one to another

suc'f' tnai one worked line and the next one worked not-so-

line. The result was pictures that were good on one recelver'

SATELLITE DICEST

FREE 1'l x 14" 'Pioneer Poster' prints/ see page 48'

and pictures that were grainy on th.e next Ramsey and Ho-

*ai.j ootn.otrectly surm-ised ihat if the lF could be lowered' so

in" Ff'f- was not having to 'work so hard' at such a 'high

ir"qr"n.y' (i.e. 70 MHz ienter), that variable would be elimi-

nated.'- 
Ort of tnit free exchange ol analysis between Howard and

n".t"V ."." tn" OiuiO"-by two approach;,the 70 MHz lF

siqnat was amplified and filiered and then electronically 
'di--

uii"J in n"rrtt l. i . oy z). That resulted in a new lF at 35 MHz (70

I ii. ftro* tnb pL[ could lunction more effectively and the

v#ation they found from one receiver to another was elimin-

ated since even the lowest-grade PLLs seemed to worK prop-

erly at 35 MHz.- 'fni" 
technique found its way into both Sat-Tec and ICM

receivers at about the same time in the fall of 1980, and pretty

ri6n to.t of the other receiver manufacturers were using the

same technologY.

Ramsey's Sat-Tec remains a viable, growing business
today, some five years after he first sat down with Clyde
Was'hburn to figure out how the Washburn (Earth Terminals)
r."."iu"t could 6e placed into production for the home TVRO

market. Sat-Tec ieceivers remain the most 'cost effective'
units in the marketplace, and they are often targets for off-

shore receiver copiers who have no or few talents of their own

for receiver designing. John Ramsey, and wife Judi, have

maintained tnelr fosit ion in the industry by not losing sight of

John's ult imate goal; a receiver that uses $10 in parts and

costs perhaps $50 in the marketplace' With.each new adv-

ance in 'component part'technology, and with the wisdom of

naving speni f ive years designing and redesigning TVRO

receiviers over and over again, he gets a little closer'
For his constant vigil in keeping the pressure up on the

pricing of receiver units, John Ramsey becomes one of the
"Pioneer's Pioneers" in our industry'
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ics and it was headed up by John Ramsey'

All three receivers (init ial ICM' AVCOM and Washburn)

shared one common trait; they had taken the 'semi-elegant'

approach to design and all had substantial parts counts; even

iit'er tneir design-ers had attempted to reduce th.e parts count

ianO tf,eretoreiosts; from the existing commercial units' John

iiitt"y came into this scene as a contractor to build the

WisnOurn receivers but in his own mind he had an entirely

dilferent approach to TVRO receivers'
Ramsey had been packaging electronic kits. and assem-

OteO uniisiargely for tfre amateur radio ('ham') market for

t"ny ye"tt. dne does not compete in that particular market'

succ'essfutty, by placing large price tags on equip.ment lt is the

nrtrr" of tne ndm ('do-it-yourself ') market that if a product

lotit u"ry much moie than the'raw parts cost, 'the market wil l

simpty'06-it+hemselves' rather than buy the completed prod-

ucts. iohn had learned this lesson early and he brought that

same discipline to his own TVRO receiver design'
The Washburn contract was possibly 'doomed' from the

beginning; Clyde had his concept ol how the product should

go"tog"t6"r. and function, and John had his concept' John

iecatli tnat the closer they came to releasing the first ol the

Washburn units the more 'changes' Clyde wanted incorpo-

rated into the product' Ultimately' the two would 'part com-

pany' and Waihburn would tak6 his receiver to Cincinnati

fuliciottau" where it has been produced consistently from

virtually the first production models to the present time'

fre'ed ot the Washburn contract, that allowed Ramsey to

fr'qF

TVRO & CSD/ OUR SIXTH YEAR!



Satellite
cqiltre,

TYPE 1
2 conductors #'14 ga.
3 conductors #22shielded w/drain wire
3 conductors #20 shielded w/drain wire
3 conductors #18 shielded
1 RG-59/U-20 ga.-60% braid-100% foil
with type 3 black polyethylene jacket
lor direct burial

TYPE 2
2 conductors #14 ga.
3 conductors #22shielded w/drain wire
3 conductors #'18 shielded
2 RG-59/U-20 ga.-60% braid-100o/o foit
with type 3 black potyethytene jacket
for direct burial

^*6-

xry TYPE 3'4 
2 conductors #12ga.

3 conductors #22shielded w/driin
3 conductors #20 shielded w/drain wire

3 conductors #19 shielded
1 RG-6/U-18 ga.-60% braid-100"/o foil

with type 3 black polyethytene jacket
for direct burial

TYPE 4

3 cond uctors ** 3ffi 11111%,.r,1'-?fi
3 conductors #20 shielded w/drain wire

3 conductors #18 shielded
2 RG-6/U-18 ga.-60% braid-100% foil

with type 3 black polyethytene jacket
for direct burial

ez@
AND C.Z CONNECTOR & CABLE COMPANY
55 Railroad Avenue o Garnerville, NY 10923 0 (g14) 947-15540 (800) 429-2322

DEALERS AND DISTRIBUTORS . CALL TOLL FREE FOR COMPLETE CATALOG AND PRICINGMANUFAcruRERS qtg-o4l4!qA_BlE,NIulrrdorrrouCron caql{ iviE-il b'ijilruecrons,TYP E F coN N EcToRS, SWITOH ES, SATELaI re lofnl corrrinol cneii'Erc.
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DISTRIBUTORS

ffi*-ffi
LUXOR CONTINENTAL WILSON

SAT-TEC UNIDEN MA,/COMM
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ONE OPPORTUNITY TO COLLECT ALL SEVEN
r 'FIoNEER's PIoNEER LlrHo PRlNTs"

AVAILABLE TO DATE!

HAPPY NEW YEAR
This is an opportunity to complete one simple-form to request ship191! Iot ll! SEVEN of the TVRO

industry pioneer Litho printl issued to date. You will receive 1 1 by 14 (inch) Litho Prints for Pioneers Robert

Coferin, Aobert faggJri, nLn"iO L. Brown, Taylor Howard, David Barker, David Brough and John

Ramsey. There is no ci-ar$ torin"r" handsome andvaluable prints. However, only 1 ,000 of these prints have

neen prepared and when'the initial supply is depleted, n9 n9w prints will be issued!
These ,,pioneer;i pioneer" Litho prjnts mike excellent wall decoration items for your TVRO dealership

showroom or office. eacn tetts a 'story' about a man who has contributed in some major way to the d.9Y9lo![r.9.lt

of home TVRO, its technology or legal status. Each of the seven Pioneers to date was present at the 'TVRO Fifth

eirthdiv eirty' in uasnvirie on S6ptember 3rd to receive his handsome award and to berecognized by his

industryior nisbutstanJinj acnieverinents. (csD offers a full-production-quality two hour VHS format videotape

covering this awards ceremony; see page 71 here.)
There is no cniig; i;iffi; iiiits; they arb avaitabte to you courtesy of csD Magazine and Boman

Industries and all you riust do to reieive your own set of seven prints is to complete the form here!

SIMPLE Rules-"--' 
Co,'''pleie tne form below, filling in your name and mailing address. Answer this month's survey questions

and send off to the Boman Indusilies address shown below. send no money; there is no charge nor

obligation for these Prints.- 
1) From your vantage point within theindustry, how would you rate the month of December for sales

activity, versus December 1983?

2l what sINGLE concept or marketing effort do you believe will have the GREATEST influence on

market growth during 1985?

3) Do you plan to attend the March 31/April 1-2 SPACE/Sfil show in Las Vegas this year?

YOUR NAME/address
_ Send me at no charge all seven of the TVRO industry "Pioneer's Pioneer" Litho Prints issued to date.

OR
_ SEND ME ONLY John Ramsey; I already have cOleman, Taggart, Brown, Howard, Barker and Brough.

COMPANY

ADDRESS

TOWN/CITY STATE
Send form to:

Blrthday Party
BOMAN INDUSTRIES
9300 Hall Road
Downey, California
90241

ztP

NOTE: This offer expires on January 31 , 1985'
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bHi test signals in December 1st issue
WHILE TVRO sales during SePtemifiiGiltd'.;;;;;'s september were not breakins anv

ESPN began dual{eeding- ol. G 1 {Il.9l,D-"TT*1. 
""d will even-

tr"li;;;;;;t F3R feed ftrv ano Lifeline are onl;l maior cable

r.t:l.bt remaining exclusively on F3R'

BORESIGHT is latest television program created. foJ and beamed

t" TVFij;;il;.. F.gt"t nas sz wbexlontract to utilize TR16' F4 at

b;1,i .;.d Thursdiys; runs one hour' Producers were all over

Dallas show taping matenaiwnicn snoutO keep them interesting tor

next few months.' "tirrnl 
irvT moved from TR21 on F4 to OOMSTAR D4'TR22'

"tf"ifr-" t'n" tiddle o{ December' United Video' uplinker lor KTVT' is

"u"t'o potiiOifity of other services on D4 as well'"'"i6tft;i;;l; 
uiins t 4 west location at 1 1 GHz part or master pran

to create national tntee-cnannei network for distribution ol television

;6;;;i;ttn-11 GHz *.i*19l],."jD reported reception of 11

SATELLITE DICEST

records, home video industry saw month-as 
'best ever' with color TV

sets up 1 1 .4o/o ovr'l' ern\ pr."uio" month' During last week of Septem-

n.i, vbn."r"t came ciose to C00,000 units forhighest single week in

VCR historY.'- ' i lpAH'pf"ns 
1987-8 launch ol 'mobile satel l i te'  .al lowing 

com-

munications between ""|.-uJniti" or hand-held transceivers in 1 5/1 6

GHz band as well as inter-connection to fixed stations and terrestrial

telephone circuits.
FCC report on video transponder loading (ie- use) for most recenl

qr"rtiioiigefshows declinb in percentage of transponders in use

for video. This was prror ro activation of T302, Galaxy 2 and spacenet

!-tirJ. *ni.n *hen'added to ituoy in next quarterly report will further

il;&':;il.i"ii.ti".;on "iher side of coin' there^was marginal
increase in transponoers In use Jor non-video (ie SCPC) carriage'

Basic concern is that transponder'glut 'continues to grow while user

requirements seems to have temporarily tlal-loppeo'-- iunNen," 
cable Music channel (TR1B, G1) may have set record

D O

00

TRANSPONDER
WATCH

RECENT REPORTS
OF ACTIVITY ON

DOM ESTIC /  INTERNATIONAL
SATELLITES

Send your reporls lo CSO Transponder Walch P O B-or-1 0o858 Ft

Iu r * rdo , "  FL  33310 For  la te  news ca l l  (305)  771 '0505

READY FOR ANYTHING

With DX gou don't hove to invent solutions' DX designed o sgstom'

Not iust I recei"e,. All the o<<essorg equipment is DX too' Storting

*ii iL.l a.*^conversion, DX hos led in development of top quolitg

ot tod.rot" ptices. Becouse of DX outstonding per{ormonce ond

,"U"fi"*Uf" reliobilitg, Donleg hos sold thousonds' We now

enthusiosticollg odd the new DSB-600 ond DSB-700 os we introduce

ou, ncw residentiol division'

CALL US. YOU'LL BE GIAD YOU DID
(713) es6-2e84

a

a

a

Multiple receiver requirements
Ku Bond
Scrombled signols

DoNLEY|NTEBNAT|oNAITvRoD|V|s|oN,|NC.
5702 D West 34th Street Houston' TX77O92
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for shortest life from a major service. CMC shut down December 1
after just over one month of service citing failure to attract sutficient
cable systems for service as reason. MTV involved in shut-down,
acqL'iring certain Turner assets and agreeing to promote themselves
on Turner channels in future.

GTE Spacenet 2, now located at 6g west, is probably capable of
being received in Europe but observers won't find regulaivideo there;
bird is largely under contract for 'sprint' communications network.

CHINESE satellite system now out for bid; it will have two Ku TV
channels on pair of birds with 230 watt TWTA output stages using
single beam to cover full country. Chinese hold Ariane launch reserva-
t ions for 1987 and 1988.

SPACE negotiat ions with three newspapers (Los Angeles
tes. Honolulu Advertiser and Honolrrhr Slar Billlctin\ nai.l ̂ ff.

Possible diminished use of 4 GHz for videoconferencing is suggested,
making future transportable system operators more iit<ety iil-Oe Xu
rather than C band equipped.

ANIK C-2, currently the home for USCI service on Ku band at 104
west, will move to 1 10 west when USCI completes contract use of
Canadian bird. STC meanwhile planned use of 110 west itself (at
different 12 GHz rather than present 1 1 GHz C-2 frequency) for direct
broadcast service.

HBO dropped around 100 employees plus 3% ol its viewing
homes (1984 versus 1983) in recently released announcements. Firsl
100 VC2C descramblers delivered to HBO during December are now
largely in field undergoing testing. TR21 of G1 has been used lor VC2
scrambler tests since late in November; video appears 'similar' to Oak
Orion system while audio is 'gone' in digital-enclosed format.

BALTIMORE battle between TVRO sellers and City Council, over
proposed city ordinance to limit dish antennas to three or four foot
maximum, becoming'training ground'for lawyers interested in future
of satellite communications. SPACE efforts have turned controversv
into'watershed'evenl and i f  SPACE wins this one, manv other muni-
cipal barriers are likely to 'lall.'

FEDERAL Express has applied to FCC to interconnect via London
with Europe for the satellite transmission of Jacsimile date (static
documents reproduced electronically at a distant point). Firm expects
to serve Belgium and most of western Europe at end of second vear.

{IPAN suggests that by 1991, i t  wi i l  be ready to launch,juper
satel l i te'capable of 60 to 70 transponders with up to 1O0,O0O tele-
phone/data circuits. The large 2 ton-plus vehicles would use switch-
able (at satellite) beams, all frequency bands from 4 to 30 GHz, and be
capable of serving dishes down to under 1 foot in diameter.
_ HARRIS has gotten out of direct antenna manufacture, selling its

Kilgore, Texas satellite anlenna plant to management, as Vertex
Communicalions. Harris will continue to market Vertex dishes, under
Harris name, but Vertex will also offer product line to others as well.
There has been marginal use of HarristDelta-Gain'TVRO antenna in
consumer and SMATV field.
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Times, Advertiser and Honolulu Star Bulletin) paid off;
all three had denied use of their pages to 'home TVRO system sellers,
prior to negotiated SPACE settlement.

SENATOR Barry Goldwater, fresh from 'victory' this past fall in
getting consumer TVROs'legal,'will now introduce legislation aimed at
settling city by city zoning squabbles. Goldwater plans ,uniform zon-
ing' law which would apply to al l  ci t ies; bi l l  is scheduled for introduction
in Senate shortly after Congress opens.

RETURN to earth of rescued palapa B and Westar 6 satellites
dramatic example of 'Shuttle worth.'Birds are now being repaired and
retrofitted for possible re-use. Insurance carriers owri them; future
owners not yet determined. Insurance f irms oaid out $1gOM when
both birds lailed to achieve Clarke Orbit and may recover $60M total
when birds are re-sold.

NBC may step-up date to abandon F1 R network feed (TR8) after
recent analysis of performance of new Ku band terminals operating at
more lhan 100 aff iliates. Network recenily suggested ,second quarter
1985' shut-down for TRB leed on C band.

VlDEOconferencing is latest 'darl ing' of satel l i te business specu-
lators; with special emphasis on small, transportable Ku band svs-
tems. Latest statistics show significant increases in use of technique
during 1984 with far greater networking likely in 1985 and beyond.

THE HIDDEN SIGNATS ON SATEI.TITE TU..THE SECRET SIGNAI.S ON THE BIRDS"

I Stereo Subcarriers
I Telephone Channels
I World News senrices
I Audio Subcarriers
I Teleprinter News - Press
I Commodity News Services
I Radio channets - Networks

I Stock Market Repofts
I Teletext UBI)
I All Single Channet per Carrier

Services (SCPC)
r Multiplex Data channets

Plus Many Other "Hidden
Services"

A Technical Boolr Covering ttre Reception of:

NEW "SECRET SIGNALS" BOOK
A complete work covering the Hidden Setvices, the svstems, the equipment,
how these services are used, how these seruices can be utilized, wn'at tney
mean to ourfield. This bookfor information use only. Notto be used forthe
reception of unauthorized signals or pay services.

visa and Mastercard welcome s 1 4.9$ o,r, s1.7s for shippins & handtins.
CSD READER SERVICE, P.O. Box 100858
Fori Louderdole, FL. 33310i 305/771-050s

oeater |nqulrles hvltedDealer Member
r,isF trE



EUROPEAN Grundig is establ ishing VHS VCR plant in China after
having earl ier l icensed Chinese f irm to bui ld television receivers. Long
term eflects include possibi l i ty that China wil l  one day be competitor in
export market with Japan lor consumer electronic goods.

BROOKS/'The Satel l i te Store' outlets should'average' $500'000
in retai l  sales each per year according to company data. Franchise fee
is $25,000, with $5,000 per year paid for f ive years. Two percent of
gross income goes to national advertising account, 5olo to franchisor.
Stores wil l  ul t imately sel l  'pr ivate-labeled'TVRO terminals with Pana-
sonic C band receiver systems possible stock item along with Hitachi
VCRs, projection TVs and related video products

SHIPPING COSTS for 10 or 12 foot screen mesh TVRO dishes,
oacked in containers in Korea, under $20 each with del ivery on either
east or west coasts. Several US antenna suppliers are careful ly
studying possible Korean suppliers for consumer TVRO 'mesh

antennas.
FEBRUARY 8th is scheduled launch period for first of Arabsat

birds; second was scheduled for May but will probably be delayed'
May date also scheduled launch period for Mexican 'Morelos A' (first

of Mexico's domestic birds) and Comsat/ATT Telstar 3D (T303 after
launch) bird.
USSSI bird wil l  locate at 122 west while SBS-5 wil l  be at 124 west
USSSI wants to contract with Federal Express f or ZapMail  service and
higher power requested would improve'margins'for ZapMail  receive
terminals. Prior plans had been for 20 watt transponders.

CORONET, the Luxembourg 'paper company' trying to put

together a Ku band 'open access' delivery system for European cable
an-d private terminal viewing, moved small steps closer to actuality
with commitment f rom Swedish group to option a pair of transponders'
Coronet st i l l  long ways lrom hard plans, or funding required'

BRAZILIAN Embratel facing launch-insurance rates oI 20"/" ol

cost of bird plus launch, suggesting insurers bel ieve there is 1 chance
in 5 the launch or bird wil l  fai l .  Ariane wil l  launch, with Arabsat '
probably around FebruarY 8th.

SpnCe wants legislat ion this year which does fol lowing: (1) gives

home TVROs immediate access to scrambled services, (2) forces

SATELLITE DICEST
' reasonable rates' for scrambled services, (3) bars (prohibits) pre-

mium service programmers from 'bundling' programming (such as
HBO proposes;, thereby causing viewers to take (and pay for) ser-
vices ihey do not want, to get those they do want, (4) bars (prohibits)

cable franchisees from being agents for software (programmlng)
inside of their cable service/franchise areas, and' (5) bars any system
that l imits to one ( 1) the sources lor descramblers (such as M/A-Com
is at present).

CANADA admits it has at least four years worth of Ku band
transponder capacity 'in reserve' and it badly over-estimated market
for transponders when planning for present Ku band birds'

PRESIDENT REAGAN has come out sl ightly in favor of al lowing
creation of private international satellite systems to provide alternate
services to lntelsat. However, language of statement defends Intelsat
r ight to continue to operate as 'monopoly'  for such services as data
and voice (telephone) and severely restricts types of business ven-
tures orivate international bird operators could be involved with Next

step is up to FCC, or Congress.' lF 
Brazi l  and Arab satel l i tes get off  Ariane pad successful ly early in

February, next Ariane scheduled shot is mid-Apri l  when Spacenet 3

and Gstar 1 wil l  go uP.
COMSAT decision to shut down expensive plans for DBS (through

subsidiary Satel l i te Television Copany/STC) jarred many planning on
the mark'et for private 12 GHz terminals. Look for re-analysis by
Alcoa and others who have been counting on STC to create market f or

hardware in this f ield during 1985/1986.
USCI, meanwhile, had planned on being 'bai led out '  by Comsat/

STC. l ts 5 channel service l imps along on Anik, serving fewer than

9,000 homes at present and facing shut-down whenever major inves-
tor. Prudential,  t i res of losses.

STATE of lndiana, threatening to shut down TVRO dealer/ instal l-
ers who have not been certified by state operated examination pro-

cess, has turned to SPACE for help. State ran into very stiff opposition
at hearings conducted late in November and wants to find 'peaceful

solut ion'[o problem. TV repair shops, and terrestr ial antenna instal l-
ers are presently l icensed in exam process in Indiana'
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-CARRIES A-FULL UNE OF POPULAR BRANDST9 SATISEY OU R DEALERS/I IISTNI.IERS' EVENYNEED. SERVI NG THE EASTENN- L'N ffEiJ STAfiS,
MID.ATLANTIC REGION.

FEqELVERS AI|TENNAS ACTUATORS
AUIOMAT|0N TECH. ADM TRACKER
AVC0M DH SATELLTTE PROSATUNIDEN HERO CA'BLE--
UNEGARD (aul-TRoNtcs colvftEcronsLilA'S sTAnDtsH 

-- 
COnlllri'nrlnvs

AVANTEK UNIDEN_ DC POdIERBTIJCTSOAUF0RN|A AMp W|NEGARD FEEDHTjRNS--- 
'-

MSE ACCES$ORTES 
-CHnplin'nnr

UNIDEN ISOLATORS SIAVEV 
-

WINEGARD AVCOM- UMiJrNr

FILTERS
LINE AMPLIFIERS
MODULATORS
POWER DIVIDERS

AVCOM
(2, 4, g wAY)

POWER TRENCHER
POST HOLE DIGGER
STEREO

PROCESSORS

TOLL FREE ORDERLINE 1.8OO.24AUSAr
ALL OTHER PHONE COMMUNICATIONS 1 -804.794-8800

ilqsouTHrAKE BoUTEUARD
RICHMOND, UIRGINIA M2S6

AVDISTRIBUTOR MEMBER OFasFntrEMEMBER OF ISDA
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M/A-COM 
'proud' of receiving orderJrom Showtimeffhe Movie

Channel for LinkAbit scrambling slstem Showtime suggests third or

fourtn qr"tt"t 1985 for installition of encoder/decoder units M/A-

conl nJo u""n reluctant to ,turn on' puerto Rico production lacility for

VC2C descramblers when only HBO had them on order' Showtime

order gets M/A-Com over that hurdle However' there is no common

"gi"";"nt by Showtime to offer their service to private TVRO sys-

tems; yet.
FRANCE, unpredictable as always, now says it will support a

uariaiion oiCritisir developed MAC (multiplexed analog component)

r.i"tOiitg system for saiellite transmission Basic C-MAC system

O""it"O o"V tik attowed for independent number of (digital) audio

channets. France has opted, now, for D2-MAC variant which would

niu" toru""p"ble audio channels rather than I available in most

widely recognized version
fbC moving step closer to creating 

'Mob.ile-.Sat'communications

ry.i"t; has iss"ued Notice ol Proposed Rule Making which is first step

i,J "urnbrittg use of special satellite system(s) for communication

between vehicular or hand held transceivers, via satellite'-- 
iWfSS company, Coniraves, asking NASA to take 3'4-4 meter

'inflatable' parabolic antenna into space in upcoming Shuttle mission

no';Gii;-rn-n"". uacru. lound at Shuttle trajectory height' antenna

would 'puft up' under command and stay rigid,,Contraves hopes' for

duration of mission or as permanent anienna for Clarke Orbit satel-

lites. Primary advantages are light weight' small transport space

required, and relativelY low cost.-";AiAPA 
a ano WestRR 6 will apparently sell without much

Oitticrity;'uneipected interest in birds (both C band)' largely from

overseas, reponeo Py Insurance carriers representative who is hand-

lifi L;i";;g off' of salvaged birds' Hughes performing study at

or6sent to det6rmine extent-of re-work (and expenses) required'

'Reoi$€red Tracbmark ol Saginaw St@rhg G€ar Ov GMC

Manufactured bY

EiErqlnau., siEeerlng Geal Ellvls|Cln
G G G G G E N E F I A L M o T c ] F | S c o F ] P o F t A T | o N . S A G I N A W . M | e H | G A N 4 E } 6 0 5 . t 5 1 7 ) 7 7 6 - 4 1 2 3

sold and Distributed 0ulside uniled states by saginaw steering Gear Division, General Motors (herseas Distribution corporation

COMSAT announcement i t  was closing down 12 GHz DBS plans

OiO nol iOOress future of twin-RCA satellites being built for dead-proj-

ec t .Severa | t i rmsare in te res teda | though(s ix )channe|capac i ty iS
seen as deterrent to many planned uses'

TESTS have finally pinpointed reason Intelsat V. (flight 9) bird

tairJio'acnreul propLi Clarke orbit last June Explosive charge'

i"p"r"ti"g At6. and bentaur'stages" created stresses in liquid Ox-

uq!; tunf"no 3 inch seam crack opened up lnsurance losses were

;il$;ijoM ;o n"tt ir-r ol launcfr is postponed until ground testing

can assure it won't happen agaln-- 
NOW apparent Japan will-somehow purchase their first genera-

tion of 'privaie satellites'from a US supplier although second genera'

iion G rix"rv to be 'home grown.' Seveial possible scenarios {orming '

in.trOing tiughes with Mitsui and C ltoh (they are trading company

Uii.6tgbXi-".eivers into North America), Ford linked up with lvlitsu-

ui.ni ei".tri. and RCA in concert with sony. Decisions likely before

,iaor" "iisr85 but don't be surprised if no c band transponders are

invotveO; Japanese opting for Ku or even Ka (20/30 GHz) transpon-

;;;. c ffia in industriaiJapan is virtually impossible in most loca-

tion. O"i"r." o{ proliferation of tenestrial microwave links'''-' 
E[RoFtAN'ihinxing' now shifting slowly away from need for high

nowei f zoo watt up) DBS type Ku band birds in favor of medium power

6:ft;;[i;;;.lttptou"ln.nts in receiving svstems larselv at work

irere; wner6 in 1979 ieceiver sensitivity seemed 1o be limited by high

front-end noise temperatures, latest breakthroughs in mass produce0

baA.-f ef te"f'nology at Ku band making far smaller.dishes practical'
-- 

ClinXi is now"6nty place you will find Nashville Network; after

protiting and threatening to shut-down Westar V feed' TNN finally

did i t  late in November.
TED TURNER wants to establish 

'international station' in Atlanta

to|, Oite.t tint ing, via Intelsat, to Europe and elsewhere' Turner says ne
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Use What You Sell
To Sell You!

As a serious professional in the satellite antenna business, you
know that effective advertising is a key ingredient in your
marketing program. And, the most effective advertising
medium for you to use is what you're selling now - TelevisionJ

Professionally-produced television commercials create impact,
generate response and increase sales. And, promoting your
image through effective television messages sure can keep you
out in front of your competition.

Television advertising works!

. ENHANCE the image of your business.

. INCREASE your sales.

. IDENTIFY your firm as a leader.

we have created a series of 3O-second commercials that produce
results in a professional, image building manner. They are work-
ing now and they can work for you!

we will support only one client in each television market by
supplying top-quality, completely customized television spots.
our satellite television marketing program is ready now! If you're
ready to become the leader in your market area; we're re;dy to
help.

For complete information, video tape samples and a copy of our
booklet "Television Advertising Guide," please send $-23 to:

Management Resources Group
107 Virginia Avenue, North
Winter Park, FL 32789
(30s) &s-26rr
(please specify VHS or Beta)

SERIOUS $VERTISING FOR SERIOUS PROFESSIONALS



wantstogooutofUSAon4GHz,have|nte|sat(V)^bi rdcross-st rap
ni. io rI GHz, and come down in Europe on 12 GHz' FCC is

considering request.--' 
Iiiiin c. CLARKE attended premiere of '2010: Space odys-

."v'ii;'rj".".0"i o in Hottv*ood, pieceding bv.9n3-dg opening of

mdvie nationwide. During visit to states, he met with Ted Turner whom

ii" O"t"rio"O as'quite a-fellow,' returning to Sri Lanka on December
1 8th.

SATELLITE DICEST

savthatvouhavetocontinuehandlingthatbrandofantenna?Any
".i".""6i""01ou can find at Long's is seldom the'best in its class' in

our industry. There are numerouJoptions open to you' as a dealer;

"nt"nn"t that work lust as well or better, antennas which otfer tea-

tures and advantages you can tell your customer about when 'down-

selling' products available from Long's'-- 
ni tn" editor tor Video Store wrote, "the moment a retailer

contuses. . ' specialist or volume discounter ' ' ' he is tampering
*iin- rri" "uiiiiito continue in the marketplace'" You are selling

knowledge, service and expertise. That's one of the primary reasons

wny Vou iay Sz5 a year to receive CSD 24 times per year; because we

ii"ii, vou'titi"-tune' your knowledge, your expertise and hopefully your

service.-- 
iLrring rouoly about discounters such as Long's will not make them

go away.ihey, iruly, are not in the same business you are in' To stay

inUusiness, ybu must sharpen your ox/n skills and fine-tune your own

oeiceotion of *hat it is you sell' Concentrate on selling service'

[no*f'"0g" and expertise ind let Long concentrate.on emptying peo-

ole's overstocked warenouses. Theie's room, and need' for both in

our industry.-- 
CabfJt'ef"vision Business recently focused on the home TVRO

field and how it relates to the cable television business' In a well

*-ri["n int"" p"ge piece (November 01) they talked about how cable

svstems can be-beiter businesses if they will change their perception

;iil;ilt6th"y oo. rn" cable svstem operators have developed iust
the oooosite problem which Video Store wrote about; they have

;;J;;'.r.h;Jowlv defined 'specialtv stores'.that thev have been

unable to locus on the real product they are selling; entertainment'
Modern cable management personnel are so brain and technique-

*"rn"O that they believe the Cit"ttY way people should getmultiple

"noi." 'olentertainmentandeducation'isthroughapieceofcoaxia|
cable. Business trieo to point out to their readers that the consumer of

"ni"tt"in."nt and intormation is not nearly as enamored with 'the

."OiJii tn"V are, and that given another choice of how they would

i"."iu" in"ir'"ntertainment ind information, the consumer would not

nliitate for a minute to 'change' if the factors were right'
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business forever. Jimmy Long simply supplies a conduit through

*ni.n G overstocked, the slow to move, and the downright ju.n[ cqn

Ue iiusneO. lf you lived on a farm and yo.u had a septic tank' you'd be in

;;;,b tt nuh it somebody wasn't willing to come along and empty
your tank every now and again!' 

On the other hand (you-knew there'd be one; right?) if y-ou were

.ro"i"tino-" video specialty store handling say Panasonic VCRs ancl

"5, *ir["0 into K_lilart one day and found K-Mart discounting your

;;;il;;";; vcfri, tn"n as i video specialtv store retailer' vou'd
,ioniirrfu o" ticked otf. lf you determined that Panasonic was not

iir.iiii'"r"s ine vcRs discounted in K-Mart, but was selling to

i-U".t i" hJge volume at prices you.could not touch yourselt' th.en

utu'*ouio n"iurally be a bii angrywith Panasonic' lt would probably

not even occur to you to be mad at K-Mart'-'Hoi 
""Liythini Jimmy Long sells is being discontinued'

Some ol the bits and pieces 
-he 

sellJto make up a complete system he

uru. on the open market just like you do; only he buys in the largest

ooliiof" or"ritities in this industry because he is the largest volume

[""* Uh"rCn"ndise in our industry' Sure he gets better price€'"'--rrrrort 
oit. "nJpieces in acomplete TVRO system are invisible. The

UNR, for example, is virtually non-descript at the consumer level' But

G"rl "L t*o p"rts of every system which the customer can identity by

brand or model number; ihe antenna, and, the receiver' lf Jimmy is

n"naiing a particular brand or model of antenna and.he is discounting

that oroduct to levels you find difficult to compete with' where does it

It's here! The TVRO filter !\at eliminates
terrestrial intert-erence problems'-- - 

ilduy, you can install a satellitJdish anywhere' without fear

of terrestrial interf erence."' * 
B;;;;;-""." i" tlie toughest installation areas' all vou need is

Createdwithadvancedstate-or-the.artengtneenlng'tnese
pFG:.;;;liteis etiminite undesired jnterference induced.bY ter'

i..iriJi.l.t"nication svstems operating.in the 4GHz band''""",{;; 
th; fvRO filter is unlik'e any_othe.r filtering method cur-

,."t1;;;;il;bl..u.l;;;"*a,a;i;v1l'.rlt"^l:::g?l:cJ'superior
ffi L#.;ffifi Lit.t-i,ffi Jlihi;-"4;i"ithatof.conventional,n-otch
ttffi ::1"iil:;#i::'1ffi 6;4i"c;q;!4;l-11qrj::'$i1s:-.'H:*f *i:i:.:':;

illi$,l,lli [:::r:'difi;!'ffik."uii;ri''.."i"iJtlon u"ti..n ihe driwnconverter and receiver.

Unconditional Moneyback Guarantee'
We,re so conuinced lhis is ihe best fiiter advancement ever, that we'll

b|i"t'r"a|r""rlil;;; il;ii'ilCviibliii.r you'll wonder where it's been all along'
tSHSPwc

2532 Regency Rd. Lexingtr-rn' KY 40503

oletelv satisfied."''"-fh;Tviid'fitt., 
irorn Earth Station Products. Call Gary Friesz at 606'278-1209

to place your order or for more :tp-tq*igll..-- --^..,, -,.^-r^-,,,r.^ro ir'c hpen ell elnno

toTI.

return your money if you're not com-

the TVRO filter.
ineerins. these
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Business reported on two different approaches to serving 'rural

America' with multiple program choices They accepted. that once you

leave the density oi a iown or. city, there was no cost eflective way to

feejstretcning cable lines into rural areas One solution they offered

wastotreatsmall , isolatedcommunit ieswithintheirfranciseservlce
|.* ion. as'SMATV'systems. They reported on one cable operator in

ruiai Georgia who hid built a cable system to serve a 387 home
;.orruniti, using a go Joot telephone pole to supp.ort his local (off -air)

TV antennas and a couple of consumer-grade TVRO antennas (and

electronics) to bring in olt-bird signals; including a pair ol premium

channels. He found that he could wire together a 12 channel cable

;;;i;; i. this way and serve those 60% oi the homes that finallv

iiq;eO ,p for the 12 channel service for about $350 capital construc-

tlo-n Oof f ars per home. His system is averaging $1 9- per month revenue

irorn ino." 'homes so in i8.5 months ($350 divided by $19) the

o o e r a t o r h a s a | | o f h i s c a p i t a | i n v e s t m e n t b a c k | e s s h i s o p e r a t i n g
.ip"nt". along the way. That's not bad cash flow for a cable system

Business also reported on a ditferent approach taken by a cable

ooerator in New York. The cable operator here has 35 separate cable

fanch isesbut the to ta |numbero fhomes in those35. f ranch iseareas '
only numbers 14,000. He has done the prudent thing in bui lding his

cable systems; he wires up those areas where plenty of people live'

first, ani then over the yeais he has put in 'line extensions'to pick up a

half dozen homes here and ten there as the systems have grown' Still'

ttrere are many homes still unserved because he cannot afford to run

his cable lines out two miles to pick up four homes'
His answer was to become a Channel Master TVRO dealer' He

did this, he said, after'being bombarded with complaints from several

o f the35f ranch iseauthor i t iesheserves . ' Ine t fec t ' theJranch is ing
authorit ies were tel l ing this man 'serve these people or turn in your

permit.' The cable op6rator was caught between a rock and a hard

place. TVROs are helping save his skin, and his pocketbook'
' 

Selling Channel Masier TVRos was approached by this cable

opeiator is a defensive move. Prior to selling TVROs, he had to face

down a belligerent non-subscriber who was irate because the cable

lines did not extend to their home. Now he uses the TVRO system as a
.subs t i tu te ' fo rcab |eex lens ion 'Whenthenon-subscr iberge ts |oud

"nO tno"t.n. to 'go to the city council' to complain' the cable operator

otfers them an al-ternative. For $3,000 and some change' they can

have 'their own cable system;' a TVRO He has found quite a few
:tikers' and it works because rural people already understand that

rrnning ."bf " into their lightly populated areas is going to cost them far

ror" i'nun it costs 'in towri' to hook up to the cable ln the cable

bri in"r. ,  a'private l ine extension' ( ie'  extending.a cable l ine beyond

its normal route-end to serve one home) runs in lhe $4'000 to $6'000

o"r. tif" reqion. Thus, at $3,OOO (and change) for a home TVRO'

lnunoOu to"i" than say 2'500 feet from the nearest cable-end is better

"n'fit Oi,iriiti witn a TVRO than he would be with a dedicated cable

"rtJ"tio". pfr., as we all know, the TVRO gets them four or five

t imes as many ;service channels'  as does the cable extension'

Of courssthe very nature of our business is changing very rapidlyt

HAO nas been telling cable affiliates that they should be in the TVRO

business, seff ing H6O lanO other) services HBO.personnel try to

;6i; i l6."ui."p"rtonn'"|  that i t  is 'NoT the cable'that sel ls; ' i t  is the

idOCnlmutlb.' Or, how the stuff gets on the screen is only ol small

interest to the viewer'
Perhaps, for right now, we should all be glad that cable operators

rirein-e g;Gusinlss writes about in New york state are a rare breed

oi""Oi""op.t"ror. Suppose all of the cable firms thought like he did'

and all of ihe cable f irms had showrooms filled with TVRO equipment?

How would you l ike to be competing with that! .
The cabl-e operators have a ieputation (good' bad or indifferent) in

"".n .otntrniiy as 'the TV guys ' They sell the very stufl that Video

Siore-Oeicrioes as key ingEdients of a specialty -store; knowledge

and service. They may'be tFln on knowledge in our f ield (for which we

can Ue gratef uf l and thin on service because of their own management

in"pin"1. (for 'which we can also be grateful),  but they are'the

"tp".tJ'nonetheless in every community they operate' Right now' In

;u;il. young state of growih, they could be stitf competition at the

local level.- 
As a dealer, you need to identi fy things you can.do in your own

community to cre-ate for yourself the image which cable guys now wln

be defauli. You need to make your store more than. just simply a

display room for space age ele-tronics' You need to be involved in

every'possible aspect of your community where 'space age com-

munications' can solve some neeo.
This means that your store needs to be the focal point Jor every

aspect of satellite communications' Your store should be the local

Yfi;g Astronaut Program' headquarters (see CSD/2 for Novem-

ber 1S-and December t s). Your store should wil l ingly stay open long

nort" to feature special event displays on the 'big screen' of some-

ining oilnt.r".t to a local group (the weekly.and Tgllhly 
guides are

iiii"i *itn such opportunitiis). Make people know-that you know all

there is to know about sateilite communications Make people know

you are there as a major contributor to entertainment and education in

vour communitv and you will never have to worry about whether

i-tt L;;g h"; oropp'eo his antenna prices $50 or whether the cable

"otpiny ijappearing at yet another city council meeting to answer a

complaint that they won't serve farmer Brown'
ihere has never been a better opportunity than the one you have

belore you. Be smart enough, and work hard enough, to realize your

own goals and your own ambitions in 1985'
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SPACE Dealer Progress
As I reported inCSD/2 lor December 1sth, the SPACE'dealer

group' appears to real ly have'their act together. 'What I  see happen-
ing here is a core group of perhaps B getting very much involved in the

SPACE Dealer Bbard activities and another group of twenty or so
ready, willing and able to do anything they can to get the dealer
program off the ground.

It is ditficult to access what they have done to date because the
group is so new that we shouldn't be expecting results so soon' Still,

there are signs and l'll share them with you.
The elec-tion of oflicers for the Dealer Board involved nominating

people from the Dealer Board who in turn had been nominated to the

deaier board this past August. The Dealer Board ends up with 19

members, but it has been structured so that virtually any dealer-

t

FIy The
Winged

Horse'
To Higher

Everything You Have AlwaYs
Wanted In A Distributor

There rs more growlh and prol  I  polenlral  ln lhe TVBO Industry than In mos1, ol  lhe-olner

, " o " s i l . . i n i i o r n r v  i h e k " y l o y o , ' . s ' c c e s s r n l h r s l n d u s l r y r s l h e a b i l r t v l o s a t s l v
in" *arcr* PEcnsuS suppons yo,r ellods lo assure success we can respono lo your

; ;" ; ; ' ; ; , ; " ;"  by.hpprng tne sime dav thrs al lows vou easrel  conlrol  oJ vour rnven'

ioiv O". "o.pani" *t olesiale pr crnq g ves vou a large malgrn ol ptolit whrle luJy-Fru crns

v o u r c u s l o m e r A n d m o s l r m p o i l a n l l o y o ' ' ' " u c t " s i w e s u p p l y o n l y l h e h r g h e s l q ! a l i t y
l , ioooi l t  "u.n trrce level which minrm zes your selvrce problems our producl l rne

8:OO AM to 5:30 PM Monday thru Fridav' 8:OO AM to 12:30 PMSatutdal

National Wats: 1-800-522-8876 / Tennessee Wats: 1-800-621-8876

ia6iAi,l"n" Drive, Suite 4 / Nashvil le' TN 37210 / (615) 889'3345
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SHORT

ANTHOLOGY/Ihe first 24 issues bound in
sturdy reference volumes totaling more than

pages of TVRO dialogue!This is the "scho-

edition," every fact, every story, every detail
the early growth of an industry. This is the stu-

s edition, hundreds of pages of basic text
tining how feeds, LNAs, antennas and the

system works. lf you have been confused
the complex world of TVRO, this is the set for
. There has never been so much information.

to find, detailed information explaining the

surface facts, if your world is not complete
you have ALL of the detail and ALL of the

CSD ANTHOLOGY/ Volumes 1 and 2 is
you have been searching for. There is no

for in-depth reporting, carefully ex-
technology, hands on learning. CSD

Y has all of this and more and the

O technology and world, bound together in q._
volumes before. lf you need to know more :-

LONG
FORM

$zs

--b-

I

FORM
$ 1 s

CSD's'Fifth-Birthday-TVRO' issue (October
1984) . . . telling the story of how the TVRO indus-
try evolved, developed, and fought its way into the
billion-dollar consumer world. Where the equip-
ment came from, where the rules and regulations
came from, how the industry leaders developed.
This is the full story of allof the major points as our
technology and industry  developed.  From
$36,000 home terminals in 1979 to the $995 home
terminals of 1984; from 16 foot dishes that did
NOT move to 4 foot dishes that blend into the
roofline. From $3,000 LNAs to $gg LNAs, the
trials and tribulations and the big events that
shaped and created an industry which many be-
lieve will become the-number-one consumer
electronics industry of the late 1980's and 1990s! lf
you want all of the important facts, and an easy to
use industry reference book, this special CSD
Fifth Birthday lssue is for you. And the price is
right; 180 pages, $15 shipping charges paid,
worldwide.e for this amazing 1 ,000 (plus) page reference

is surprisingly low; just 975 (US funds) for
ldwide delivery.

GET ME THE STORY!
-SEND ME'The Story Of TVROT Short Form (October 1984 speciat issue of CSD); $15 in US funds forworldwide shipmeSt enclosed.
- SEND ME'The sto.ry of rvRo'/ Long Form (csD Anthology/ Volumes 1 and 2); $75 in US funds for wortdwide

shipment enclosed.
- SEND ME BOTH 'Short Form' and 'Long Form' STORY OF TVRO for special package price of $SS (US funds)for worldwide shipment.

NAME

Company (if applicabte)
Address (must be streeV no P.O. boxes pleasel)

City State zip

MAIL order with payment
ENCLOSED, or, use VISA/
Mastercharge by calling
305-771-0505 weekdays be-
tween 9 AM and 4 PM eastern.

CSD Magazine
P.O. Box 100858
Ft. Lauderdale, Fl. 33310
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'novice' dealer.- 

iiEri"J "ith Bob Luly about this during the Dallas show Bob's

ooinion was that the biggest problem in the dealer training at the

"i..""i*i. io finO ,skitiei teachers. He reported that his experience

had been those who really understand their subjects well are unable to

lommunicate effectively, while those who are at ease before a crowd

anO affe to carry off an interesting explanation of the subjecl usually

are not well enough versed on any given sub.iect to handle questions

from the floor or''deviations' trom tfre prepared course outline' I

suooested to Bob, who was somewhat'down' after hearing the com-

"Llit" tn"t qiven time this would probably straighten itselJ out; we

[*"-iiii.J i. industry of innovators, not educalors' and it will take a

few more sessions beiore the educators rise to the top of the pile )

The dealers were especially interested in the'tall-out' from the

r"."ni trl|lA-Co. - HBO - ('scrambling) problems' They were briefed' in

O.ptn, o. tn" "tatus ol the ttBO scrimOting system and the failure (to

tnJt t''niel of M/A-Com to deliver any meaningful number of cable

ivdzC) d"."t"mblers to HBO for test' They were especially angry

bver tni: M/A_Com mailer tactics (see csD/2 for November 1 5th) and

uoi""J Oi."pptoval of any supplier who attempted to capitalize on the

,ncertaintybitne scrambling situation in this manner'  ldid a 15 minute

monoloque on the sub.iect Jor them and perhaps you have seen

"r."ipti ot tni, on .Boresight' in the interim, I reaily didn t realize the
'Boresight' camera was ruining until I was finished since the subject

was on"e of those "Please don;t quote me ' but ' " topics' I later

".f"a Sft"rn Kenny of 'Boresighi'to check withme belore using any

of tha tmater ia | 'andasNovembergavewaytoDecemberapproveo
'Boresight' using some one-line exderpts from my monologue l said

notfting'tn"t wain't explained in considerable detail in our December

1st ediiion of CSD and at that point saw no reason Jor it not to also be
'on the tube.' Of course HBO would probably not agree with that

member can participate in both the board meetings and the projects of

the dealer board. Cjne ol the primary concerns oi the dealer board is
'how do we raise money to puisue our projects?'' The present SPACE

dealer membership fee is $95 per year. That amou.nt should stop no

ieat Oeatef lrom ioining. fhe $bS per year goes to the parent SPACE

organization where soire of it then trickles back down to the dealer

boird. A substantial part of the $95 per year goes towards paying the

costs of producing the 'lnside SPACE' weekly newsletter and the

SATVISION (monthly) publications.
It surprised some that more than halJ of the $95 per year ts

allocated to these two publications. Anyone trom the publishing busi-

ness could have warned SPACE (and probably did) that grinding out a

weekly newsletter or a monthly SATVISION wasa sureJire way to eat

up a nig bunch of money in a hurry. Ultimately, therg may be a better

way to-keep SPACE members inJormed of SPACE activities' even

beiter than'weekly; but that is getting ahead of the present state of

technology and the industry'
Righiifter the concern about funding came-the concern about

the prisent SPACE 'Dealer Training/Certif icatio-n Program.' The deal-

ers were locusing on what they felt were the disappointments of the

courses todate ,bu ta t tha tpo in tnadheardon|y theor ig ina |Nashv i | |e
sessions and had no way of knowing that overall the trend was to

better course structure at the Dallas show. I heard the same com-

olaints I heard after the Nashville show; the courses were too basic' or'

ih" "ort.es *"re loo far above the heads of the real neophyte dealer'

Chuck Hewitt told the Dealer Board "Because I hear about an

eoual numOer of complaints for both directions, I am assuming

ih-;i;; are probably right about where we.should be; in the

middle." He also suggested that ult imately, perhaps SPACE would

niu" to ti"tO a pair oiiotalty different courses; one set for the estab-

lished (and theiefore 'knowledgeable') dealer and one for the new or

llorizon to Horizon
b

New horizon'to'horizon
motorized Polar mount

available. Rugged reliabilitY
with fail-safe chain'driven

performance.
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oectston.
One of the things I did notice about the Dealer Board group is

that they circled their wagon train at the 'big board meeting' the

following night and sat bunched together at one corner of the massive

50 pers6n tible. I can't blame them for starting out that way; afterall'
tney nad no way ol knowing what to expect at a'big board meeting'

and you also saw many oi the distributors 
'bunched together' and

many of the OEMs 'bunihed together.' There is salety in numbers' By

bein! all together, this allowed them to 'caucus' as a group on all of

the votes b-efore the voting was done. The end result was that they

voted as a group more often than not and I suspect that at least some

of the votes-(and elections to the'big board posts') came out differently
than had the dealers been scattered where they could not 'caucus'
before each vote. Eight people voting in a 40 vote election is not

enough to t ip any scales, under normal circumstances, but when al l  I

vote i-ogether it ian (and did) make a diflerence. Now that they have

their fe6t wet, I  wouldn't  be surprised to see them 'spl i t  up'to posit ion

themselves throughout the 'big board' crowd in future meetings'

l f  the future of this industry wil l  l ie with the dealers, we have what I
perceive to be an excellent group of dealers presently serving on the
SPACE Dealer Board. The only thing they have to watch out for is to
avoid becoming a new 'cl ique' to themselves, intentional ly or other-
wise shutting out the outstretched hands of support and knowledge
which those who are not on the board have to offer. The present
leadership group is on the r ight track; now they need to work harder at
bringing more people into the 'group' so that i t  doesn't  turn into another
strata of industry politics.

I
C

ITTCTIT
S A T E L L I T E  D I S H
MANUFACTURERS
We can supply you with reflective alumi-
num mesh for fiberglass spray up, several
molding techniques and skeleton dishes.

Phifer aluminum mesh is '  .  '
r Flexible, easy to use.
r Rust resistant.
r Available in meshes engineered for both

4 and 12 Ghz signals
r Designed to improve results and cut costs'

Write or call f or a computerized comparison
of your material or a samPle.

Call toll free, 1/800-633-5955

PHIFER. WII-?E PRODUCTS
P,O.  BOX 1700,  TUSCALOOSA,  ALABAMA 35403

.  Phrler Wrre Products. Inc..  1984

Our Model 2350 features 16 programmable satell i te
locations plus manual override and is easily
programmed from the front panel. Dual adlustable end
limits. motor stall orotection, on-off switch, optional
infrared remote control, '125 ft. cable, and the quietest'
smooth running 24" iack in the industry make this the
best actuator system available today.

EIA l c
-CALL TOLL FREE-

800-251-0014
I S Y S T E  M S '
TULSA, OKLAHOMA

CHUCK HEWITT and I tally the votes lor the SPACE Dealer Board
on a hastily-arranged 'tote board.'

BIG BOARO lmpressions
Our report on the Dallas STTI show and the companion meeting

(and elect ion) of new SPACE leaders in 1985 appeared in our CSD/2
for December 1Sth. I will nol repeat the report here except to note that
for those international readers who do not receive CSD/2, the new
officers for 1985 are:

1) Chairman/ Taylor Howard
2) President/ Bud Ross (Birdview Satellite Communications)
3) Treasurer/ David Johnson (Paradigm Mfg. Co.)
4) Secretary/ Ted Anderson (Automation Techniques)
Individual ly, these are al l  f ine, bright, dedicated people. As a
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group, they should Jorm the most dynamic and bes!balanced quartet

of SpnCg leaders the industry has seen to date. Taylor Howard is a
past-master at negotiation and if anyone can direct our industry to new
successes during a transition year, it is Tay.

I was expecting the M/A-Com representative to the Board, Phil
Cox. to show uo with M/A-Com CEO Jim Bunker as a traveling
companion. Bunker had told me prior to the show that because of the
' luror '  over the M/A-Com promotional mail ings (see CSD/2 for
November 1Sth), he thought he should rearrange his schedule to
attend the Dallas gathering. He was scheduled to be at a M/A-Com
North Carolina lacility on Sunday the 18th and perhaps it was just as
well that he did not try to accompany Phil since the marathon meeting
of the'big board'did not wrap-up unti l  wel l  after 1 AM on the 18th.
Bunker would have had a dreary trip to North Carolina.

Prior to the Board meeting, all ol the 'hallway talk' I heard centered
around the M/A-Com mailing. Tempers had cooled somewhat in the
interim days just prior to Dallas, and those who had been talking
openly about calling for Cox's resignation Jrom his newly elected
board seat had backed off. That sounded good to me; Cox didn't have
to show up, but he did, and that told me something (good) about the
man. Hey, we all make mistakes!

It  didn't  take long for the'old guard' and the'newcomers'to get into
it at the board meeting. Outgoing President Peter Dalton' running the
meeting, wanted to change the agenda that had been prepared in
advanc-e; moving the election of new officers to the lront of the
meeting rather than the rear. The agenda clearly stated that the
elections were 'at the end' because it was felt that by forcing the full
board to work their way through the agenda, first, the newcomers and
the old timers would have a better opportunity to judge the skills and
abil i t ies of those who were quali f ied to run.

Dalton was well down the road to changing the agenda when two
people in the new group spoke out against what was happening. Hans
Giner (Luxo0 and Doug Dehnert (USS) both questioned the agenda
change and lrom that came a substantial debate about the importance
of both lollowing the agenda and the wisdom of giving everyone there
the opportunity to judge the abilities of those who were qualified to run.
The new group 'won' on a vote and that set the tone for the meeting.

HBO was scheduled to address the board but not until Monday
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ONE OEM REACTION/ to the M/A-Com mailer was this announce'
ment prepared by Lowrance. lt says that users of Lowrance re'
ceivers need not worry about the ability of their receivers to
handle an external descrambler interface; if, and when, scram-
bling comes.
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Use Your Wireless
Confrol

Kr*p-&*lM'
MOOEL,t70 xr-

FROM ANY ROOMIII
Works wiih most infrored
remole control receivers.

LIKE HAVING A SATELLITE RECEIVER, VCR,
CABLE TV. AND VIDEO DISC IN EVERY
ROOM!

. Remote-control Sotellite
Receiver, VCR, Coble TV,
ond Video Disc con now be
used long-distonce.

.  Ins lo l l  on ony TV to occess ol l
your remote conlrol video
components.

. Mokes non'remole TVs
remote conlrolloble wi'th
remole conlrol VCR. Coble
Selector, or Sotellite Receiver.

. No foncy wiring needed:
uses exis l ing cooxio l  wir ing
belween TVs.

. No extro controls to buy! Uses
lhe hond-held remote
controllers you olreody hove

. No tools required. Eosily
instol led in minules.

Suggested List

$79.95
Dealer One $49.00
Dealer Five $46.00
Dealer Twenty $42.00

608-493-2291
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CSD/COOP'S SATELLITE DIGEST. The ONLY industry publication that was 'there' when this industry began,
helping lay the foundation for what has today become a billion-dollar consumer business functioning worldwide! CSD/
two complete issues per month (CSD/2 issued on the 1 5th of each month) covering EVERY importaht aspect of TVRO
!19.1fands-on equipment reports to detailed learning courses designed to help you own and operate a more profitable
TVRO business. CSD/ strong opinions in an often confusing mamby-pamby glut of meaningless press ieleases,
claims and counterclaims, and, 'softshoe routine' editorials which say nothing and do noihing. CSD/ a virtual'c9rrespondence course' in TVRO communications designed issue after issue to make you smarter and better
equipped to deal with a run-away technology base. CSD/ not a'give away' publication paid for by advertiser support
and 'advertiser favorable'editorials; supported BY dealers and distributors because it is the ONLY publication wiiting
to stand behind and support dealers and distributors. CSD/ "Coop's" Satellite Digest from the man who started it all
and THAT says it all!
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SIGN ME UP!

- ENTER MY U.S. subscription (where US zip codes apply) for 24 issues of CSD via AlRmail; $75 (US
funds) enclosed.

- CANADA/MEXICO - Enter my 24 issue subscription to CSD, via AlRmait; $85 (US funds)
enclosed.

- ELSEWHERE - Enter my 24 issue subscription to CSD, via AtRmail; $100 (US funds) enclosed.
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Company (if applicable)
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MAIL order with payment
ENCLOSED, or, use VlSdi/
Mastercharge by calling
305-771-0505 weekdays be-
Oveen 9 AM and 4 PM eastern.
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CSD Magazine
P.O. Box 100858
Ft. Lauderdale. Fl. 33310

State Zip



morning. HBO had requested that their 'session' with the board be
without any press present and of course that only heightened the
soeculation that some substantial, new, information was going to be
passed to the board from Home Box. As we reported in CSD/2 for
December 15th, this was not the case and it would later turn out that
the HBO oresentation was more than a disappointment; many mem-
bers ot the board lelt they had heard all they wanted to hear Jrom HBO
for quite some time.

The M/A-Com mailer, once again, did not come up directly at the
Board meeting although Vincent Caputo, of HBO, did allude to it in
several spots during his discussion of scrambling-compatible equip-
ment. I felt this was a mistake, on HBO's part. Since the M/A-Com
board rep was not present at the Monday meeting, I saw no reason
why HBO didn't stand up and clearly state:

"Hey, we had nothing to do with the M/A-Com mailing and we
disavow any connection with their promotional etforts to sell
C band receivers."
Alas, it was not said which again only increased suspicion that

some members of the board carry; i.e. HBO and M/A-Com are much
closer together than is generally being painted by HBO privately.

When the Monday board meeting broke up, there were numerous
'press conferences' by both HBO and the SPACE group. HBO told the
press that they were still evaluating a 'C Band Business Plan' and
nothing firm was yet ready to announce. The SPACE board told the
press 'We will press ahead with legislative, legal and other efforts to
insure that home viewers are not denied access to premium service
programming.' Everyone was still at'square one' if you could believe
the press stalements, or, what HBO told the board directly.

And, as I note separately here (in some detail), HBO is really
between a rock and a hard place (or, 'The Deviland Showtime') on this
entire program. lthink the most positive thing we can say about it all is
that there is every indication that for whatever reason or reasons, the
TVRO industry just received a one-year reprieve from the'scrambling
sentence.'And now we need to go out and make the most of that
'opportunity' and plant another half million 'seedling' dishes in the
ground while we have the chance!

SATELLITE DICEST

PUBLISHER LLOYD COVENS/ attempts to 'cover'  the HBO
appearance before the SPACE board in a closed-door session' A
tlny (1/4) crack between the doors offered a unique opportunity
to photograph the HBO trio sitting at the head table. Lloyd is now
stridying lipreading in his spare time. While he was shooting his
pictures, his big worry was that somebody would attempt to
leave the room and slam the 300 MM lens up his nose!
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.  WE'LL  BE GLAD TO
CUT ANY OF OUR
CABLES TO MEET

YOUR EXACT LENGTH
R€OUIREMENTS
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TWELVE REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD USE

DH SPUN ANTENNAS
REASON #1. DH is the Leader.
A spun aluminum antenna is the
best you can buy. We produce
over 6,000 spun antennas a
month .  (Over  10 ,O00 w i th  MDS
antennas).

REASON #2. Clearly Superior
Qual i ty.  By using nylon rol lers
over composite tooling, we have
a more accurate, smoother, more
attractive antenna.

REASON #3. Longer Warranty.
When used with our mount,  we
have a 10 year l imited waranty.

REASON #4. More Choice.
We offer more sizes, FiD ratios,
and thickness. We can produce

a private label antenna for you.

REASON #5. No Wait ing.
We ship from a large inventory
for immediate shipment.

P.O.  BOX 239
PRAIRIE DU CHIEN,  WISCONSIN 53821

(608)  326-6705
(608)  326-8406

REASON #7. Better Paint.
We clean, acid etch, z inc
chromate prime, and paint 2 coats.

REASON #8. Stable Company.
DH is a divis ion of a 19 year
old successf ul manufacturino
company.

REASON #9. Lower Prices.
With high volume product ion,
we produce the best antennas
at the lowest orices.

REASON #10. Proven Product.
Over 60,000 DH antennas are
in service in the U.S. and Canada.

REASON #11 .  E f f  i c iency .
DH Soun antennas have been
tested with efficiency up lo 73o/o.

REASON #12. Qual i ty Control
Each antenna is checked carefully
to assure quality and accuracy.

REASON #6. Better Mount
Includes ball bearings in pivot
point, plated zero clearance jack,
feed assembly, available circular
6 bolt or standard square 4 bolt.

DH Satellite North
P.O.  Box  462

Waseca, MN 56093
Te lephone:  (507)  835-4454

DH Satellite East
242 S. Si lver St.

P .O.  Box  832
Mt .  P leasant ,  PA 15666

Te lephone:  (41  2 \  547 -61  60

PLEASE DISTRIBUTORS CONTACT US FOR PRICING

DH Satellite TV

DH Satellite South East
P . O .  B o x  7 5 2 1

Ti f ton ,  GA 31794
Te lephone:  (91  2)  382-3867

DH Satellite West
26705 W. Basel ine Rd.

P.O.  Box  577
Buckeye, AZ 85326

Te lephone:  (602 )  386-7  1  31



HBO/DBS 'Prologue'

In mid-December, several events relating to the proposed HBO
'CBD' marketing program occurred which will have some impact on

the way scrambling finally shakes out during 1985:
1) 3TC, the C6msat iubsidiary formed to create a 6 channel 12

GHz (Ku) DBS service announced it was calling it quits' Now

some $24,000,000 into the project, Comsat has decided that

DBS is too risky a business and is calling it quits' STC was the

DBS planner clbsest to creating a'viable' 1 2 GHz business and

with their announcement, the likelihood that there would be a

12GHz 'DBS service'in North America much before 1990 all

but disappeared.
2) Showtime and The Movie Channel announced they had signed

a contract with M/A-Com to use the M/A-Com LinkAbit scramb-
linj system. This is the same system HBO (Cinemax) had
priviosuly contracted to use and currently being tested on
TR21 o f  G1.

The STC decision to kill their 1 2 GHz DBS plans immediately takes
pressure off of HBO to beat STC into the marketplace with a 4 GHz
;CBo DBS'service. The Showtime decision to scramble Showtime
and TMC transponders ('late 1985') takes additional pressure otf of

HBO to try to work out some sort ol'marketing accommodation'with
Showtime. As noted here, HBO cares less about offering a'package
of services' which would include Showtime (or The Movie Channel)
than they do that any premium channels remain unscrambled after
HBO does finally scramble.

With STC 'dead' and Showtime now committed to scrambling,
HBO has the luxury of sitting back and watching the C band terminal
industry'grow' into a world large enough to merit its own marketing
operation-and management 'tree.' My bottom line analysis does not
cirange by these late events; we have still, as an industry' apparently
boug6t ourselves 'another year' of unscrambled services and the
opportunity for our universe (and political clout) to grow'

HBO + M/A-Com 'Shuffle'

When HBO sent a trio of representatives to meet with the SPACE

SATELLITE DICEST

Board of Directors November 19th in Dallas, there was considerable
anticipation on the part ol many SPACE board members' "At last, they

are coming to tell us when, and how, they will scramble" said one'
"And, they will tell us what their marketing plans are and how our

dealers can fit into that marketing program."
Expectations.
Aias, the HBO appearance was a disappointment' The HBO trio

said nothing which had not been said before, as recently as Nashville

when Kenkinderman appeared on a panel to discuss tentative
marketing plans. In the interim 10 weeks, HBO was apparently no

closerto iheirlinal marketing plan, or a final scrambling time schedule'

The failure of HBO to 'share' their thoughts with the SPACE board
had a re-enforcing effect. After the trio from Home Box departed' the
Board discussed what their reaction should be. Ullimately, SPACE
would approve an announcement which basically said:

1) SPACE will proceed to push lor legislation in Congress which
would force those services which scramble to offer their scram-
bled services to home TVRO owners, at a 'fair market price'
(the original legislation introduced by Congressmen Gore
irom Tennessee, Rose from North Carolina and Tauzin from
Louisiana in March of 1984);

2) SPACE will proceed to prepare for an 'anti-trust' attack on
HBO (and other premium suppliers), in the court system' and
be 'ready'to file anti{rust suits against the program suppliers if
the suppliers act as if they will scramble without otfering their
services to home TVROs;

3) SPACE will continue to 'be available' to discuss possible
marketing plans for 'CBD'service, with the premium program
suppliers, as long as those discussions lead towards a 'level

playing field'which allows all receiver OEMs to offer scram-
blirig-Compatible receivers and all (qualified) dealers to offer
the service package to their customers.

As we saw in this space in December' the when-to-scramble-issue
is a very complex issue. Many would like you to believe that the only
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sure, satellite sales Inc. has always given their customers the best possible
pricing available. we keep our pricing competit ive to insure thatyou get the
best Oeal. But, w€'re just as proud of the important services that keep our

customers coming back . . . that's a Sreat deal morel we ofler you, Quality
products includhg . Astro Products . California Amplifier ' Chapanal '

AGREAT

deal more!

brake . Luxor . M/A COM . Prodelin . Houston Tracker . Hero Ant€nna
. KLM; Factory direct authorized distributo4 Same day order processing;
euic( next day delivery; Full time warranty and repair service centet;.
Advertising aidi and promotional support, Training seminars; Technical
support aid direct sirvice phone line; Three convenient fuly stocked
toiitions; Toll tree sales order access. Call us for a good deal and a

Service
Department:
(216) 442-46,44

nEATERS olltY

688D Alpha Park
Cleveland, Ohio 44143
Ohio Toll Free:
1-800-391-124s
Nat'|. Toll Free:
1-800-321-1 188

405 N. Wllouicrook Rd.
Coldwater, Mich. 49036
Mich. Toll Free:
1-800{.47-1475
Nat'|. Toll Free:
1-800-874-4835

AGOOD IIEAT

ffi%
6955 Worthington-@lena Rd.
Columbus, Ohio 43085
Ohio Toll Free:
1-800-521{136
Nat'1. Toll Free:
1-800-345-5s27
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Succes$...
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It takes more than just great products.
At Satellite Earth Stations, we supply
our dealers with nothing but the best
in satellite receiving equipment. Not

to mention our own custom
equipment and plenty of brand name
accessories. But, a great product line

is only the beginning.

It tahes Quality Seraice.
As important as any fine product is

the service behind it. For us, that
means fast delivery, dependable

professional maintenance and quick
attention to your individual needs.

Competitioe Pricing.
As a leader in the industrv we have

to be competitive in pricing and with
volume such as ours, it's easy to do.

And a commitment to the future.
Success demands more than a great
line of products. Since the industry's

beginnings, Satellite Earth Stations has
been committed to the future.

Keeping on top of everything from
the basics to the newest

developments. Because we realize
you are the key to our success.

Sotellite Earth Stations
When you need us, we'll be here.

Satellite Earth Stations East, Inc.
PO. Box 160, Mamou, tA 20554

(800) 762-2110 U.S. Sates, (800) 252-3307La. sares; (3r8) 468-2201 
f$ffiyrcf ,

d. b.a. satel ire *ffi3;,1X,";
l106 Smith Rd., Ste. 101, Austin, T}'7B72L

(800) 325-5043 U.S. Sales*'ilfii,"flfti;:::
rndustry*J":yjlrTsiilTrll"j

(800) 654-9144 US Sa/es;

sater ire ** r,.,,St"o"olf &lxl.li": ff: j2o3e oeresbvoPi 
rY_ffiil,f 'r:1::

(800) 553-1976 Go. Sates
(912) 743-9099 loccl

,nrEulfE
ENRTH
ttn|lr'n/l

MASTER SfOCKt VG DTSfR BUIORS ALL LocArtoNs

@ I 984 ROOI. TEW. I NC.
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VC2 SIGNAL ON TR21/ G1 recently. The next round ot tests is
underway.

factor impacting on 'when' is the delivery and installation of the
M/A-Com created Videocipher scrambler and descrambler units.

As we explored on December 1st, HBO has a bit of a financial
squeeze coming up; they have commitments for certain movies, to be
released on HBO late in 1985 and thereafter, which are tied to signili-
cant dollars. They had planned that when these movies began to
arrive at HBO for airing that there would be some certain (minimum)
number of HBO (cable) subscribers on line. And, as we saw in Decem-
ber, those 'projections' for subscriber growth have lagged. ln short,
HBO is facing the use of some expensive movies and the way their
growth has been going, they will have to pay more for those movies
than they planned to spend.

So the delivery of the first (second, etc.) VC2 scrambler for the
Long lsland uplink at HBO is not so important afterall if it cannot be
used to make more money for HBO. In tact, if it costs HBO money, and
they derive no new (and much needed) income from its use' it is simply
an artifact hanging around their neck. Ditto those 10,000 VC2C de-
scramblers which they have said they will buy from M/A-Com. lf they
can't be used to earn HBO new cash receipts, what good are they?
Not much.

Inspite of all of this, HBO continues to issue great press releases
claiming they'will scramble' and then they tag a date or two on the 'will

scramble' statement. The latest dates, should you care' wander be-
tween March 1st and September 1st.

I have attempted to diagram where things are now' and where
they might go during 1 985 and 1986. My diagrams are only as good
as my information, and my information is only as good as the strength
of HBO's internal planning. Their internal planning is, in a word,
'rubbery.'That is, just as the trio from HBO told the SPACE board of
directors November 1gth, "We don't have our planning done yet"'
Right-on.

Still, there can be drawn some assumptions relative to how things
might happen, in what sequence and with some approximation,
'when,'given what we do know about the progress to date. I suspect
that every six months or so into the indetinite future we will be doing
this sort ot'diagramming'again (and again) as the influences change
and the entire program matures. This is not to say that we don't know
what we are talking about 'this time'; quite the contrary, there is only so
much to know and therefore only so many logical conclusions can be
drawn from the limited amount of knowledge that exists' And as long
as HBO continues to not-know themselves what and when they will
be doing certain things, there is also no way that we can know
anymore than they know. You simply cannot start playing a 'new

game' when nobody has adopted the rules for the game; yet.

When it was all over, the meeting was a disappointment; a let-
down. Not only did the SPACE board not learn anything new, but there
was the suspicion that HBO was withholding information which could
have been shared with the board without jeopardizing HBO plans.
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I COI{SISTANT OUALNY

T AfFOTDAII.E PnICING

^-- I EI{GIIIEERED
- al coMMtrucAlrows,
-J. IilCOPPORAED

l8-A Home Nerc Row
New BMwick. N.J 08901

(20 I ) 828-5009

CAII TODAY TON MONE INTONMANON

r-Eoo�272-77EE
ASK ABOIIT ffiE NEIf, ECI.I6

A cap
doesn't
have to
be ugly!

Or expensive. At just $29.00, the SR 2900 protective cap
will more than pay for itself by doing just what it's
designed to do: protect expensive electronics from the
elements - snow, ice or sunl ight.

The SR 2900 is constructed of sturdy ABS plastic, and
unlike most other caps, is UA/ (ultra-violet) stabilized so it
doesn't break down under sunlight. lt fits almost any
system, and comes individually boxed with mounting
hardware included.

$29.00/unit.
Ask for information on quantity sales. Dealer inquiries
welcome.

Eastern U.S. customers otder
trom Satellite Receivers, Ltd.
ot Green Bay, Wisconsln.
Call toll lree 1-800-556-8876
ot call 1-414-432-5777

Western U,S, customerc order
from Warren Supply Company
of Siour Falls, South Dakota.
Call toll lree l-800-843-9924
or call l-605-336-1830
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MORE
THAN

YEARS IN
THE MAKING-

TVRO's sTH BIRTHDAY PARTY as televised Octo-
ber 18th on Westar V and Galaxy 1 !

TVRO's most spectacular two hours/ 120 minutes of ,The
Roots of TVRO' including rare film of October 19, 1979 FCC
approvaf of deregulated home TVROs, rare 197g and 1979
network newscasts dealing with early TVRO systems, and a
close, intimate look at Industry Pioneers Robert Coleman,
Robert Taggart, Richard L. Brown, H. Taylor Howard, Davrd
Barker, David Brough, John Ramsey and from Sri Lanka in the
Indian Ocean, Arthur C. Clarke!

LIMITED EDITION two-hour format VHS tapes available only
as long as the supply lasts,  only via AIRMAIL, just in t ime for
considerat ion for 'hol iday season giving, ' to and for people in our
exciting industry. This 'TVRO Spectacular' produced by West
Indies Video and Don Hunt Teleproductions to commemorate
the TVRO industry's fifth birthday during the Nashviile SpACE/
STTI show'Birthday Party'; see the 'party'intact plus 50 addi-
tional minutes skillfully woven into a professionaiTV two hour'special' just for you! Use order form below or call 305/771-0505
weekdays  be tween 9  AM and 4  pM eas tern  w i th  vour
Visa/Mastercharge card handy!

MAKE ME A BIRTHDAY PARTICIPANT!
_ 955 (US funds) enclosed; send me VHS format two_hour

speed 'TVRO's Sth Birthday party via AlRmait to my
U.S. address.

-- $65 (US funds) enclosed; send me VHS format two_hour
speed 'TVRO's 5th Birthday party via international AIR_
mail to my non-US address ( including Canada, Mexico).

NAME

Company (if appticabte)

Address

Town/City State _ Zip _ Country

CSD Magazine
P.O. Box 100858
Fort Lauderdale, Fl. 33310

ENCLOSE FULL payment
with order in US funds
or use Visa/Mastercharoe
by calling 3OS-271 -0505-
weekdays 9 AM-4 PM eastern.

f
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As I wrote at some length in this space for December 01, HBO's

olans are 'problem-driven.' A minor update or two'- - 
tJ ine'tirst of the VC2 scramblers was finallytrooked up and put

into an operating mode late in November' This gives HBO the

tools needed to scramble one channel of service for test

purposes. You may recall that I also reported,.in December'

inai HgO can scramble a single line (in the vertical interval) to

test the scrambling package which means they can test without

having to tear up the pictuies on a regular.service channel' You

won'tlnow they are testing unless you have the appropriate
'waveform monitoring equipment.'

2) The lirst quantity of descramblers, the VC2C (cable) version'
' 

were delivered to HBO on November 1gth' There were 1 01 of

these units in the first shipment and most have been distributed
to a number of western cable television system headends

where many are installed as you read this' Testing, using the

vertical interval line, is underway.
Thus M/A-Com and HBO have mef their announced deadline ot

naving 'some' descramblers installed at'some' cable headends prior

to Delember 31st. And that is supposed to tell 'us,' as well as every-

one else that is concerned about such things, that 'scrambling is

coming - soon.' And that is all crap.

VC2C lmplementation
Our fiist diagram shows the probable sequence of events relative

to the recently initalled VC2C scrambler (that's the piece that goes at

the uplink). li was made operational November 23rd' At the same

o 1

HBO VC2C IMPLEMENTATION

VC2C SCRAMBLER
INSTALLED AT UPLINK

APPROXIMATELY 1OO VC2C
DESCRAMBLERS INSTALLED
AT CABLE DOWNLINKS

TESTING PERIOD OF
INIT IAL DESCRAMBLER9

PRODUCTION AND
INSTALLATION OF 9,900
ADDITIONAL VC2C
DESCRAMBLERS

TESTING PERIOD OF TOTAL
VC2C DESCRAMBLER
UNIVERSE

SCRAMBLING CAPABIL ITY
READY ON ONE OR
MORE HBO,  CINEMAX
FEEDS

t
t
t
t
i
t

STEP ONE
(11-23€4)

STEP TWO
(12-31-84)

STEP THREE
(3-01€5)

STEP FOUR
(5{1€5;

PRODUCTION
7{1€5;

INSTALLATION)

STEP FIVE
(9{1€5)

(9{1As)

PRIOR TO
7{1€5

t I pnooucrtoN AND lNsrALLATloN !*ioi-e-oorriolni vczc i
lscnauelens (3 rorAL) a
L-------  - - - -J

The Survey/or"
EverybodY is talking about it'

Home Satellite Drine Systems
Available from

The Antenna Farm, Apopka, FL 3051886-6999 .
National Microtech, Gienada, MS, 8O0l 647 -6144

saiettite vioeo services. catskill, NY 518/678-9581-
Carof inj iitef f ite Systems, wilmington, NC, 919/395- l157
e"rtn stltions of C-olumoia, Coluri'oia, sC' 803/254-0535

Startech, Salem, VA, 8OOl22l -4656 -
NEDCO, Toronto, Canada, 4161 67 7 - l4l0

lGnt Research CorPoration
1900 Burdett Ave'Troy, New York .|2180

5t81272-6870

. . .THE iIICR'-VERTER tl sug' list 180

{, Rrla6 tol conlinuol|3 rarvlca. Ll8 and FIEL0 tctt 'd oYC? | ycell '

* ty.l l . ih tot ILL 0HAIIIELS 2 tltougi 30 including Mlo .nd SUPER!

* CnlSP, HlGll FIoELITY D.dom.ncc. A cl.s3ic in i l tr l icld'

* TanDa?alul strbll i tad lC tubcrnicl circuit?y l0r supGlior tt| i i l i t '

* laf moduhtlon cilcuilrt tol inDrovc-d grltotmtncc on c,li-lic'l qutnl

loclad rnd 3rnchlonou3 dcLclol TY lcc'lYClr'

r B||l ln in dual rugul.l.d powrl supply. Adiurt 'blc Yidco and audio lcvcls'

* Tro RF outDrt oplions: lSDBnv tirGd or 35oBnv v'l iablc (10 f0 35)'

* S0Dporhd by .n .rc.l lcnl n.l ionwidG 0EALER PRoGRAM'

OTTIER MODULATORS,  F ILTER'  I , {ONITOR5,  CAMERAS'  ETC'AVAILABLE'

PXONE or  WRITE fo r  COMPLETE VIDEO CATALOG'

---lh----J\a oEALER liqulRlEs lxvlrED
\ t  '  L

y-#WFf "[ver 20 yeors ol video nodulotor exPertise"

l3c t  BRotol tAY Dl f ,orA c l rY'  t lE.  68131 Pl l :  (002)981'3 l l l



Heavenly fecwtion at down- to - eafth
prices from Microdish and Uniden.

T--nl r=-r-t

l------MIiEi-sdN I

The Uniden U.S.T. f 000 offers goodperformance at an
economical price.

Special features include: detent channel s€lector,
lit channel indicator, video fine tuning, variable audio
tuning, antennapolarity mode switch, tuning meter,
channel scan, automatic polarity switching, skew con-
trol, channel 3 or 4 switchable modulator and quartz
controlled frequency stability.

Uniden's space-age technology and engineering
give you a complete system built to perform. The U.S.T.
10OO is iust one remarkablepart of the Uniden Satellite
Television System. Unideff unid.n'su.uite'ltchnology Sptems rnc.

Microdish offers dealers an extensive line of Uniden
products. The availability of an item will be confirmed
when you call in your order. Due to our enormous in-
ventory, all orders placed by noon E.S.T. wlll usually be
shipped the same day.

To celebrate the opening of a second office in
Bend Oregon, Microdish is offeringspecial reductions
on many items. Ask about our Grand Opening Specials.

It[t[,#s_qgP:"sH
1-800-638-1864
1 -800-251 -051 1 (in Ohio)
TelexS5-7081



lflftantbsell SMATVffi
Let a General lffitrunrentteam helplotr. g

For successfu I SMATV i nstal lations
you need the latest "state of the art"
full featured systems and that's what
we offer you at General lnstrument.
But equally important to your success
are General Instrument designers
and systems engineers.

Their ful l t ime job is to help you
make SMATV sales and installations
in hotels, motels, apartments, condos
and elsewhere.

They are ready to offer their technical
knowledge and experience to help you
penetrate the growing SMAry market,

As a General Instrument customer
with a prospective SMATV installation,
here's what ou r teams wi | | do for you:

1. Specify every component you' l l
need-from dishes to head-
ends to amplif  iers and wall
jacks.

2. Lay out the entlre system and
give you a set of blueprints for
your prospecl.

3. Price eve$hing required.
4. Provide comprehensive system

installation instructions and
answer any questions you may
nave.

And all this at no additional cost to
you.

GENERAL

Highest quality hardware, too.
We have a complete line oJ com-

patible, ful ljeatured components.
Everything you'll need and all bear-
ing the respected
brand name your
prospects already
recognrze:
General lnstrument

Write us today
to f ind out how we
can help you cash
in on the orof itable
SMAry market.

RF Systems Div is ion
GENERAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
4229 South Fremont Avenue 65 Waverly Street
Tucson, Arizona 8571 4
602/294-1 600
or

Delhi ,  Ontar io
Canada N4B 1 E8
51 9/582-071 0

INSTRUMENT



Sateltile
Video

Services
The Master Stocking Distributor
with the seruices you require,
and the products you demand.

Full Service Distributor
Free Monthly Dealer Training Seminars
Free Weekly Technical Semi-nars
Competitive Pricing
Complete Technical Assistance
Prompt Shipment and Delivery
Factory Authorized Seruice
High Demand Product Line
Three Stocking Locations

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

M/A Com
Prodelin
Omni Spectra
Uniden
Wilson

Luxor
Intersat
Conifer
Draco Aimers
Winegard

_ Dealer Inquiries Only

The Northeast's Leading Distributor

Call for lree Catalog & Price List

I

I
I
I
I

d
a

Satellite Video Services, Inc.
RR #1, Box 85-S
Catskill, NY 12414
518-678-9581

800-528-DISH - National
800-831-DISH - New York

Satellite Video Services NH, Inc.
RFD #2, Harriman Hilt Rd.

Raymond NH 03077
603-895-3182

800-448-0012 - National

Satellite Video Services pA, tnc.
317 E. Pleasant Valley Blvd.

Altoona, PA 16602
814-942-5003

800-242-3860 PA Onty



COOP/ continues from Page 72

time, HBO was distributing the first shipment of VC2C descramblers
(101 units total) to cable headends. That brings us to today and the

iesting that goes on with some degree of regularity using that single

scramibler and those 101 descramblers. Remember that the testing is

being done in the vertical interval test signal (VITS) so you cannot tell

that ihey are testing it; it is NOT like the testing that was done for eight
months or so on trahsponder 3 of Galaxy 1 where the video was totally

messed up. Let us assume (as in forecast) that this testing will con-

t inue unti l  around the 1st of March. At that point '  the test results are

analyzed and a decision has to be made:
i) Testing proves the system worked properly and it is now safe to

move lhead with the installation of additional scramblers (for

the remaining three HBO + Cinemax transponders) as well  as

approve MIA-Com releasing the remainder of 9'899 VC2C
descramblers. We make this assumption in our diagram and

suggest that between the approval of the test results (March

0f i ind the t inal del ivery ol the balance of thescramblers and

descramblers we eat up four more months; taking us to July
1 st.

Once the balance of the scramblers and descramblers are in-
stalled, we have a new test period. We are suggesting in our diagram
that this will consume no less than sixty days which places us at
September 1 (1985) as the earl iest 'start date'when HBO could
throw lour switches and scramble HBO east and west as well as
Cinemax east and west.

All of this is mechanical, and does not deal with 'why' HBO would
want to scramble HBO east and west and Cinemax east and west if
that scrambling did not give them new revenue sources. However'
they must get through the mechanical phase (i.e. be ready to scram-
ble'by throwing switches) before they can seriously address the
marketing aspects of selling their service(s) to home TVROS.

HBO Marketing Options
On the assumption that all of the testing goes OK, that HBO does

not have a malor falling-out with M/A-Com, we arrive at approximately

SATELLITE DICEST

the 1st of September with HBO 'capable' or ' ready' to throw a switch'
Now the proiect moves away from the engineering realm and into the
marketing region. This is where the real fun begins.

tn oui ' t tgO Marketing Options' diagram, we see them ready to

throw the switch(es) on September 01. Now, what comes next?
On the left, we have one option: they simply leave the system

installed, test it every now and again using the VITS scrambling
technique, and do nothing else for some indefinite period ol t ime'
That's the 'sword over our head' scenario; they could, on short
notice, scramble anytime they wished.

Then in the middie o1 the diagram we have another option' ll HBO

is not able to talk Showtime (+The Movie Channel),  and' Disney'

Turner Cable Services, ESPN and so on into joining their 'scrambling

party,'they could go ahead and scramble on their own;as we visited in

bec'emOel. Howe--ver, their own internal marketing studies tell them

that if they do this, their'percent of market' they are likely to reach (i'e'

i"tt to; *6rU be very small; probably no more-than 1'5o/" of the total

TVRO'universe.' Sti'il, they could do this (and lose money servicing

those 1.5olo of the marketplace) because that would be 'a start,' and

having done it, they might be able to talk other services (such as

Oiin"Vl into scrambling-as well. Adding Disney' for example, might

pick tti6m up another 0.5% of the marketplace and at this stage every

little bit of boost would helP.
Final ly, there is the third (on r ight) option; by some miracle Show-

time (et al) decide to' join'  HBO in the CBD marketing program and we
have the 'promise' of something HBO cal ls 'The Galaxy Companies
Package.' That's where we have between 6 and 9 scrambled chan-
nels of Galaxy, al l  using the same scrambling system, and al l  (some-
how) being offered as a single'package'of channels through a single
marketing source. And that gets us to a new, more complex diagram.

HBO Marketing Optionsi Two
We are st i l l  at September 01 (1985) but now we have some

oosit ive indication from Showtime (et al) that they wil l  join HBO in this
plan. HBO has the scrambling system instal led and i t  works. They
demonstrate it to the doubting-engineers at Showtime, The Movie
Channel, Disney and so on and these engineers report to their respec-
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trve managements that they love the system. Or, at least can toterate
the system.

\oy.th9y alt  get together (anti- trust concerns from the Depart_
ment ol Justice aside, for now) and try to create a common marketing
qlqp as we.l l  as agree on how they are going to spl i t  up the ,TVRd
dollar pie. '  Natural ly every service involved wii l  be after tne maximum
bucks-per-home permonth so you can envisjon some inlerestinq.
drawn-out hassles here as each part icipant bati les tor fr is tarr snird;
Let s assume that this process takes four months and now we are. as
diagrammed, to December 31st. At this poinl,  HBO and Cinemax have
not scrambled themselves because to do so, alone, wi l l  earn them
such an insignif icant amount of addit ional income that thev wil l  lose
money administering that new (TVROihome) revenue. And, were they
to scramble, SPACE would be al l  over Congress pushing even harder
for the Gore Legislat ion' which wil l  ( i f  adop6d) lorce f hem to deat with
TVRO under federal guidel ines. They would l ike to avoid federal
involvement for as long as possible.

.  . .  Sohere we are, at the end of 19g5, and st i l l  nobody is scram_
bling. But, in this optimist ic scenario, by the end of .1g85 we do have
some sort of agreement from the Galaxy program part icipants that
there wil lbe a universar scrambring system indi universa|marketino
approach to sel l ing a descrambled service.

Between the end of 1985 and the f irst of June in 1986, we canproJect that ai l  of the part icipants in this' ideal scenario'wi l l  be workino
out the detai ls of the distr ibution plan, and, somebody (such as MlAl
Com)  is .busy  too l ing  up  fo r ,  and then de l i ver ing ,  the  add i t iona t
thousands of descramblers and lhe addit ional upl ini scramblers that
wil l  be required. And now we are almost to the middle of . l9g6.
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nappy.'Tirat 's 
the optimist ic viewpoint '  To the left  in our diagram' we

have the CBD pl in being shut down by a court or being substantial ly

modiJied because in thai z0 months SPACE has been able to push

legislat ion through Congress which forces the premium (scrambled)

seirices provideis to deal with TVRO users and sellers on a 'level

plavinq fibld.' SPACE will argue that by allowing the cable firms to

"ontro' i th" dit t t ibution of CBD service, and equipment as well ,  there is

a'cable industry monopoly'  in place which works to the.disadvantage
ot tf'" fVnO industry. Even il the cable aifiliate, operating as a-W1d9

Area Distributor' for ihe CBD service, does 'allow' some local TVRO

dealers to ' instal l '  the equipment, the very fact that the 'Wide Area

Distributor' is a cable operator makes it difficult for the TVRO dealer to

offer CBD service 'in town' in competition to the cable operator's own

service l ines. SPACE wil l  Jocus on this and wil l  show that a growing

percentage of the TVRO sales are occurring ' in town'where custom-

ers are ofting for TVRO service rather than cable service The cable

operators would like to slow down or stop this trend, of course' and by

control l ing in their area the distr ibution of CBD descramblers, they

could certainly slow down the sale of TVROs ' in town '

So SPACE wil l  be batt l ing not only the premium suppliers but the

cable industry as well. And twenty months down the road from today'

that could be a very signif icant batt le indeed. l t  could, as the diagram

shows, force everyning to 'go on hold. 'Or, as a strategy move, HB-O
(and/oiothers) coutd elect to tinally throw the scrambling switches Of

course when iney Oo this, the legislat ion introduced way back in the

Along in here you can anticipate that SPACE will be in court as well

as pushi-ng for the adoption of legislation guaranteeing TVRO owners
the right oi access to the scrambled transmissions. lt is probable that

sor""ola." in here either a court will issue a restraining order shutting
down the scrambling plans, or, the Congress will pass legislation
making mandatory access to the scrambled programming practical'

SPACE is certainly on record as planning to do all of this (and more)

and HBO is smart enough to take SPACE at their 'word. '
Still, if the 'coalition-' of Galaxy programmers holds together

through all of this, we could have the additional services (Disney et

al) telting their scrambling system by the surnmer of 1986 and we

could have those tests completed by the 1st oJ September in 1986 At

that point, if the Galaxy Companies are bound and. determined to

scramble, but not to allow TVRO dealers to be a part of the distribution
plan, you can be quite sure that some court will stop it at that point' So'euen 

*itn everything falling into place, with the best possible meshing
of gears, we still ent up early in the fall of 1986 with no scrambling
in 

-place; 
unless along the way the Galaxy Companies have 'made

peace'with SPACE and have agreed to a sel l ing and marketing plan

which includes our industry's OEMs and dealers.
Which gets us to 'HBO Marketing Options Three. '

HBO Marketing Options/ Three
lf we somehow arrive at the best possible scenario (September 01 '

1986) with everything in place, we have a new setof scenarios'
On the right, everything has been resolved and now, finally' some

20 months down the road from today, there is a Galaxy One CBD

service available. And everyone, one supposes' is more or less
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spring of 1985 wil l  gain new momentum because this is exactly what
that legislation is designed to prevent; scrambling of services with-
out otfering descramblers to individual home TVRO owners.

And so we come to the end of this diagram with the notation that we
now have a battle raging in Congress; pitting the programmers and
cable industry against the home TVRO owners.

TIME-TABLE String
The 'strength' of the TVRO industry will rise as the number of home

terminals grows. The number of terminals now 'in place' is unknown
During 1985, because SPACE has begun a statistical analysis pro-
gram, we will at least have a better concept of how we are developing'
6ut the number of terminals in place, as that statistical analysis
program begins, will never be known.

ln our f inal diagram, we assign some numbers to the'size of the
TVRO universe' at various points along the t ime-table through
September of 1986. We make the assumption that there are 700'000
terminals in the ground and operating on January lst and project
growth through September ot 1986 We see slightly more than a
doubling of our universe in that period of time.

Stari ing at the top, while HBO is test ing their single scrambler and
their 101 init ial  descramblers, we see SPACE formulating the f inal
plans for their legislative and legal options. SPACE will be introducing,
with the help oi Senators Goldwater and Gore and Congressmen
Rose and Tauzin, two signif icant pieces ol legislat ion early in 1985:

1) A bill to pre-empt local zoning ordinances which attempt to' 
keep TViiO aniennas out ol a municipality (Goldwater will
sponsor and Push this one)'  and,

2) A bill to make it mandatory that when a premium service
scrambles, it must offer its scrambled services to individual
(home) TVROs tor a 'lair market price.'

SPACE wil l  also be revisit ing the 1982 plan to bring an anti- trust
suit against the premium suppliers, HBO in particular since they are
leading the pack, and while this suit would be substantially financed by
the 'SJper-Fund' group (within SPACE), i t  wi l l  be offered as the'wi l l  of
the ful l  board'this t ime around. Every step HBO takes' in announclng
their CBD program, and in setting up the distribution of their program-
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ming through HBO appointed 'Wide Area Distributors,' will be very
carelully sciutinized by SPACE. Every 'mistake' HBO makes in this
orocess wil l  be addit ional ammunit ion for SPACE in the anti- trust suit '
as well as in arguing before Congress the need for adoption of the
'mandatory access' legislation.

While the two camps are .iockeying for position, HBO will be
winding through the test phase for their f i rst descramblers and
reaching a decision regarding installation of the balance of the de-
scramblers and scramblers

Through all of this the TVRO universe grows, perhaps not as
rapidly as many would hope, but by the lall season of 1985 most feel it
will have achieved the mythical 50,000 per month level as a conserva-
tive estimale. All of this tells us that as the TVRO universe grows, and
HBO takes longer and longer to scramble or drag the other premium
suppliers into their scrambling plans, the number of Americans ' im-

pacted' by the ultimate scrambling lormat is growing; substantially.
This works lor both sides.

HBO would like to have several million potential customers for
their service, when all of this sorts out. SPACE' representing those
several million users, would like to have everyone of them writing or
calling their Congressman when the final votes come in Congress.
Size, a Oig TVRO universe, may be the only common aspiration the
two share.

Synopsis
As always, in the HBO scrambling story, we are no closer to firm

dates nor fiim action than before. But we are at least now able to
focus on the reasons why there can be no firm dates and we are
finally able to step back from the equipment (VC2 scramblers and
VC2C descramblers) question to see that equipment availability' and
delivery, is but a small consideration in this scenario. Yes, certain
things must happen with the equipment betore other things can
happen. But even after those things do happen with the equipment
(i .e. i t  is proven, in place, and ready to'work'),  we are st i l l  not to a point
where a hard set of dates can be forecast.

Wil l  HBO and the scrambling question be 1985's number-one
'continuing story'? We think so.
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